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INTRODUCCIÓN 

La formación inicial de los profesores de educación secundaria en la especialidad de inglés deberá 
garantizar que, durante este proceso, los estudiantes normalistas logren el conocimiento suficiente 
del idioma que les permita utilizarlo para expresarse con seguridad y confianza, y también como 
medio para transmitir a los adolescentes el interés por aprenderlo; asimismo, deberá contribuir al 
desarrollo de las habilidades básicas para comprender lo que escuchan y leen en inglés, así como 
para iniciarse en la práctica de la expresión oral y escrita con ideas sencillas. 

El domino del idioma inglés con el que los estudiantes ingresan a la escuela normal es variable. 
Algunos han logrado cierto grado de competencia para expresarse con fluidez en forma oral, otros 
han desarrollado más la comprensión lectora pero enfrentan dificultades para hablar o escribir. Por 
estos motivos, uno de los propósitos centrales en la formación inicial de los futuros profesores es 
propiciar el desarrollo y fortalecimiento de las competencias comunicativas que requieren, no sólo 
para enseñar el idioma a sus alumnos, sino además para el mejoramiento continuo de sus 
habilidades lingüísticas. 

Para atender el propósito señalado anteriormente, como parte del conjunto de asignaturas de 
especialidad que incluye el plan de estudios, cuatro cursos son específicos de inglés (Inglés I, II, III 
y IV), y corresponden a la línea de Perfeccionamiento de la competencia comunicativa, en la cual los 
estudiantes continuarán adquiriendo conocimientos sobre el idioma inglés y accederán a niveles 
superiores de dominio de las habilidades lingüísticas a través de la realización de múltiples 
actividades en las que escuchen, lean, hablen y escriban con intención y en situaciones específicas. 
De esta manera, los aspectos lingüísticos que usualmente se analizan de manera aislada (como la 
fonética, la pronunciación o el análisis gramatical) se integran a situaciones de comunicación en las 
que lo que se expresa y escucha adquiere sentido y significado. Desde esta perspectiva, será más 
provechoso en la formación del futuro maestro de inglés comprender la estructura de las oraciones 
(afirmativas, negativas, interrogativas) o las regularidades e irregularidades en la conjugación de los 
verbos –por ejemplo– si se parte de la reflexión sobre el uso mismo del idioma, de las 
características que presentan las formas de expresión de acuerdo con los contextos en que se 
utilizan cotidianamente. 

La asignatura Inglés I, inicia con actividades de diagnóstico, con la finalidad de que el maestro 
titular tenga la información necesaria sobre el dominio del idioma que poseen los estudiantes e 
identificar los casos con mayores insuficiencias. Ello permitirá al profesor seleccionar el tipo de 
situaciones, estrategias y contenidos con los que sea más conveniente iniciar el trabajo y propiciar 
tanto la participación de todos los alumnos en la clase, como la interacción y el apoyo mutuo que 
puedan darse, a la vez que se crea un ambiente favorable a la comunicación y al ejercicio de las 
habilidades lingüísticas. Asimismo, el diagnóstico permitirá que los futuros maestros reconozcan su 
propio desempeño y de manera intencionada presten la atención necesaria para mejorar sus 
competencias comunicativas. 

 

PRESENTACIÓN 

Esta guía está centrada en el trabajo práctico con situaciones y actividades que propicien en los 
estudiantes el ejercicio sistemático de las habilidades de comunicación en lengua extranjera, a fin de 
que progresen paulatinamente en el dominio del lenguaje. Un maestro que no domina la lengua 
extranjera o no reconoce las estrategias para el desarrollo de las habilidades lingüísticas tendrá 
escasa influencia en el logro de los propósitos formativos en los alumnos de secundaria, un profesor 
que no lee, que no habla o que no escribe en inglés, será incapaz de despertar en sus alumnos el 
gusto por la lectura o el uso frecuente de la lengua extranjera en situaciones cotidianas. Por ello, es 
fundamental que el maestro responsable de la asignatura propicie un ambiente de trabajo en el que 
sea posible la lectura comprensiva, la expresión oral y escrita, así como el desarrollo de la capacidad 
para entender lo que se escucha en lengua extranjera; que los estudiantes ejerciten y reflexionen 
constantemente sobre sus logros en el manejo del idioma, así como en las características del 
enfoque comunicativo. 

La organización del trabajo es flexible, no está sujeta a una secuencia preestablecida de temas 
específicos, ni a la revisión de textos únicos, sino al desarrollo de las habilidades comunicativas en la 
lengua extranjera. Por esta razón, el maestro de Inglés I deberá diseñar su propio plan de trabajo, 
considerando, en primer término, las habilidades en que se pondrá énfasis y las actividades que 
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contribuyen a su ejercicio. Como parte del plan y de acuerdo con las características del grupo, 
decidirá los contenidos específicos a tratar (de pronunciación, vocabulario, sintaxis, etcétera). Esto 
permitirá que la planeación se realice a partir de los acuerdos que entre maestros tomen en las 
reuniones de colegio; un plan de actividades con estas características se ajustará a las condiciones 
de cada escuela, entre ellas, a la programación de las jornadas de observación y práctica en el 
escuela secundaria, cuyas características se detallan en el programa Observación y Práctica Docente 
I. 

El trabajo que se desarrolle tendrá como base el uso y aprovechamiento de recursos con los que se 
cuente en la escuela o aquellos a que se tenga fácil acceso en el medio. Los materiales que se 
describen para su análisis son, únicamente, algunos ejemplos, entre otros recursos que se pueden 
incluir para lograr los propósitos formativos de la asignatura.  

Los textos sugeridos en la bibliografía básica son referentes que permiten a los estudiantes contar 
con elementos de comparación entre las características de las estrategias propias y las que diseña 
como actividades para trabajar con adolescentes. Esta selección bibliográfica debe tomarse como 
indicador de las características de los materiales que se recomienda analizar; no son los únicos que 
el maestro y los estudiantes revisarán; de acuerdo con las necesidades particulares de cada grupo, 
el profesor podrá incluir los textos que considere conveniente revisar, siempre que estén en la 
biblioteca de la escuela normal o sean de fácil acceso para los estudiantes. 

El trabajo en esta asignatura se realiza en la modalidad de taller. Las actividades que se deriven del 
análisis de los materiales y recursos que se sugieren deberán considerar: 

El trabajo en equipo, basado en el ejercicio del diálogo y la interacción constructiva entre los 
estudiantes. El maestro titular de la asignatura propiciará permanentemente un trabajo 
colaborativo, en el que el estudiante reconozca el desempeño personal de las habilidades lingüísticas 
y la importancia de su participación en las actividades individuales y de grupo. Este espacio propicia 
que los estudiantes ejerciten sus habilidades para narrar, describir, explicar, preguntar y leer en voz 
alta. 

La argumentación, resultado de la reflexión individual y / o del análisis y discusión en equipo, ofrece 
un punto de vista fundamentado en la experiencia personal así como en los textos que se proponen 
en la bibliografía básica, sobre los recursos y materiales que se analizan. 

La asignatura pretende con este trabajo evitar el tratamiento formalista de los recursos y de las 
estrategias para su aplicación en situaciones de aprendizaje, que lo limita al reconocimiento de 
conceptos o principios abstractos. Para que la revisión del conjunto de materiales que se propone 
tenga sentido, debe tener como referente el trabajo que los estudiantes realizan con los 
adolescentes en la escuela secundaria, entre otros, el diseño de las secuencias de actividades que se 
proponen en algunas asignaturas del semestre 

 

ORGANIZACIÓN DE LOS CONTENIDOS 

1. Antes de iniciar la organización de las actividades del semestre, es recomendable que el maestro 
titular de la asignatura: 

Realice actividades de diagnóstico con los estudiantes para identificar el dominio que cada uno 
tiene en las habilidades lingüísticas.  

 Acuerde con el maestro titular de la asignatura Los Adolescentes y el Aprendizaje del Inglés, a 
partir de los resultados del diagnóstico, la orientación y la profundidad con los que se habrán de 
revisar los contenidos en Inglés I. Esto tiene como propósito evitar reiteraciones innecesarias y, 
en lo posible, realizar actividades conjuntas o complementarias en organización y secuencia de 
contenidos, así como en el tiempo en que se pretende desarrollarlas.  

Organice el semestre, a partir de los acuerdos que establezca con los maestros que imparten las 
asignaturas del tercer semestre, considerando principalmente las fechas y características de las 
estancias en la escuela secundaria, programadas en Observación y Práctica I, a fin de prever 
como parte de sus actividades aquellas en las que sea posible que los estudiantes apliquen 
algunos de los temas revisados en la asignatura.  

2. Los textos y materiales que se sugieren en cada uno de los temas de esta guía son un indicador 
del tipo de documentos que interesa revisar, no son los únicos que el maestro habrá de 
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recomendar a los estudiantes. Conviene que desde el inicio del semestre el profesor titular de la 
asignatura ubique los textos y recursos existentes en la escuela o aquellos que los estudiantes 
pueden consultar en el medio e incluir estos textos y materiales en su planeación. 

3. Los cuadros que se presentan incluyen sugerencias de algunos aspectos en los que es necesario 
que el maestro y los estudiantes centren su atención, así como las habilidades lingüísticas que 
se pretende favorecer. Es necesario insistir que las actividades que se describen representan 
sólo un referente para la organización del trabajo en la asignatura; el maestro podrá incluir los 
recursos con que cuente en la escuela, a fin de lograr los propósitos formativos del curso.  

Tema I. El inglés en el cine  

cc Centrar la atención en Habilidades a desarrollar 

1. ¿De qué trata la 
película?  

• Describe los 
personajes.  

• Encuentra las ideas 
principales.  

• Explica la situación.  
• El asunto clave. 

• Mensajes a través del 
lenguaje no verbal. 

• Variantes lingüísticas. 

Comprensión auditiva. 

Expresión oral.  

2. ¿Entiendes lo que 
dicen? 

a. El lenguaje corporal.  

b. Palabras y frases.  

c. Intenciones y 
connotaciones.  

3. ¿Qué opinas? 

a. De la película.  

b. De los personajes. 
¿Por qué?  

c. ¿Cómo cambiarías el 
final?  

• Palabras de difícil 
pronunciación.  

• Pronunciación y 
comprensión de 
frases coloquiales. 

• Vocabulario.  

Bibliografía y recursos didácticos 

• Libros de texto para el aprendizaje del inglés de niveles intermedio y avanzado. 

• Videos en inglés que puedan encontrarse en la comunidad donde viven los estudiantes. 

• Revistas para la enseñanza del inglés.  

• Cohen, Andrew (1998), Strategies in Learning and Using a Second Language, Londres, 
Longman.  

• English Teaching Forum, (2000), vol. 38, núm. 2, abril. 

• Ferrer-Hanreddy, Jami y E. Whalley Mosaic (1996), A Listening/speaking Skills Book, México, 
McGraw-Hill. 

• Holden Susan y M. Rogers (1998), English Language Teaching, México, Delti, pp. 84-86.  

• Mahnke, M. Kathleen y C. B. Duffy (1998), Toefl Preparation Course, Macmillan Heinemann. 
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• McCarthy, Michael y F. O’Dell (1997), Vocabulary in Use, Cambridge, Nueva York.  

• Richards Jack C. y J.Hull (1999), New Interchange, Cambridge. 

• Richards Jack C. y Ch. Sandy (1999), Passages, Cambridge. 

• Cassany, Daniel, Marta Luna y Gloria Sanz (1998), Enseñar lengua, 4ª ed., Barcelona, Graó. 

Tema II. Cuentos e historias  

cc Centrar la atención en Habilidades a desarrollar 

1. Lectura en voz alta: 
Yo leo tú escuchas.  

a. Cuentos, leyendas, 
narraciones.  

b. Identificación de 
elementos 
importantes en los 
que se hace énfasis 
al leer una historia o 
un cuento.  

c. Claridad en el habla.  

• Pronunciación, 
entonación y 
puntuación.  

• Tema central. 

• Contexto (tiempo, 
lugar y 
circunstancias). 

• Características de los 
personajes.  

• Comprensión 
auditiva.  

• Comprensión lectora. 

• Comunicar lo que se 
quiere decir. 

• Hablar con claridad. 

• Proyectar 
sentimientos. 

• Ordenar secuencias.  2. Relato de historias.  

• Dramatización.  

• Lenguaje corporal 
(gestos).  

3. Escribir sobre el tema.  

• Redacción breve del 
argumento.  

• Inventar una historia 
muy breve.  

• El tipo de lenguaje.  

• Las palabras 
apropiadas. 

• El tema. 

• La estructura lógica 
de la historia que se 
narra.  

Expresión escrita:  

• Organizar ideas y 
comunicarlas.  

• Reflexionar sobre la 
idea principal. 

• Imaginar sucesos y 
expresarlos por 
escrito.  

 Bibliografía y recursos didácticos 

• Baker, Ann y Sharon Goldstein, Pronunciation Pairs, Cambridge. 

• Blass, Laurie y Pike-Baky (1996), A Content-Based Writing Book, México, McGraw Hill. 

• Dale, Paulette y L. Poms (1985), English Pronunciation for Spanish Speakers, Prentice Hall 
Regents,. 

• Swan, Michael (1997), Practical English Usage, Nueva York, Oxford University Press. 
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Tema III. Acceso a las fuentes de información  

cc Centrar la atención en Habilidades a desarrollar 

1. Buscar información 
impresa.  

• Saber lo que se 
busca y dónde 
encontrarlo.  

• Fuentes impresas 
periódicos, revistas y 
libros.  

• Tipos de información.  

• Mensajes que se 
comunican. 

• Utilidad del medio. 

• Características. 

• Su aprovechamiento 
didáctico. 

• Vocabulario. 

• Reconocer palabras. 

• Buscar repeticiones y 
palabras clave. 

• Familias de palabras. 

• Terminaciones de 
palabras. 

• Raíces y prefijos. 

• Sinónimos.  

Comprensión lectora.  

• La adopción de una 
estrategia para la 
búsqueda. 

• Uso del contexto para 
extraer el significado. 

• Predicción. 

• Búsqueda dirigida a 
las ideas principales.  

• Búsqueda de 
información 
específica. 

• La interpretación de 
la información. 

• Evaluación de los 
hallazgos.  

2. La televisión.  

a. Noticias.  

b. Programas de 
entretenimiento.  

c. Programas 
educativos.  

d. Otros.  

3. La información por 
computadora.  

• Programas 
computacionales.  

• Rutas de acceso.  

 

Expresión oral.  

• Conversaciones sobre 
el tema del texto.  

Bibliografía y recursos didácticos 

• Revistas y periódicos en inglés 

• Libros 

• Acceso a internet 

• Wegmann, Brenda y M. Prijic (1996), A Content-Based Reading Book, México, McGraw Hill.  

• Holden Susan y M. Rogers (1998), English Language Teaching, México, Delti, pp. 84-86. 

 

ORIENTACIONES DIDÁCTICAS GENERALES 

1. El conjunto de actividades que el curso propone está basado en la reflexión y el uso permanente 
y sistemático de la lengua extranjera en forma oral y escrita. El maestro de la asignatura debe 
propiciar que los estudiantes participen en las actividades; no basta con analizar y comentar los 
materiales que se proponen, si no se practican de manera consciente las competencias que se 
analizan en el taller. Es decir, los temas son objeto de estudio y a la vez indicadores de las 
habilidades que el maestro debe propiciar en los normalistas. 

2. Al inicio del curso se realizará un diagnóstico que permitirá al profesor titular y a los estudiantes 
conocer el nivel de competencia en las habilidades lingüísticas, sólo así se podrán identificar los 
logros que alcancen progresivamente. Es fundamental que, a partir de este reconocimiento, el 
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maestro de inglés diseñe las estrategias de trabajo para involucrar a los estudiantes en el 
esfuerzo permanente por fortalecer las competencias lingüísticas que más lo requieran. 

3. El trabajo que se propone en esta asignatura pretende atraer la atención y mantener el interés 
de los estudiantes por el idioma inglés. Conviene insistir en la flexibilidad como característica 
distintiva del curso. No se trata de dedicar periodos prolongados al trabajo con un solo tipo de 
recursos, sino de combinar, por ejemplo, el análisis de videos con producciones escritas o lectura 
oral con trabajo sobre noticias. Asimismo, en las actividades que se propongan, el maestro de la 
asignatura debe evitar prácticas rutinarias para el análisis de los materiales. La diversidad en el 
uso de estrategias para el trabajo en el semestre y el fortalecimiento del carácter flexible de la 
asignatura son parte de los retos didácticos que ayudarán maestro y a los estudiantes a 
comprender el sentido del enfoque comunicativo. 

4. Este primer curso de inglés propone el trabajo con diferentes recursos y materiales. Para su 
mejor aprovechamiento conviene tener presentes las siguientes sugerencias: 

a) Análisis de videos. La intención fundamental es fortalecer la comprensión auditiva y la 
expresión oral a través de sencillas conversaciones referidas a los temas que se presentan 
en los videos, la identificación de variantes del idioma, uso de palabras, frases y 
conversaciones en contextos diferentes, análisis de personajes y argumentos, la estructura 
de los diálogos y el mejoramiento de la pronunciación. 

Una estrategia que resulta útil para identificar el dominio que se tiene del lenguaje, de la 
dicción, la entonación y la lógica del discurso, es la grabación de las conversaciones entre 
estudiantes de la normal, en video o audiocintas, para analizar esos aspectos y proponer 
estrategias como alternativas de solución a las posibles insuficiencias. 

b) Cuentos e historias. Los propósitos fundamentales de este grupo de actividades son la 
lectura en voz alta y la comprensión auditiva. Se trata de la lectura de textos sencillos, 
cortos y con lenguaje accesible, de diferentes géneros (literarios, informativos, científicos, 
recetas, instructivos, etcétera), para que los alumnos se ejerciten en las habilidades de 
expresión oral: narrar y describir a la vez que los demás escuchan y comprenden. A través 
de estas actividades tendrán la oportunidad de aprender la pronunciación y la entonación, de 
revisar y corregir sus errores y de utilizar los elementos paralingüísticos (mímica y 
gesticulación) para atraer la atención de quien los escucha. Estas habilidades forman parte, 
además, de las competencias didácticas que requiere desarrollar el maestro de inglés. 

En este grupo de actividades se incluyen: la redacción de textos breves, a propósito de las 
historias leídas; ejercicios como el cambio en el argumento final de un cuento, en las 
narraciones que se analizan o la escritura de frases que a manera de conclusiones se 
redacten en equipos y de manera individual. Ello ayudará a que los estudiantes ejerzan las 
habilidades intelectuales para organizar ideas y expresarlas por escrito en la lengua 
extranjera. 

c) Acceso a las fuentes de información. Este grupo de actividades propicia la búsqueda de 
información en medios impresos y audiovisuales, el desarrollo de estrategias para identificar 
las características y formas de diferentes tipos de información (noticias, conversaciones, 
documentales, etcétera). Estas actividades propician el diálogo, la opinión (verbal o escrita), 
la familiarización con los distintos tipos de texto, así como su análisis con fines didácticos. 

Aunque cada grupo de actividades pone énfasis en alguna habilidad, ello no significa que 
deje de trabajarse con las demás. Corresponde al maestro la organización del trabajo para 
propiciar el estudio integrado de las habilidades lingüísticas. 

5. La práctica de la lengua no debe restringirse al aula o a la escuela; siempre que sea posible, es 
recomendable invitar a los estudiantes a localizar y registrar las formas de comunicación en 
lengua extranjera en los contextos reales, ya sea por medio de grabaciones o de los medios de 
comunicación masiva. 

6. La diversidad en el desempeño de las competencias comunicativas de los alumnos normalistas 
es una de las características que el maestro del curso debe tomar cuenta desde el inicio del 
semestre para que, en la medida posible, atienda esta diversidad a través de las actividades que 
proponga al grupo o bien de manera individual, con tareas específicas para algunos grupos de 
estudiantes. Si el normalista identifica la diversidad en el manejo del lenguaje como una 
característica del grupo al que pertenece y recibe la atención necesaria del maestro, estará 
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mejor dispuesto e informado para asumir esta misma tarea en los grupos con los que practica en 
la escuela secundaria. 

7. El uso de la lengua extranjera no debe limitarse a la realización de las actividades programadas 
o a los textos que se solicitan de manera formal como parte del trabajo del curso; es necesario 
que el maestro propicie que los estudiantes usen el inglés en situaciones diarias dentro y fuera 
de la escuela. Un factor fundamental para favorecer un "ambiente alfabetizador en lengua 
extranjera" es que el maestro emplee el idioma oral y escrito como medio de comunicación con 
los estudiantes. 

8. En este semestre los normalistas realizarán dos jornadas de observación y práctica en la escuela 
secundaria (es recomendable revisar el programa de la asignatura Observación y Práctica 
Docente I para conocer las características de cada jornada). El maestro de Inglés I deberá 
incluir, de acuerdo con las características del curso y con la planeación que diseñe, las 
actividades que es necesario realizar antes de estas jornadas, las que se realizarán durante las 
estancias en la escuela secundaria y el tipo de análisis que se hará de la experiencia. Conviene 
insistir en la necesidad de que el maestro de esta asignatura asista a la escuela secundaria para 
observar el trabajo de sus estudiantes, ya que esto le permitirá contar con los elementos 
suficientes para valorar su desempeño frente al grupo, así como para ofrecer las orientaciones 
necesarias que permitan a los estudiantes mejorar sus habilidades comunicativas. 

9. En la evaluación de las actividades de este curso es importante aprovechar las ventajas 
formativas que ofrece una revisión periódica de los logros y desempeños individuales y de grupo. 
Vista así, la evaluación permite estimular el progreso de los estudiantes a través de 
orientaciones oportunas. 

Conviene que, desde el inicio del semestre, el maestro acuerde con los estudiantes los criterios y 
procedimientos de evaluación. Si los estudiantes cuentan con la información de lo que se valora 
en la asignatura y lo discuten con el maestro, tendrán una noción clara de las responsabilidades 
que tienen y los retos que les implica el desarrollo del curso. 

10. Los productos que el estudiante genera como resultado de las actividades (textos breves, 
entrevistas, grabaciones, las preguntas que se hacen, el desempeño individual en el trabajo en 
equipo), pueden aprovecharse para la evaluación. En el caso de las pruebas escritas, éstas 
deben plantear a los estudiantes retos que impliquen el análisis, la reflexión, la argumentación, 
el juicio crítico, entre otros. Asimismo, deben considerarse como complementarios en el de 
evaluación  

 

ORGANIZACIÓN POR BLOQUES 

Bloque I. El conocimiento del idioma inglés con el dominio de las cuatro habilidades del lenguaje. 

Bloque II. Promoción del interés sobre la lengua extranjera. 

Bloque III. La interacción como elemento fundamental del desarrollo de las cuatro habilidades del 
lenguaje. 

 

 

BLOQUE I 

EL CONOCIMIENTO DEL IDIOMA INGLÉS CON EL DOMINIO DE LAS CUATRO HABILIDADES 
DEL LENGUAJE 

 

PROPÓSITO 

Avanzar a un nivel superior en el desempeño de las habilidades del lenguaje por medio del contacto 
permanente y la atención analítica del idioma inglés. 

1. Incremento del vocabulario cada día. 

2. Contacto diario con el inglés dentro y fuera del aula  

a. La música, las películas, la televisión, libros, periódicos y revistas en inglés 
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3. Atención y reconocimiento de palabras desconocidas  

4. Adaptación y uso de los conocimientos nuevos en situaciones creadas y reales 

5. La pronunciación en inglés y las diferencias con el español 

6. Obstáculos principales para expresarse en inglés 

a. La pronunciación  

b. Temor, vergüenza, desconfianza, falta de práctica 

7. Variedades de inglés y diferencias en pronunciación 

a. Inglés americano 

b. Inglés británico 

c. Inglés hablado por quienes manejan este idioma como segunda lengua 

8. Reforzamiento de la expresión oral con la pronunciación de los nuevos conocimientos 

a. La sintaxis como elemento necesario en la comunicación oral y escrita 

9. Favorecimiento de la comunicación oral y escrita 

10. Diferencias sintácticas del inglés y el español 

11. Dificultades principales en la estructura del inglés 

 

BIBLIOGRAFÍA BÁSICA 

• Davies Evelyn and Whitney Norman (1985), Study Skills for Reading, Londres, Heinemann 
Educational Books, pp. 3-9, 32-61. 

• Dobson Julia M. (1992), Effective Techniques for English Conversation Groups, Newbury House 
Publishers, pp. 1-23. 

• Dozal – Monroy (1966), Our English Book, Mex., Ed. JUS, S. A., pp. 42,43,74,75. 

• Robinson Lois (1967), Guided Writing and Free Writing, E.U.A., Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc., 
1-36. 

• Ur Penny (1984), Teaching Listening Comprehension, Cambridge University Press, 1-21. 

• Villafuerte Thomas Laura and Martha E. (1996), English Everywhere 2, México, Ed. Esfinge, pp. 
25,100, 156. 

• Wallace Michael J. (1988), Teaching Vocabulary, Londres, Heinemann Educational Books, pp. 9-
26. 

 

ACTIVIDADES SUGERIDAS 

(Nota: Todas estas actividades y las de los siguientes bloques serán cien por ciento en inglés) 

1. Mencionar, en base a los conocimientos previos de todo el grupo, todas las palabras que puedan 
recordar que inicien con la letra a, para repasar y aprender vocabulario nuevo elaborando una 
lista lo más extensa posible en un lapso de cinco minutos y proseguir de la misma forma con las 
demás letras del vocabulario (sin orden alfabético) en cada clase.  

El maestro colabora escribiendo en el pizarrón las palabras que mencionan los alumnos, 
apoyándolos con los significados y la pronunciación de los vocablos, para luego pedirles que, en 
equipos, escriban cinco enunciados con cinco palabras diferentes y los anoten en el pizarrón para 
analizar, el grupo en general, cada uno de ellos. Cada alumno organiza su lista de palabras que 
incrementará en cada clase. 

2. Escribir, en equipo, para incrementar el vocabulario, grupos de palabras de acuerdo a la palabra 
que mencione el profesor, y el equipo que escriba mayor número de éstas en un minuto será el 
ganador. Al terminar, un miembro del equipo triunfador dicta las palabras a un alumno de otro 
equipo y éste las escribe en el pizarrón. El maestro revisa que estén correctamente escritas y se 
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aclaran dudas en cuanto al significado y la escritura. Ejemplo: Si el profesor menciona la palabra 
vegetables, los alumnos deberán escribir lettuce, onion, tomato, etc. Se puede hacer este 
ejercicio con palabras como: professions, furniture, sports, fruit, etc. Complementar la actividad 
practicando la pronunciación del vocabulario aprendido. 

3. Hacer en equipo una lectura rápida de textos de libros (Where to eat p. 135 del material de 
apoyo) y artículos de revistas y periódicos, identificando y subrayando las palabras desconocidas 
para su análisis y aprendizaje, además de su pronunciación. Después del análisis del nuevo 
vocabulario se hace una lectura lenta y analítica para la mejor comprensión del texto. 

El maestro solicita a cada equipo que externen sus dudas y con la colaboración de los demás 
alumnos se les da respuesta a éstas en cuanto a significado y pronunciación. 

4. Inventar en equipo, diálogos breves, utilizando el vocabulario aprendido y leerlos al grupo en voz 
alta para practicar el vocabulario, la expresión escrita y la expresión oral.  

El maestro auxilia a los equipos en lo que necesiten y modera las participaciones, revisando los 
diálogos y proponiendo ideas para mejorarlos.  

5. Escuchar un audio para identificar (con la ayuda del profesor) y escribir las palabras 
desconocidas e integrarlas al vocabulario aprendido. Ya identificadas y entendidas las palabras 
nuevas, se escucha otra vez el audio para mejorar la comprensión auditiva. Se sugieren 
lecciones del método Berlitz (Dpto. de Programas y Materiales). 

6. Analizar, para responder en equipo, las siguientes preguntas: 

• ¿Hay un solo tipo de inglés? 

• ¿Podemos producir todos los sonidos del inglés? 

• ¿Todos debemos pronunciar de la misma forma? 

El profesor plantea las preguntas y modera las participaciones de los equipos, colabora con sus 
propias ideas y apoya en lo que requieran los participantes. 

Analizar, enseguida, todo el grupo, fragmentos de videos (Video de extractos de programas de 
televisión, noticias, etc. en el Dpto. de Programas y Materiales) para identificar las diferencias de 
la pronunciación del español y el inglés para hacer ver que existe gran flexibilidad en cuanto a la 
forma de pronunciar la lengua extranjera, dependiendo de las regiones, cultura y época en la 
que se habla, por lo que se debe crear un ambiente de respeto y confianza para que todos los 
alumnos hablen inglés sin vergüenza o temor a la pronunciación.  

El maestro corre el video para escuchar diferentes variedades de inglés y luego explica las 
diferencias más significativas entre los sonidos del español y el inglés, aceptando ideas y 
opiniones de los alumnos que deseen participar individualmente. 

7. Comentar en grupo sobre las diferentes formas de pronunciación del inglés dentro de los Estados 
Unidos para identificar las variaciones que existen en la entonación entre los hablantes de esta 
lengua y de los que la aprendieron como segundo idioma. Enseguida analizar un video en donde 
las personas hablen el inglés como segunda lengua. Se sugiere el video de extractos de 
programas de televisión, noticias, etc. o el video de New Interchange  

El maestro modera las participaciones del grupo y aporta sus opiniones. Enseguida corre el video 
y lo detiene en las partes donde se necesite explicar diferencias de pronunciación, entonación o 
variaciones diversas del idioma. 

8. Redactar párrafos con diferentes temas, en equipo, cuidando la sintaxis y leerlos en voz alta 
para practicar al mismo tiempo la escritura, la lectura, la comprensión auditiva y la expresión 
oral.  

El maestro explica al grupo las partes principales de un párrafo y supervisa el trabajo de los 
equipos para apoyarlos en lo que necesiten; modera las participaciones de los equipos, al leer 
los párrafos, y aporta, después de los demás alumnos, sus puntos de vista de cómo se podrían 
mejorar los escritos. 

9. Fomentar el aprendizaje de nuevo vocabulario a través de una dinámica de integración en la cual 
el maestro proporciona a cada alumno dos o tres tarjetas conteniendo diferentes tipos de 
personalidad (tímido, extrovertido, responsable, paciente, etc.) . El maestro auxilia al alumno en 
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caso de que éste desconozca el significado de la palabra de su tarjeta. Una vez que todos tengan 
tarjetas y estén familiarizados con las palabras en ellas, se ponen de pie e identifican a un 
compañero en la clase a quien le corresponda el tipo de personalidad de la tarjeta que recibieron 
y, sin mostrársela, pegan la tarjeta a su compañero en la espalda con un pedazo de cinta 
adhesiva proporcionada por el maestro anteriormente.  

Al terminar, todos vuelven a sus lugares y, de uno en uno, se retiran las tarjetas de la espalda y 
las muestran a sus compañeros. El maestro fomenta la comunicación al preguntarle a cada 
alumno si está de acuerdo con el tipo o tipos de personalidad que recibió. El maestro escribe 
todas las personalidades en el pizarrón y proporciona a toda la clase ejemplos para aclarar el 
significado de las palabras nuevas.  

10. Leer textos (p.p. 88-90 del material de apoyo) en forma individual en voz alta para practicar la 
pronunciación en inglés y la habilidad de escuchar y entender este idioma. Para esto, el maestro 
divide al grupo en dos equipos. El catedrático solicita a un miembro de un equipo que lea en voz 
alta mientras que los miembros del otro equipo detectan los errores de pronunciación de su 
compañero. Cada alumno de cada equipo, en forma intercalada, lee un párrafo. El maestro toma 
nota de los errores de cada equipo en el pizarrón (identificados por los mismos estudiantes) y 
aclara las dudas de pronunciación. El equipo con menor número de errores es el ganador. 

 

 

BLOQUE II 

PROMOCIÓN DEL INTERÉS SOBRE LA LENGUA EXTRANJERA 

 

PROPÓSITO 

Fomentar el gusto por el idioma inglés a través de la diversidad de los recursos, estrategias y temas 
de interés para los estudiantes de la especialidad de lengua inglesa. 

1. Conocimiento del grupo 

a. Intereses grupales e individuales 

b. Diversidad de recursos  

2. Periódicos, revistas, libros, Internet, audio y videos en inglés 

a. Diversidad de estrategias 

- Competencias, juegos, canciones, películas, grabaciones, audio y  videos 

3. La motivación por medio de la selección de temas de interés 

a. Diversos tipos de textos 

- Sobre literatura, ciencia, cultura, deporte, economía, ecología 

b. Audio y videos con contenidos de importancia 

 

BIBLIOGRAFÍA BÁSICA 

• Evans Virginia – Dooley Jenny (1998), Enterprise, Reino Unido, Express Publishing, p. 49. 

• Frankel – Kimbrough (1998), Gateways, Oxford University Press, pp. 36, 38, 40, 44, 54, 56,70, 
88, 90, 104, 105. 

• Richards, Hull & Proctor (2001), New Interchange 2, Cambridge University Press, pp. 77,82, IC-
9, IC-5. 

• Richards, Hull & Proctor (2001), New Interchange 2, Workbook, Cambridge University Press, pp. 
3, 15, 45, 69. 

• Scott, Foresman (1984), English for a Changing World 3, Workbook, E.U.A., Scott, Foresman & 
Company, p 38. 
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• Scott, Foresman (1984), English for a Changing World 4, Workbook, E.U.A., Scott, Foresman & 
Company, p. 54. 

• Scott, Foresman (1983), In Tune 3, Scott, E.U.A., Foresman & Company, pp. 46, 93, 145. 

 

ACTIVIDADES SUGERIDAS 

1. Proponer en forma de mesa redonda los temas de interés del grupo, tomando también en cuenta 
los temas principales del Libro para el Maestro de Inglés de Secundaria para enriquecer las 
clases con ese tipo de material en la Escuela Normal y en las escuelas secundarias. Se 
comparten las ideas y se escogen las mejores para elaborar un banco de temas de interés que 
se integrarán, en lo posible, en la práctica docente en secundaria. 

El maestro modera las participaciones del grupo y aporta sus opiniones de acuerdo a su 
experiencia. 

2. Escuchar, todo el grupo, la canción “You are my Sunshine” (p. 140 del material de apoyo) y 
hacer individualmente el ejercicio de listening de la misma página para practicar la comprensión 
auditiva. Analizar el contenido de la canción y cantarla en grupo. 

El maestro corre el audio (Gateways 2, Dpto. de Programas y Materiales) de acuerdo al ejercicio 
y ayuda con las respuestas correctas si así lo requieren los alumnos. Asimismo, los exhorta para 
que juntos entonen la canción.  

3. Hacer, todo el grupo, el ejercicio de listening de la página 136 del material de apoyo para 
practicar la comprensión auditiva. Una vez realizado el ejercicio, el profesor solicita a los 
alumnos que investiguen para la siguiente clase una acción o una persona como los nueve 
ejemplos dados en el ejercicio Famous firsts de la misma página para comentarlo al grupo. 

4. Recortar, en equipo, un artículo muy interesante (de revistas, periódicos o libros) y fotocopiarlo 
para presentar, explicar y discutir su contenido en clase. 

El profesor organiza las participaciones de los equipos y los apoya en sus presentaciones si es 
necesario, para que quede claro para todos, el artículo presentado. 

5. Ver y analizar una película en inglés (“The day after tomorrow,” en español “El día después de 
mañana,” por ejemplo) para desarrollar la habilidad auditiva en inglés del estudiante.  

El maestro prepara previamente preguntas relacionadas con la trama de la película y las 
escribe en piezas pequeñas de papel y, a su vez, las introduce en una bolsa de plástico. Al 
finalizar la película, el maestro divide al grupo en dos equipos, pasa por sus lugares y le pide a 
un alumno que tome una pregunta al azar. El alumno contesta en inglés, y si su respuesta es 
correcta, su equipo obtiene un punto. El equipo con mayor puntuación es el ganador.  

6. Investigar, redactar y relatar una historia verídica de terror para atraer el interés de los 
estudiantes en clase y desarrollar sus habilidades de lectura, escritura, oral y auditiva en inglés. 
Con este propósito, el maestro pide a sus alumnos que coloquen sus sillas formando un círculo 
para fomentar la participación y facilitar que puedan verse unos a otros mientras toman la 
palabra. El maestro indica el turno de cada alumno para que relate su historia y proporciona 
tiempo a su término para motivar a los demás estudiantes a hacer preguntas y discutir la 
historia.  

 

 

BLOQUE III 

LA INTERACCIÓN COMO ELEMENTO FUNDAMENTAL DEL DESARROLLO DE LAS CUATRO 
HABILIDADES DEL LENGUAJE 

 

PROPÓSITO 

Desarrollar integralmente el manejo de las habilidades del lenguaje para acceder a un foro superior 
de competencia lingüística 
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1. La comprensión auditiva como primera habilidad del lenguaje 

a. El dictado en la clase 

- Palabras, frases, oraciones, párrafos 

b. La conversación en el aula 

- Por parejas, equipo y grupo 

c. Análisis de audio y videos 

2. La expresión oral como segunda habilidad del lenguaje 

a. Fortalecimiento de la expresión oral por medio de la práctica constante 

- La expresión de opiniones personales 

- Debates sobre temas polémicos 

- Charlas acerca de situaciones cotidianas 

- Grabación de conversaciones breves  

- La comprensión de la lectura como tercera habilidad del lenguaje 

b. La interacción antes, durante y después de la lectura 

- Prediciendo el contenido 

- Opinando sobre cuál será el final  

- Preguntando sobre la lectura en general 

- La expresión escrita como cuarta habilidad del lenguaje 

c. Desarrollo y perfeccionamiento de la expresión escrita por medio del compartimiento de 
ideas 

 

BIBLIOGRAFÍA BÁSICA 

• Dixson Robert T. (1971), Modern Short Stories in English, Nueva York, Regents Publishing 
Company, Inc., pp. 1-17. 

• Frankel – Kimbrough (1998), Gateways, Oxford University Press, pp. 36, 38, 40, 44, 54, 56,70, 
88, 90, 104, 105. 

• Richards, Hull & Proctor (2001), New Interchange 2, Cambridge University Press, pp. 77, 82, IC-
9, IC-5. 

• Richards, Hull & Proctor (2001), New Interchange 2, Workbook, Cambridge University Press, pp. 
3, 15, 45, 69. 

• Scott, Foresman (1984), English for a Changing World 2, E.U.A, Scott, Foresman & Company, 
pp. 6, 20, 22, 50, 64. 

• Scott, Foresman (1984), English for a Changing World 3, E.U.A, Scott, Foresman & Company, 
pp. 82, 90. 

• Wright – McGillivray (1966), Aprendamos inglés, E.U.A., American Book Company, pp. 164, 165, 
246, 310. 

 

ACTIVIDADES SUGERIDAS 

1. Conformar equipos para realizar una competencia de escritura en el pizarrón. El profesor dicta 
palabras ya vistas en clases anteriores y los alumnos las escriben sin ver cómo las anotan sus 
compañeros. Este ejercicio de comprensión auditiva y de escritura, paulatinamente se lleva a 
cabo con frases, enunciados completos y pequeños párrafos. Si se presentan errores, los mismos 
compañeros de equipo ayudan a corregirlos, aunque el punto sea sólo para quien entienda y 
escriba correctamente lo que se le pida.  
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El profesor funge como juez de la competencia y ayuda a solucionar las dudas que se presenten. 

2. Escuchar, todo el grupo, varios extractos de audio y video (se sugiere el uso del audio del 
método Berlitz y el video de Interchange Intro – Dpto. de Programas y Materiales) para 
identificar de qué se habla y cuál es la información más importante que se menciona. El maestro 
corre el audio o video; lo detiene después de que se expresen aspectos importantes; pide 
información a los alumnos sobre lo más significativo del texto escuchado; y ayuda con las 
respuestas correctas si es necesario. 

3. Conversar en equipo situaciones curiosas o bochornosas reales que les hayan sucedido y elegir 
lo mejor de lo comentado para expresarlo al grupo. Los oyentes pueden preguntar algo sobre lo 
sucedido sólo después de terminar el relato.  

El maestro organiza y modera las participaciones de los equipos y los ayuda en lo que necesiten. 

4. Leer un texto de un tema polémico y analizarlo para dar puntos de vista personales sobre lo 
leído. La participación de cada uno de los alumnos al dar su opinión debe especificar el por qué 
está o no de acuerdo con lo que se afirma en el escrito. 

El maestro lee el texto (de revista, periódico, libro, etc.) y explica las palabras o frases que no 
hayan quedado claras para los alumnos. Enseguida pide que en equipos comenten el tema y que 
discutan si están o no de acuerdo con éste. Finalmente los equipos externan a la clase sus 
opiniones y el profesor los auxilia en lo que se requiera. 

5. Comentar en equipo qué es lo que hace cada compañero en un día normal de su vida para 
practicar la expresión oral. Enseguida cada equipo nombra a un representante para que comente 
al grupo sus actividades de un día ordinario. El resto de la clase, que sólo escucha, toma nota de 
lo que ellos no hacen y al final de la participación de los cinco compañeros se registran las cosas 
más comunes y las menos comunes. El resto de la clase puede formularles preguntas del por 
qué, hacen o no, algo, y mencionar lo que ellos hacen y no se dijo en las cinco participaciones. 

El maestro controla las participaciones de los representantes de equipo y los ayuda en lo que 
necesiten si es necesario. 

6. Seleccionar diversos textos, entre ellos los cuentos y las historias (p. 150 del material de 
apoyo), para que los alumnos, de uno por uno, vayan leyendo en voz alta uno o varios párrafos. 
Antes de iniciar con la lectura se predice de qué trata el escrito con sólo leer el título. Después, 
estando a media lectura, se opina qué es lo que sucederá en los siguientes párrafos y se dan 
opiniones de lo que sucederá en el final, antes de que se termine de leer el texto. Además se 
formulan preguntas sobre datos específicos del contenido y se expresan opiniones personales 
sobre la idea en general del escrito.  

El maestro ayuda y apoya a cada alumno lector con la pronunciación y la entonación, además 
formula las preguntas en cada momento del texto y modera las participaciones. 

7. Plasmar por escrito, individualmente, en un solo enunciado completo, el contenido de un texto 
leído para practicar la comprensión de la lectura y la expresión escrita. Comparar en equipo los 
enunciados, leyéndolos en voz alta, para verificar que contengan la misma idea general del texto 
leído. (Se sugiere la página 141 del material de apoyo) 

El profesor supervisará el trabajo de los equipos y los asistirá si se lo piden. 

8. Pedir a los alumnos que lean la palabra escrita en el pizarrón por el maestro, la cual puede ser, 
por ejemplo, “euthanasia” (eutanasia) para discutir acerca de los temas que ésta sugiere. 
Discutir su significado y definir su posición en cuanto a esta acción en una situación similar. Al 
finalizar la conversación, los alumnos escriben un párrafo en el que se ponen en el lugar del 
paciente al que se le practicará la eutanasia y describen sus pensamientos y sentimientos en ese 
momento. Posteriormente, los alumnos comparten sus escritos con el resto de la clase. 

9. Escribir un poema en inglés en forma individual para practicar la expresión escrita. El maestro 
sugiere a los alumnos diferentes temas tales como un retrato viejo, un recuerdo, un paisaje, un 
deseo, un sueño, una meta, una persona, un sentimiento, etc. y los auxilia individualmente con 
el vocabulario necesario y la gramática correcta. Posteriormente, los alumnos comparten sus 
poemas con el resto de la clase. 
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TEACHING VOCABULARY 
Michael Wallace 

 

LEARNING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND 
VOCABULARY 

It has often been remarked how strange it is 
that comparatively little has been written on 
the teaching and learning of foreign language 
vocabulary, because there is a sense in which 
learning a foreign language is basically a 
matter of learning the vocabulary of that 
language. Not being able to find the words 
you need to express yourself is the most 
frustrating experience in speaking another 
language. 

Of course vocabulary is not the whole story: 
the system of language (it’s ‘grammar’ or 
‘structure’) is also important: how the plural is 
formed, how the past tense is signified, and 
so on. Nevertheless, it is possible to have a 
good knowledge of how the system of a 
language works and yet be able to 
communicate in it; whereas if we have the 
vocabulary we need it is usually possible to 
communicate, after a fashion. 

This book is concerned with the most effective 
ways of teaching this vital aspect of language. 
Before going on to look at some basic 
background issues in vocabulary learning, we 
perhaps ought to begin by looking at some of 
the things which can go wrong when someone 
tries to learn the vocabulary from another 
language. 

Some of the symptoms of bad vocabulary 
learning and/or teaching are: 

 

1. Inability to retrieve vocabulary that has 
been taught 

This is the most basic kind of vocabulary fault. 
The student has been exposed to a vocabulary 
item at some stage, but cannot bring it to 
mind when he needs it. In this situation, 
either communication breaks down altogether 
or else the student has to use some ‘repair 
strategy’, such as expressing his meaning in a 
different way. 

 

2. Use of vocabulary inappropriate to the 
given situation 

Here the student knows a word which has the 
particular meaning required, but somehow 
doesn’t fit into the language situation in which 

he is operating. To take an obvious example: 
normally, right (hand side) and left (hand 
side) are perfectly acceptable ways of 
indicating direction, but on board a ship there 
are situations where these terms would sound 
strange, the terms port (for left) and 
starboard (for right) being more appropriate. 
Similarly the progress of a ship is measured in 
knots (rather than miles or kilometers), and 
depth below sea-level sometimes in fathoms 
(rather than feet or meters); front and back 
become fore and aft; a kitchen becomes a 
galley; and so on. These examples (where a 
word is correct in one situation is not correct 
in another, although it has the same kind of 
significance) could be paralleled in many other 
situations. 

 

3. Use of vocabulary at the wrong level of 
formality 

This is rather similar to the previous symptom 
– it has also to do with inappropriate use of 
language. The words we choose have to relate 
to the formality of the situation in which we 
are speaking, and the relationship between 
the speakers. Thus we go from the very 
formal, ‘Be seated, ladies and gentlemen!’ to 
the command ‘Sit!’ (Which a teacher might 
give to a class), to the informal “Have a seat”, 
to the colloquial, joking expression ‘Take a 
pew!’ Pew is, strictly speaking, the type of 
long, wooden seat found in a church: the 
meaning is sometimes humorously extended 
to any kind of chair. The effect of the 
expression here depends on the formal 
associations of pew (a seat in a church) with 
its use in an informal situation. 

In learning a foreign language there is a 
tendency to use the more formal language 
found in textbooks in normal conversational 
situations, with results that sound strange to 
the native speaker. The reverse can also 
happen where a learner picks up a slang or 
colloquial expression and uses it 
inappropriately. 

 

4. Possessing the wrong kind of vocabulary 
for one’s needs 

What we have said previously leads naturally 
on to the problem of the kind of vocabulary 
that is appropriate to the needs of the learner. 
If the learner is going to be involved only in 
face-to-face contact with native speakers, 
then what he needs is the conversational 
language for those situations: it will not be 
much help to him to have a large reading 
vocabulary of words he can hardly pronounce. 
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On the other hand, if the learner, as far as 
can be known, is going to be spending the 
rest of his life in his own country and needs 
English only for reading books in his area of 
specialist, than an extensive reading 
vocabulary may be precisely what is required: 
hours spent on conversational practice may be 
time wasted. 

Also, of course, the area of study is important. 
Someone who is studying medicine in English 
needs to know English medical words and 
expressions. If at some stage he is going to 
be talking to native-speaker patients, then 
some knowledge of colloquial terms that occur 
in doctor-patient discussions may also be 
necessary; and so on. 

 

5. Using vocabulary in an unidiomatic way 

Even when a student has the right kind of 
vocabulary, he may use it in an unidiomatic 
way. We could take as an actual example the 
following extract from a brochure advertising 
a sea-cruise: 

The schedules take into account the wishes of 
those of you who use maritime transport both 
as a means of communication and rest and it 
goes without saying that you can have such 
rest in no else corner of our planet. 

Obvious deviations from normal English idiom 
are: the use of else for other; the use of the 
phrase ‘no else corner of our planet’ which is 
too ‘elevated’ for the topic; and, generally, the 
uneasy mixture of formal and informal 
language. 

 

6. Using vocabulary in a meaningless way 

This is the fault which John Bright has called 
‘verbalism’. He wittily uses the example of the 
‘Giky Martables’. Bright took biology textbook 
and substituted a nonsense word for every 
word in the text that was outside the General 
Service List (this word-list will be discussed 
later in the present chapter: see p. 15). Part 
of the passage he uses runs like this (the 
nonsense words are in italics): 

It must be admitted, however, that there are 
is an occasional pumtumfence of a diseased 
condition in wild animals, and we wish to call 
attention to a remarkable condition which 
seems like a giky martable. Let us return to 
the retites. In the huge societies of some of 
them are guests of pets, which are not merely 
briscerated but fed, and yented, the 
spintowrow being, in most cases, a talable or 
spiskant exboration – a sunury to the hosts. 

As Bright points out, it is possible to ask a 
learner intermediate-level questions about 
this passage and get answers from him or her 
in this way: 

What does the remarkable condition which the 
writer calls attention to seem like? (It seems 
like a giky martable.) 

What happens to the retites? (They are 
briscerated, fed and yented.) 

What is the spintowrow, in most cases? (It’s a 
talable or spiskant exboration.) 

The point being made here is that the learner 
does not have to be able to understand the 
question to be able to answer it in an 
apparently satisfactory way. The grammatical 
and contextual clues in the passage are 
enough to give the framework for his answer. 
The learner does not even have to understand 
his own answer: he is merely lifting phrases 
from the text. 

The effects that the student is using the target 
language, but he or she is not learning it, 
since no connection has been made between 
the vocabularies and meaning. This can all too 
easily happen in the question-and-answer 
routines of a second-language or foreign-
language classroom. 

 

7. Incorrect use of a dictionary 

Some students are not aware of the most 
efficient way to use a dictionary. Others go to 
the other extreme and are over-conscious of 
the importance of checking individual words. 
Whenever they come across a new word in a 
passage, they will immediately stop and not 
proceed until they have checked it up in a 
dictionary. This can kill all interest and even 
interfere with comprehension because the 
reader is so concerned with the individual 
words that he is less aware of the context 
which gives them meaning. It also results in 
very slow and inefficient reading. Some 
learners, even in conversation, will stop to 
check up their bilingual dictionary for the word 
they need, instead of perhaps finding another 
way to express it or enlisting the help of the 
native speaker they may be talking to. 

 

8. Use of incorrect grammatical form, 
spelling, pronunciation, or stress 

These issues will be discussed below, p. 23-
24. 

The above is a list of some of the more 
obvious things that can go wrong in learning 
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vocabulary. It will be clear that learning 
vocabulary is something more than 
memorizing lists of words. In the next chapter 
we shall look more closely at the positive 
aspects of learning and teaching vocabulary, 
as opposed to the things that can go wrong. 
But first let us look at some basic elements in 
considering vocabulary. 

 

VOCABULARY: BASIC ELEMENTS 

The linguistic study of vocabulary (‘lexis’) can 
lead us on to the discussion of all sorts of 
fascinating topics, some of which have only 
marginal relevance to language teaching. 
Nevertheless, it seems sensible to look at a 
few basic elements in the study of lexis which 
have obvious teaching implications, if only in 
making useful distinctions, and establishing 
some useful relationships. 

 

Form and meaning: words and lexical 
items 

Look at these sentences: 

1. Jack was sitting on the bank of the river, 
fishing. 

2. I am going to the bank to cash a cheque. 

Is bank in sentence (1) the same word as 
bank in sentence (2)? Obviously in one way it 
is the same word: it looks the same, it has the 
same form. But equally obviously, the word 
bank has a very different meaning in sentence 
(1) from the meaning of bank in sentence (2). 
Some people would make the distinction by 
saying that they are the same word because 
they have the same form, but they are 
different lexical items because they have 
different meanings. It is the context of the 
sentence which shows which meaning of bank 
is being used. Now look at this sentence: 

I’m going to put up with this kind of treatment 
any longer. 

All the words in this sentence link with one 
another and help to make up the sense of the 
sentence, but three words in particular (put 
up with) are firmly linked together: they 
operate as a unit, and have one meaning 
(roughly, ‘tolerate’ or ‘endure’). So here we 
have three words which form one lexical item. 
(Put up with is an example of a particular kind 
of idiom called a multi-word verb: these will 
be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8). The 
concept of lexical item as one kind of unit of 
meaning is a useful one to the teacher, as if 
helps to make clear what it is that is being 

taught. It reveals one reason why a “difficult” 
word like helicopter which has only one 
meaning may be easier to teach than a 
“simple” work like head which may be in fact 
several different lexical items (a hat on may 
head, at the head [= the top] of the page, the 
head [= boss] of the business, to head [= 
lead] an expedition, etc.). 

 

Word-lists 

It is this kind of consideration which makes 
the matter of word-counts and word-lists 
sometimes ambiguous. We see for example 
that a certain book has been written ‘within a 
vocabulary of 2000 words’. Does this mean 
2000 forms or 2000 meanings (i.e. 2000 
lexical items)? Very often the list is a list of 
forms (i.e. words without meanings being 
differentiated) which in teaching terms means 
that the book may give rise to more problems 
in understanding than one might at first think 
since, obviously, the student may know the 
meaning of a word in one context but not in 
another. 

One of the most famous word-lists in English 
is Basic English, devised by C. K. Ogden and I. 
A. Richards. These writers showed that almost 
anything in English could be expressed by 
using only 850 words. This would seem to 
simplify the learning of English considerably, 
but is it really as helpful as it seems? Among 
the 850 words are such words as go, get, of, 
to, etc., each of which has literally dozens of 
meanings, so that in terms of lexical items the 
learning task is much more formidable that 
the number 850 might suggest. 

Furthermore, the use of ‘simple’ words (i.e. 
forms) may cause more problems for the 
learner than they prevent. The words put, up, 
and with are all in the Basic English list. If we 
take a sentence like: 

I shall not tolerate this! 

We have to consider whether it is really 
making it easier for the learner to express it 
as: 

I shall not put up with this! 

As we have seen above, the meaning of put 
up with as a unit has little in common with the 
meaning of these words in their most common 
senses. It may therefore be that the longer, 
more “difficult” word is easier for the learner 
to understand! 
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General service list 

One of the best known lists is the General 
Service List of English Words edited and 
compiled by Michael West and published by 
Longman. This list is based on a very large 
sample of some five million words, from which 
the 2000 most common words were 
extracted. One of the strengths of this list is 
that it takes into account not only words, but 
also lexical items, since different meanings of 
the same word are listed, and also idiomatic 
phrases containing the word in question. So 
we discover from this list that, in the count of 
5 million words, the word body appeared an 
estimated 1699 times; 40 per cent of the 
times it appeared was in the sense of ‘physical 
organism’ (e.g. ‘body and soul’); 26 per cent 
in the sense of a ‘group’ (e.g. ‘Went in a body 
to the Town Hall’); 10 per cent in the sense of 
‘corpse’; 8 per cent in the sense of ‘mass’ 
(e.g. “A falling body moves at the rate of …”); 
7 per cent in the sense of ‘trunk’ or ‘main 
part’ (e.g. ‘Draw a body and add head, arms 
and legs’); some less frequent meanings are 
also listed where they have occurred in the 
sample and are related to the 2000 words 
chosen for the list. 

Other, much more up-to-date word-lists have 
been drawn up, one of the most famous being 
based on a sample of over one million words 
assembled at Brown University in the United 
States during the years 1963-4 (for details, 
see Further Reading). This list contains over 
50,000 words arranged in order of frequency. 
It also shows how they are spread over 15 
categories, which include religion, general 
fiction, etc. However, the main concern of all 
the lists we have been discussing is how 
frequently words occur. Is frequency the best 
criterion for choosing vocabulary to be taught? 

There is a common-sense argument which 
tells us that it is sensible to teach very 
common words (like big and small) before we 
teach more unusual words like gigantic or 
microscopic. Yet frequency needs not to be 
the only criterion for vocabulary selection. 

 

Availability 

There is also the criterion of availability 
(sometimes the French term disponibilité). In 
certain learning situations, rather unusual 
words maybe of the greatest usefulness. For 
example, in the General Service List the word 
chalk has very low frequency (only 78 
occurrences in 5 million words) and 
blackboard is not listed at all. In a classroom 
situation, however, both these words may be 

very useful indeed because they name things 
which the learner can see and touch, and 
which the teacher can use in his or her 
teaching. They have high availability in that 
particular situation. So words may be learned 
or taught because they are seen to be of 
special relevance to particular situation in 
which the learner finds himself, or might find 
himself. 

 

Esp vocabulary 

This is an especially important consideration in 
the matter of English for Special Purposes 
(ESP). A word may be of relatively rare 
occurrence in the total use of English, but 
absolutely essential for, say, a biochemist who 
wishes to read learned articles on his 
specialist which happens to be written in 
English. So we come to the idea of special 
kinds of vocabulary (words or expressions) 
which are relevant to special interests or fields 
of knowledge. There is another aspect to this, 
however, and it is the question or learns 
ability. Let us take the example of a Spanish-
speaking scientist (male) who is doing a 
course in ESP for (perhaps) chemistry. One of 
the words that he will probably have to know 
is carbon. However, he should find this very 
easy to learn since, as a scientist, he will 
already be very familiar with the concept 
being referred to (in this case one of the 
common elements). All he has to learn 
therefore is the label to attach to a concept 
that he is already familiar with. Moreover (and 
this is especially true of the physical sciences) 
the English word may be a cognate of the 
word which the scientist already knows (i.e. 
derived from the same root: in the example 
we have given, the Spanish word is carbono, 
the French carbone and so on). It may be also 
a loan-word from English perhaps, or an 
English loan-word from the learner’s 
language. 

In situations where English is taught as a 
second language, the learner has a more 
difficult task. In the case, for example, of a 
Kenyan schoolgirl studying chemistry at 
secondary level, she has the problem of not 
only learning the label carbon, but also 
understanding the concept which goes with it: 
and in that case her situation is somewhat 
similar to a British or American schoolgirl at 
the same level. 

The serious problem for the EFL learner, 
therefore, is probably not technical language 
as such, but the language framework in which 
the technical expressions are placed. Apart 
from certain typical grammatical and 
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rhetorical features which needn’t concern us 
here, this non-technical framework will 
probably consist or two kinds of language: 
first, basic lexical items such as those listed in 
the General Service List (see above, p. 15), 
and secondly other sub-technical words and 
expressions typical of academic discourse 
(that is, words such as ratio, approximate, 
hence, etc.) which the subject specialist may 
assume that the student should already know. 

 

Structure and content 

A more basic kind of distinction that is often 
made is between structure words and content 
words. Structure words may be considered as 
part of the grammar of the language; they are 
almost “empty” of meaning when considered 
in isolation. If we take a word like do in the 
sentence, Do you often go for a walk at this 
time? We can see that its main functions are 
grammatical: as a marker of the question 
form and as a marker of tense. Modal verbs 
(such as do, may, can, etc.), pronouns, 
conjunctions, prepositions, and certain 
adverbs (e.g. very, rather, etc.) are often put 
in this category. Content words are nouns, 
verbs, adjectives and adverbs formed from 
adjectives (e.g. beautifully). The list of 
content words is open-ended: new nouns and 
verbs are often coined to name new things or 
processes, and the same is true of adjectives 
and adverbs. 

 

Meanings 

Until now, we have been assuming that it is 
important to ‘teach the meaning’ of a word, 
without specifying very closely what ‘teach the 
meaning’ implies. We have just seen that 
some words like do can only, in some of their 
uses, be given a meaning with certainty when 
they are used in a context: and the more 
common a word is, the more likely this is to 
be true. In this way, we have seen above 
(P.14) how the word head can denote 
(‘mean’) several things. Usually, in 
elementary classes, we try to teach words 
which have a clear, concrete denotation: 
something that can be seen or touched. So we 
often present nouns like desk, blackboard, 
chair, table, teacher, student; verbs like sit, 
stand, walk, write, read; adjectives like big, 
small, round, square, red, green; and so on. 

As the student’s command of the language 
improves, he will discover that even these 
‘straightforward’ words can have a wide range 
of denotations according to the context. The 
word table for example may be discovered in 

contexts like these (the examples and 
quotation are from the Longman Dictionary of 
Contemporary English): 

1. The waiter told us that, if we wished, we 
could choose something from the cold 
table. (i.e. a display of cold food, such as 
salads etc.); 

2. John’s stories kept the whole table 
amused. (i.e. everyone sitting at the 
table); 

3. There is a table of contents at the front of 
this dictionary. (i.e. list); 

4. The children were learning their tables. 
(‘list which young children repeat to learn 
what number results when a number from 
1 to 12 is multiplied by any of the 
numbers from 1 to 12’) 

5. The President is at table now but he’ll see 
you when he’s finished eating. (i.e. at 
table = having a meal). 

These are only some of the possible meaning 
or the noun table; there is also a verb to table 
with several meanings. 

Most common words have a wide denotative 
range; technical words tend to have a 
narrower denotative range, i.e. they usually 
have one very specific meaning, and this is 
another thing which makes them easier to 
learn. Some words, of course, have a common 
meaning and also a technical meaning: an 
example is the common word shock (a 
favorite word with journalists!) which has 
several popular meanings, but also a technical 
meaning (in medicine: ‘a state of bodily 
collapse or near collapse caused by circulatory 
failure or sudden lowering of the blood 
pressure, as from severe bleeding, burns, 
fright, etc.’, Collins English Dictionary [CED]). 

 

Connotation 

What is the difference between being slim and 
thin, or even skinny? What is the difference 
between a fat baby and a plump one? 
Denotatively, that is, in terms of who they are 
referring to, there may be no difference at all: 
the slim person, the thin person and the 
skinny person may all be the same weight (or 
even the same person!). The choice of one 
phrase rather than the other will probably 
indicate how the speaker feels about the 
person in question. 

Certain words are chosen because they 
convey some kind of feeling of judgment. If 
your approve of the way in which someone 
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sticks to his opinions you may applaud the 
fact that he is resolute or determined; to 
someone for whom this kind of behavior is 
awkward or a nuisance, the same person may 
be stubborn, obstinate or even pig-headed. 
We say therefore that words like skinny, fat, 
stubborn, obstinate and pig-headed tend to 
have unfavorable connotations; whereas 
words like slim, resolute or determined tend 
to be used with intended favorable 
connotations. 

Rather similar to the connotations of a word 
are its associations, but whereas connotations 
relate to the system or the language, 
associations relate more to the individual or 
the culture. So, for example, while words like 
father or home generally have favorable 
associations for most people, they may have 
unfavorable associations for someone who had 
a very unhappy home life. A word like market 
may have very different associations for 
someone coming from (perhaps) a rural area 
in a tropical country, as opposed to a city 
dweller in Britain. Similarly it may be very 
difficult to convey the associations that 
countryside had for a nature poet like 
Wordsworth to a child to whom wild, 
uncultivated areas are more dangerous and 
threatening than otherwise. 

Clearly there is not much to be done about 
the private associations which relate the 
culture of the target language, and certainly 
the connotations of a particular word are part 
of the ‘meaning’ which has to be learned. 

 

Relationship between words 

The meanings of certain words are so closely 
related that they are often confused by the 
learner. This is especially true of words with 
reciprocal meanings such as words like 
borrow/lend, bring/take (also fetch), or 
imply/infer. In the case of imply (the speaker 
implied [that something was so]), the 
distinction is so fine, even for educated native 
speakers, that many dictionaries now list 
imply as one of the meanings of infer! (In 
doing this, of course, the dictionary writers 
are not doing anything wrong: they are simply 
doing their job of recording actual usage, 
however much such usage may offend those 
who feel that the imply/infer distinction is a 
useful one which ought to be preserved.) 

Another teaching problem arises with words 
which are in the same rough area of meaning 
or semantic field. One example is the words 
which can be used instead of the noun horse, 
such as colt (‘male horse or pony under the 

age of 4’, CED), filly (‘female horse or pony 
under the age of 4’), foal (‘young of a horse or 
related animal’) mare (‘adult female horse’), 
pony (‘any of various breeds of small horse, 
usually under 14.2 hands’), palamino (‘golden 
horse with a cream or white mane and tail’), 
roan (‘horse or light brown to brownish orange 
color), etc. It will be seen that these words 
are used to distinguish (or mark) different 
kinds of horse according to sex, age, height, 
color and so on. Just how complex such 
relationships can be is illustrated in Figure 1.1 
(from Lehrer, 1974), which shows some of the 
distinctions made in English under the general 
heading cooking. The problem is not, of 
course, that such distinctions exist, but that 
they may not exist in the mother tongue of 
the learner, or, if they exist, the distinctions 
may be made in a different way. 

Thus an English speaker learning Spanish 
must learn to use different verbs for ‘I am a 
student’ (ser) and ‘I am tired’ (estar), while in 
French there is a distinction between ‘I know 
Mr. Smith’ (connaître). In the reverse 
direction, a German student learning English 
has to learn to distinguish between chair 
(furniture for sitting in with a back) and stool 
(the same, without a back), for both of which 
only one word is necessary in German (Stuhl) 
(see Leech, 1974, p.30). The business of 
distinguishing between words in the same 
semantic field is at the same time a 
fascinating and exasperating topic for 
intermediate and advanced learners. 

 

Productive and receptive vocabulary 

An important distinction which is often made 
is between productive and receptive 
vocabulary. Everyone who learns a foreign 
language is usually able to recognize many 
more words that he can produce. It is much 
more difficult to produce a word correctly: one 
has to pronounce or spell it in the right way, 
use it appropriately with the correct 
grammatical form, use it appropriately with 
the correct words coming before and after it, 
and so on. It may therefore be important for a 
teacher to decide which words he wishes a 
student to produce correctly, and which words 
he wishes him merely to recognize. 

 

Special problems of productive vocabulary 

Producing (speaking or writing) words in the 
target language makes much greater 
demands in many ways of the learner. Of 
course, in producing vocabulary the learner 
has one advantage in that he is usually in a 
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position to choose which words he wishes to 
use: whereas in receptive vocabulary (as in 
reading or listening) he has to handle 
whatever language the native speaker may 
‘throw at’ him. There is a lot more work 
involved in giving a student a productive 
vocabulary of 2000 words, which the student 
is able to use correctly in a wide range of 
contexts, as opposed to, say, a reading 
vocabulary of 2000 words. 

Nevertheless, having chosen to use a 
particular word, he risks being misunderstood 
unless he uses it not only with the correct 
‘meaning’ (as we have just discussed) but 
also: 

1. With the correct pronunciation, spelling 
and stress; 

2. With the correct form; 

3. In the appropriate collocation. 

 

Pronunciation and spelling 

These aspects of a word are related in English, 
because it is the comparative unpredictability 
of the English sound-symbol relationship 
which causes so many problems. Learners are 
puzzled by words which have very different 
forms but are pronounced identically, e.g. 
genes/jeans, break/brake, etc; and also by 
words which are very similar in form but 
pronounced differently, e.g. bough, tough, 
though, etc. 

Since the rules of English pronunciation are so 
complex, occasionally this leads the student to 
having a wild lunge at a pronunciation which 
is grotesquely wrong. More important, 
however, are the systematic sound confusions 
such as /i/ and /i:/ which cause bit/beat, 
dip/deep etc. to be pronounced in the same 
way (usually with /i:/). In some contexts this 
kind of confusion can lead to a complete 
breakdown in communication, as when on a 
trip abroad I heard the question ‘Do you like 
snacks?’ as ‘Do you like snakes?’. The 
resulting conversation is perhaps best left to 
the reader’s imagination. 

Spelling mistakes less frequently cause a lack 
of understanding, and are more often simply a 
give-away of the writer’s status as a learner. 
Again it is the lack of fit between the sound 
and the spelling system which causes 
problems: the –or/-ar/-er and –able/ible 
groups of suffixes, for example, are 
pronounced in exactly the same way. It may 
comfort learners to know that native speakers 
sometimes tend to be as confused as they are 

so that, for example, adviser and advisor are 
both acceptable spellings of the same word. 
(Unfortunately for the learner this free-and-
easy attitude is extended to only a very few 
words!) 

 

Stress 

As far as intelligibility is concerned, getting 
the correct stress is often extremely 
important, since, in English, the stress pattern 
of a word determines in pronunciation of the 
individual vowel sounds: only in the stressed 
syllable does the vowel tend to get its full 
value, the other unstressed vowels tending to 
be neutralized. Thus if words like receptive 
and ‘recognize are stressed on the wrong 
syllables, they can become almost impossible 
for the native speaker to catch in a flow of 
speech, especially when (as often happens) 
other words in the learner’s speech are also 
being wrongly stressed. Word stress patterns 
are often used systematically in various ways, 
e.g. to distinguish between nouns and verbs 
as in ‘record (noun) and record (verb). 

 

Correct form 

It is, of course, possible to ‘know’ a word, 
without necessarily knowing how to use it in 
all its various forms. So, for example, a 
learner will know to use the adjective big for 
some time before he learns it’s comparative 
and superlative forms bigger and biggest. 
With a verb like sing, the form sings will be 
learnt early on; sang might be learnt later, 
and the participle form sung later still. With 
nouns, however, we would expect the singular 
and plural forms to be available almost at the 
same time. 

These areas might seem more properly dealt 
with in the sphere of grammar rather than 
vocabulary. The use of suffixes and prefixes 
and formation of compound nouns are, 
however, clearly in the area of vocabulary 
development. In working out the ‘meaning of 
new words, it is useful for the learner to be 
trained to see the common element in 
friendship, membership and dictatorship, 
where the common suffix –ship conveys the 
idea of ‘state of being of having a …’; between 
useful and useless, where the suffixes –ful 
and –less denote opposite qualities, and so 
on. But whereas useful has as it’s useless, the 
opposite of successful is not successless but 
unsuccessful, and delightful has no derived 
opposite at all: one would have to find a 
different word (perhaps horrible might do). 
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Similarly with compound nouns, the surface 
similarities conceal many differences in the 
‘deep structure’ of such words, so that 
headmaster = the master who is head (of a 
school), arrowhead = the head of and arrow, 
armchair = a chair with arms, bookstall = a 
stall (stand) where books, etc. are sold, and 
so on. 

 

Cognates and ‘false friends’ 

We mentioned earlier how learners who speak 
a language that is related to English may have 
an advantage because many words in both 
languages have the same derivation and are 
therefore similar in form (‘cognates’). Thus 
the Spanish método is clearly related to the 
English method, the Portuguese equipamento 
to the English word equipment and so on. 
Moreover English and the learner’s mother 
tongue are often related in a systematic way. 
For example, English words ending in –action 
may often be ‘translated’ directly into Spanish 
words ending in –acción, so that the 
organization is organización, nation is nación, 
etc. Speaking a language which has this kind 
of close relationship in certain areas with 
English is certainly an advantage, but it is not 
an unmixed blessing. Words often have very 
similar forms in relate languages, but totally 
different meanings: these are the words 
known to the language learners as ‘false 
friends’. Examples like these will be familiar to 
speakers of European languages: actually 
does not mean ‘happening just know’ (as in 
French actuallement), but ‘really, truly’; cave 
means ‘a kind of cavern’ not ‘a basement’ 
(French cave); confused means ‘perplexed’ 
more often than ‘embarrassed’ (French 
confus); to edit does not mean ‘to publish’ 
(French éditer); and so on. Some words 
partially overlap: for example, the English and 
French meanings of amateur (spelt the same 
in both languages) are partially identical in the 
sense of someone who is not a professional 
(in sport, etc.), but the French word also has 
the meaning of someone who is keen on 
something, e.g. ‘un amateur du cinéma’ 
(cinema lover), etc. In English, strangely 
enough, the Spanish loan-word aficionado is 
often used in this sense. 

Although we started the chapter by noting 
that comparatively little has been written by 
language teachers on teaching vocabulary, 
much has been written by linguists on lexis 
and meaning (‘semantics’). For readers who 
would like to read more about these subjects, 
some suggestions are listed below (see 
Further Reading). 
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UNDERSTANDING SPOKEN 
ENGLISH 

Penny Ur 

 

This book is about listening comprehension 
practice in the foreign-language classroom, 
and is intended primarily for teachers of 
English. It does not undertake a 
psycholinguistic, philosophical or 
communications engineering analysis of the 
process of listening and understanding; nor, 
on the other hand, does it consist entirely of a 
series of exercises. It is, perhaps, an attempt 
to bridge the gap between the two: to discuss 
what, in practical terms, successful foreign-
language listening comprehension entails; and 
on this basis to propose types of practice that 
may be effective in the classroom. Some of 
these may be found to be suitable for testing 
purposes also; but their primary aim is to 
teach rather than to test. I hope that the 
reader may emerge with some relevant 
criteria by which to evaluate, select and 
devise different kinds of exercises. 

The three aspects of the subject I shall 
consider in Part I are these: what sort of 
listening activities actually go on in real life? 
What are the particular difficulties likely to be 
encountered by the learner when coping with 
them? And how may we, as teachers, best 
help him to master these difficulties?* In other 
words, we need a clear idea both of where we 
are going (what we want our students to be 
able to do as the end result of their learning) 
and how to get there (what we need to give 
practice in and how). 

 

1. Real-life listening 

At this stage it would be useful if there were 
available a full-scale taxonomy of all the 
different kinds of listening situations there 
are, together with a statistical analysis of their 
relative frequencies. However, I do not know 
of any such study – nor am I sure that its 
execution is al all a practical proposition, since 
the immense variety of societies, individuals, 
situations and types of oral discourse must 
defy classification. On a less ambitious scale, 

                                                      
* The English pronoun system obliges me to choose 
between ‘he’ and ‘she’. Since I and most of the English 
teachers of my acquaintance are women, I have 
chosen to refer to the teacher throughout in the 
feminine, and the student in the masculine. 
 
 

however, it is possible to list some examples 
of the types of listening we might expect 
reasonably educated people living in a 
developed country to be exposed to, and hope 
that an examination of the results might yield 
some useful conclusions. 

Such list is set out below, in random order. 
Not all of the examples are pure listening 
activities, but all involve some aural 
comprehension as an essential component of 
the communicative situation: 

- listening to the news / weather forecast / 
sports report / announcements etc. on the 
radio 

- discussing work / current problems with 
family or colleagues 

- making arrangements / exchanging news 
etc. with acquaintances 

- making arrangements / exchanging news 
etc. over the telephone 

- chatting at a party / other social gathering 

- hearing announcements over the 
loudspeaker (at a railway station, for 
example, or airport) 

- receiving instructions on how to do 
something / get somewhere 

- attending a lesson / seminar 

- being interviewed / interviewing 

- watching a film / theatre show / television 
programme 

- hearing a speech / lecture 

- listening to recorded / broadcast songs 

- attending a formal occasion (wedding / prize 
giving / other ceremony) 

- getting professional advice (from a doctor, 
for example) 

- being tested orally in a subject of study 

Now this list is naturally rough and 
incomplete; nevertheless it is, I think, fairly 
representative. There are certainly some 
useful generalizations which can be drawn 
from it and which have some immediate 
implications for classroom practice. 

 

1.1Purpose and expectation 

Rarely if ever do we listen to something 
without some idea of what we are going to 
hear: only, perhaps, when we turn on the 
radio or television at random, or enter a room 
where a conversation is already in progress. 
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Usually we have some preconceived idea of 
the content, formality level and so on of the 
discourse we are about to hear. Such ideas 
are based on what J.C. Richards calls ‘script 
competence’, that is the knowledge we posses 
in advance about the subject-matter of 
context of the discourse (‘Listening 
comprehension’, TESOL Quarterly 17:2). Our 
expectations may often be linked to our 
purpose in listening: if we want to know the 
answer to a question, then we will ask, and 
expect to hear a relevant response. In many 
cases this leads to our ‘listening out’ for 
certain key phrases or words. When we ask a 
question like: ‘Where are you going to be?’ we 
then listen for the expression of place. If the 
answer is, for example: ‘I don’t know, I 
haven’t really decided yet, it depends what 
job I get, but I expect I shall end up in 
Boston’ – then we shall wait for and note the 
last two words. If, however, the same answer 
is the response to the question: ‘Are you 
definitely going to Boston?’ – Then the last 
two words of the answer are virtually 
redundant, and we shall pay more attention to 
the first part. 

In discourse that is not based on the listener’s 
active spoken participation, his expectations 
may be less strictly defined, but they are 
there nevertheless and again are connected 
with his purpose. If we listen to the news, it is 
from a desire to know what is happening in 
the world, and we shall expect to hear about 
certain subjects of current interest in a certain 
kind of language. If we are listening to a 
lecture, we usually know roughly what the 
subject is going to be, and either need to 
learn about it or are interested in it for its own 
sake. If none of these conditions is true then 
we shall probably not listen at all, let alone 
understand. Even when listening to 
entertainment such as plays, jokes or songs, 
we have a definite purpose (enjoyment); we 
want to know what is coming next, and we 
expect it to cohere with what went before. 

There is, moreover, an association between 
listener expectation and purpose on the one 
hand, and comprehension on the other. Heard 
discourse which corresponds closely to what 
the listener expects and needs is far more 
likely to be accurately perceived and 
understood that that which is unexpected, 
irrelevant or unhelpful. 

Thus it would seem a good idea when 
presenting a listening passage in class to give 
the students some information about the 
content, situation and spear(s) before they 
actually start listening. 

1.2 Response 

In many, perhaps most, cases the listener is 
required to give some kind of overt, 
immediate response to what has been said. 
This may be verbal (the answer to a question, 
for instance) or non-verbal (action in 
accordance with instructions or a nod of the 
head, for example). Even a lecturer or orator 
gets some sort of feedback from his audience 
in the form of facial expression, eye-contact, 
interruptions, note-taking. Only if the 
message is coming via electronic equipment 
when the speaker is neither physically present 
nor addressing himself to the listener as an 
individual, is no over response usually 
required or forthcoming. 

Yet many classroom listening comprehension 
exercises demand no response until the end of 
fairly long stretches of speech, so that when it 
comes this response is very largely a test of 
memory rather than of comprehension. 
Occasional exercises like these, and others 
that demand no overt response at all certainly 
have their place – I do not mean to suggest 
that they should not be used at all (see 5.1 
Listening and making no response) – but on 
the whole listening tasks should, I feel, be 
based on short, active responses occurring 
during, or between parts of, the listening 
passage rather than at the end. 

 

1.3 Visibility of the speaker 

I think it is fair to say that we are nearly 
always in the physical presence of, of able to 
see, the person(s) we are listening to. Usually 
the visibility of the speaker coincides with the 
necessity for listener-response – but not 
always. There are cases where we can see the 
person we are listening to but are not 
expected to react to him personally (as when 
we watch a television programme); and there 
is, conversely, at least one common situation 
where we cannot see the speaker but must 
certainly respond to what he says (a 
telephone conversation). 

If the speaker is usually present in real-life 
listening situations, towards which we wish to 
train our students in the classroom, then 
perhaps we should think again about how 
much we ought to use recordings as the basis 
of our exercises. Perhaps we should revert to 
using live speakers, resorting to recordings 
only to attain specific objectives? For a fuller 
discussion of this question see 3.1, Using 
recordings. 
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1.4 Environmental clues 

Apart from the speaker himself – his facial 
expression, posture, eye direction, proximity, 
gesture, tone of voice – a real-life listening 
situation is normally rich in environmental 
clues as to the content and implications of 
what is said. Often noises or smells or other 
sense-stimuli can contribute valuable 
background information, but I think it is true 
to say that most environmental clues are 
visual. These may be deliberately introduced, 
as when a teacher or lecturer clarifies her 
exposition with diagrams of pictures, or a 
television documentary uses film extracts or 
stills to illustrate its commentary. Similar 
clues appear quite naturally in less formal 
situations, as when someone gives us 
directions according to a map. Occasionally 
the general surroundings contribute 
information: if we are in a railway station, for 
example, and hear an announcement over the 
loudspeaker, we expect it to announce the 
arrival or departure of a train. 

Environmental clues are often more likely to 
provide information about the situation, 
speakers and general atmosphere that about 
the actual topic of discourse. If the 
listener/onlooker cannot understand the 
meaning of the words used in a family 
discussion, board meeting or political 
harangue, he will not be able to say much 
about the subject of debate. What he will be 
able to guess fairly accurately, however, are 
things such as the level of formality, the 
amount and kind of emotional involvement of 
the speaker(s), the kind of relationship 
existing between speaker(s) and listener(s), 
the prevailing mood – all of which afford him 
significant assistance in comprehending the 
sense of what is said once he actually 
understands at least some of the language. 
Sound recordings, broadcasts and telephone 
conversations are relatively poor in such 
clues, but these normally comprise only a 
small part of our total listening activity. 

In classroom terms, environmental clues are 
normally represented by visual materials 
(illustrations, diagrams, maps and so on) 
which are thus essential to the effective 
presentation of most listening exercises. 

 

1.5 Shortness 

Another characteristic of real-life listening is 
the shortness of the chunks into which heard 
discourse is usually divided. The usual pattern 
is a short period of listening, followed by 
listener-response (not necessarily verbal), 

followed by a further brief spell of listening 
with further response, and so on. In other 
cases, stretches of heard speech are broken 
up by being spoken by different people from 
different directions. Even when there are long 
periods of seemingly uninterrupted discourse 
– talks, instructions, anecdotes, guided tours, 
nagging and so on – these are often broken 
down into smaller units by the physical 
movement of the speaker, pause, audience 
reaction, changing environmental clues. More 
formal stretches of speech – lectures, 
ceremonial recitation, broadcast reports – are, 
however, usually less interrupted. 

 

1.6 Informal speech 

It is necessary to draw a distinction between 
formal speech of ‘spoken prose’ and the 
informal speech used in most spontaneous 
conversation. This is not, of course, a simple 
binary opposition: there are many 
intermediate gradations, ranging from the 
extremely formal (ceremonial formulae, some 
political speeches), through the fairly formal 
(news-reading, lectures), to the fairly informal 
(television interviews, most classroom 
teaching) and the very informal (gossip, 
family quarrels)*. But for the purposes of this 
discussion a firm division will be made: any 
types of discourse which fall more or less 
under the first two categories I will call 
‘formal’, those in the last two ‘informal’. 
Informal speech is characteristically neither. 
Some intermediate types of discourse may be 
one but not the other: the speech of a 
character in a play, as delivered by an actor, 
may use colloquial language but is not 
spontaneous; and a sermon may be delivered 
extempore but is rarely very colloquial. 
Broadly speaking, the degree of colloquiality 
of speech affects its pronunciation, 
vocabulary, grammar and syntax, and the 
spontaneity affects its syntax and discoursal 
structure. 

Most of the discourse we hear is quite 
informal, being both spontaneous and 
colloquial in character; and some of the skills 
the learner needs to develop are closely 
bound up with the peculiarities of this kind of 
speech. Of these there are many, but I should 
like here to dwell on four: redundancy, ‘noise’, 
colloquial language and auditory character. 
Please note that the first two terms are used 

                                                      
* Compare Joos’s five divisions: frozen, consultative, 
casual, intimate (M. Joos, The Five clocks, Harcourt 
Brace, 1967). 
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here rather idiosyncratically, as defined in the 
two paragraphs that follow. 

 

Redundancy 

In ordinary conversation or even in much 
extempore speech-making of lecturing we 
actually say a good deal more than would 
appear to be necessary in order to convey our 
message. Redundant utterances may take the 
form of repetitions, false starts, re-phrasings, 
self-corrections, elaborations, tautologies and 
apparently meaningless additions such as ‘I 
mean’ of ‘you know’. This redundancy, 
however, is not unnecessary as it would seem. 
Just as it enables the speaker to work out and 
express what he really means as he goes 
along, so it helps the listener to follow him by 
providing an abundance of extra information 
and time to think. The message of a piece of 
spontaneous talk is thus on the whole 
delivered much more slowly and repetitiously 
than that of rehearsed, read or planned 
speech. It is also, as we have previously 
noted, frequently interrupted by the listener’s 
interpolations, the responses to which may 
serve as further redundant material. 

 

‘Noise’ 

The opposite of redundancy (extra 
information) is ‘noise’, which occurs when 
information is not received by the listener 
because of interference. ‘Noise’, as I am using 
the term here, may be caused not only by 
some outside disturbance, but also by a 
temporary lack of attention on the part of the 
listener, or by the fact that a word or phrase 
was not understood because it was 
mispronounced or misused of because the 
listener simply did not know it. In any such 
case, a gap is left which is filled, as far as the 
listener is concerned, by a meaningless buzz. 
What the listener has to do is try to 
reconstruct more or less what the information 
was that he missed. In an informal 
conversation he may request a clarification 
(‘What was that?’ ‘Sorry, I didn’t quite 
catch…’); otherwise he must just gather up 
the loose ends as best he may. This happens 
a good deal in conversation between native 
speakers, and we ‘fill in’ almost without 
realizing what we are doing. Redundancy, of 
course, often helps us to do this. For non-
native speakers there is far more ‘noise’ (as 
defined above) in heard speech than there is 
for natives, and it is often difficult for them to 
cope with it (for some suggestions on how to 

give helpful practice in this, see pp. 84-7, 
139-45). 

 

Colloquial language 

In most languages there are marked 
differences between the formal (or literary) 
and colloquial varieties. The former is used 
not only for written communication but also 
for all kinds of formal speech: lectures, 
reports and so on; whereas the latter is 
confined to informal conversation and is rarely 
written. In Arabic the difference between the 
two is so great that children actually have to 
relearn their own language when they go to 
school. In English, as in most other 
languages, the distinction is less marked, but 
it is there all the same. The sounds a listener 
absorbs during a normal conversation bear 
only a partial resemblance to a transcript in 
normal orthography, which in its turn bears 
only partial resemblance to a corresponding 
version in formal prose. The difference in the 
first stage is one of pronunciation; in the 
second in actual choice of words. 

A native speaker may very often not even be 
aware of the first difference at all. We may be 
quite sure that the person addressing us said, 
for example: ‘I don’t know; where do you 
think he can be?’, when what he actually 
enunciated was something like ‘dno, 
wej’thinkeeknbee’ – with no pauses between 
words, and less important sounds shortened 
or eliminated altogether. A similar sentence 
pronounced in a formal context would 
correspond rather more closely to the written 
form. 

The actual vocabulary and structures used will 
also be different in some respects to those of 
prepared texts. The reader of transcripts of 
spontaneous conversations is struck, for 
example, by the number of occurrences of 
items such as ‘I mean’, ‘sort of’, ‘just’, ‘you 
know’, which would probably not occur in 
prepared speech. There are also some actual 
changes in lexis. In colloquial speech we 
would be far more likely to hear expressions 
such as ‘a lot’, ‘get to’, ‘for ages’, ‘stuff’, ‘guy’, 
than their more formal equivalents 
‘much/many’, ‘reach’, ‘for a long time’, 
‘material’, ‘man’. For a discussion of the 
problems all this causes the learner, see 2.1 
and 2.5. 

 

Auditory character 

There is a distinct difference between the 
auditory effect of a piece of spoken prose and 
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that of informal conversation. The former is 
characterized by a fairly even pace, volume 
and pitch. Spontaneous conversation, on the 
other hand, is jerky, has frequent pauses and 
overlaps, goes intermittently faster and 
slower, louder and softer, higher and lower. 
Hesitations, interruptions, exclamations, 
emotional reactions of surprise, irritation or 
amusement, which are all liable to occur in 
natural dialogue, are bound to cause an 
uneven and constantly changing rhythm of 
speech. Even if only one person is speaking 
for a relatively long period, the fact that he 
has not thought out carefully what he has to 
say beforehand, and has not necessarily 
chosen the best words, means that he has to 
rely heavily on vocal emphasis to make his 
meaning clear. And vocal emphasis does not 
just mean saying a particular word or phrase 
louder. It means also gabbling quickly through 
what is less important and slowing down over 
the main point, or pausing for effect before or 
after a vital phrase, or raising the pitch of the 
voice to stress one thing and then lowering it 
to play down something else. The overall 
effect of all this is perhaps more dramatic and 
interesting that that of formal speech, but this 
does not mean that it is, all in all, more 
comprehensible or easier to listen to. 

To summarize, we may say that most (but not 
all) of our real-life listening activity is 
characterized by the following features: 

1. We listen for a purpose and with certain 
expectations. 

2. We make an immediate response to what 
we hear. 

3. We see the person we are listening to. 

4. There are some visual or environmental 
clues as to the meaning of what is heard. 

5. Stretches of heard discourse come in short 
chunks. 

6. Most heard discourse is spontaneous and 
therefore differs from normal spoken 
prose in the amount of redundancy, ‘noise’ 
and colloquialisms, and in its auditory 
character. 

Sometimes particular situations may lack one 
or more of these characteristics – when 
watching television we are not normally 
expected to respond, when listening to a 
lecture we may have to hear uninterrupted 
speech for a very long time indeed – but it is 
only very rarely that none of them is present 
at all. We seldom listen to stretches of 
‘disembodied’ discourse of any length. 

What are the implications of all this for 
listening comprehension in the foreign-
language classroom? 

It would seem reasonable to say that the 
classroom practice should usually incorporate 
such characteristics of real-life listening as 
those described above; yet many books of 
listening exercises I know do not include any 
of them at all. Such books are often made up 
of passages originally composed as written 
texts (extracts from novels, newspaper 
articles and so on) recorded onto tape; the 
learners listen to the text without knowing 
much about what they are going to hear or 
what they are listening for, and then have to 
answer comprehension questions, usually 
multiple-choice. This is a convenient 
classroom technique, and it does give a 
certain type of practice- but it does not 
provide any realistic preparation for real-life 
listening. A learner who relies on this type of 
exercise is going to have a very rude 
awakening when he tries to understand native 
speech in natural communicative situations. 

It is not enough, however, to base classroom 
exercises only on an imitation of reality. We 
must also take into account the specific 
difficulties faced by the foreigner in learning to 
cope with heard English speech. 

 

2. Listening to English as a foreign 
language 

Some aspects of listening comprehension are 
easier for the foreign-language learner than 
others. Most learners need intensive practice 
in some skill and seem to pick up others 
intuitively. Below are some of the main 
potential problems, set out roughly in order of 
importance. In discussing them I have relied 
heavily on the analysis of spoken English 
given in Gillian Brown’s Listening to spoken 
English; and I refer the reader to this 
excellent book for a fuller treatment of the 
subject. For a more detailed taxonomy of the 
listening skills themselves, see J.C. Richards’ 
article ‘Listening comprehension’. 

 

2.1 Hearing the sounds 

As a young teacher it took me some time to 
realize that my students actually did not 
perceive certain English sounds with any 
accuracy because these did not exist (at all, or 
as separate phonemes) in their own language. 
The sound /Ø/ as in ‘think’ for example does 
not exist in French; a native French speaker 
may very often therefore not notice at first 
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that it occurs in English – he may simply 
assimilate it to the nearest sound familiar to 
him and both hear and say /s/ or /f/. Even 
after the distinction has been pointed out to 
him, and he has practiced saying the sound 
himself, he may continue to confuse it with /s/ 
or /f/ the moment he starts using the 
language for something other than 
pronunciation practice. Even more difficulty is 
caused when the new sound does exist in the 
native language, but only as an allophonic 
variation of another phoneme. For example, 
both /I/ (as in ‘pit’) and /i:/ (As in ‘peep’) 
exist in modern colloquial Hebrew, but they 
are allophones, and the substitution of one for 
the other makes no difference to meaning, 
occurring only because of the location of the 
sound in the word or sentence. Thus the 
Hebrew speaker has difficulty in perceiving 
this difference as significant to meaning in 
English, and it takes a considerable amount of 
practice before he gets used to distinguishing 
between ‘ship’ and ‘sheep’ or ‘fit’ and ‘feet’. 
The distinction between the dark and clear [l] 
in Russian causes similar problems to the 
native English speaker. 

Sometimes the foreign learner of English may 
have difficulty with the sequences and 
juxtapositions of sounds typical of English 
words. Many students find consonant-clusters 
particularly difficult to cope with. They may 
get the consonants in the wrong order 
(hearing ‘parts’ for ‘past’), or omit one of the 
sounds (‘crips’ for ‘crisps’), or hear a vowel 
that is not in fact pronounced (‘little’ for 
‘little’). 

Another reason why sounds may be misheard 
is that the student is not used to the stress 
and intonation patterns of English and the way 
these influences both the realization of certain 
phonemes and the meaning of the utterance. 

One interesting point about all these 
difficulties is that it is often quite difficult to 
know, outside minimal-pair practice, whether 
students really have heard the sounds right or 
not, because they may guess the right 
meaning from the context. In the sentence ‘It 
doesn’t fit, it’s too big’, most students will 
understand the word ‘fit’ correctly even 
though they may have heard it as something 
approximating to their idea of ‘feet’. Is there, 
then, so much importance in the correct 
hearing of sounds? Will learners not always be 
able to understand the word through context, 
just as they will have to distinguish between 
genuine homophones like ‘meet’ and ‘meat’? 

The answer is yes, there is importance. The 
number of homophones and homonyms (such 

as the noun bear and the verb bear) in English 
is small, while the number of words which can 
be confused or misunderstood by inaccurate 
perception is relatively large. Even if working 
out what the right word must be takes only a 
split second, it still slows down comprehension 
fractionally – and spoken discourse goes by so 
fast that the foreign listener simply cannot 
afford a moment’s delay. He may sometimes 
even understand the word according to what it 
sounds like (to him) in spite of the fact that 
his interpretation does not fit the context 
simply because he does not have the time to 
stop and work it out. It is therefore essential 
for the learner to achieve familiarity with the 
common phonemes of the target language as 
soon as possible if he is to be an efficient 
listener. I am not concerned here so much 
with his own pronunciation, but it is certainly 
true that if he learns to pronounce the sounds 
accurately himself, it will be much easier for 
him to hear them correctly when said by 
someone else. 

 

2.2 Understanding intonation and stress 

The English systems of stress, intonation and 
rhythm, though perhaps less obviously 
difficult than the problems of the actual 
sounds, can interfere with the foreign 
learner’s proper understanding of spoken 
English. It is, therefore, worth drawing our 
student’s attention to the existence of certain 
general patterns. Primary among these is the 
division of utterances into tone-groups – 
strings of syllables run together to form a 
single sequence and generally characterized 
by one heavily stressed ‘tone’. The rhythm of 
speech is based on these ‘tones’ and to a 
lesser extent on other minor stresses, and 
intervening lightened syllables may be 
pronounced very fast so as no t to break this 
rhythm. It takes roughly the same time to say 
‘the CAT is Interested in protecting its Kittens’ 
as it does to say ‘LARGE CARS WASTE GAS’, 
though the number of syllables each sentence 
contains is very different (examples taken 
from the article ‘Listening comprehension’ by 
J.C. Richards); whereas in most other 
languages, twice as many syllables simply 
take twice as long to say. As to intonation: its 
importance derives from the great extent to 
which it often influences the meaning of an 
utterance: a significant word is often stressed 
simply by being pronounced in a higher ‘key’, 
for example; and such things as certainty, 
doubt, irony, inquiry, seriousness, humor, are 
implied by characteristic intonation patterns 
as much as by choice of words. 
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Having demonstrated some of the standard 
patterns, we can usefully do some classroom 
exercises whose object it is simply to sensitize 
students to their existence (see pp. 37-45). 
Beyond this, I do not think there is much 
useful teaching to be done in this field: the 
stress, intonation and rhythm patterns of 
spoken English are so varied, so idiosyncratic 
and so unpredictable that it would be of 
dubious value to give or practice any more 
detailed models. Having, as it were, pointed 
our students in the right direction, it is 
probably best to leave them to acquire 
intuitively more detailed knowledge through 
exposure to plenty of informal native speech. 

 

2.3 Coping with redundancy and ‘noise’ 

When listening to someone speaking, we 
usually have to put up with a certain amount 
of ‘noise’. Some words may be drowned by 
outside interference, others indistinctly 
pronounced. The foreign-language learner, 
whose grasp of meaning is slower than that of 
a native and demands more of an effort, finds 
these gaps far more difficult to take in his 
stride. He is, it is true, used to coping with 
them in his own tongue, but when he has to 
do the same in another language, he finds he 
cannot do so with anything like the same 
facility. This is for three main reasons. First, 
the sheer number of gaps in much larger: 
there are some items he cannot understand 
simply because he does not know them, many 
others which he is not yet sufficiently familiar 
with to grasp during rapid speech (though he 
could probably) recognize them if faced with 
them in writing or in slow, carefully 
pronounced formal talk). Second, he is not 
familiar enough with the sound-combinations, 
lexis and collocations of the language to make 
predictions or retroactive guesses as to what 
was missing. A native speaker, for instance 
who hears only /sprin/ can guess that the final 
phoneme will be /t/, making the word ‘sprint’; 
or if he hears the phrase ‘He was in a 
towering…’, he can predict that the last word 
will be something like ‘rage’. But a learner 
cannot normally be expected to have the 
information necessary to enable him to guess 
in this way (for further discussion of the 
practical implications of this, see pp. 16-17). 
Third, even when the number of gaps is not 
much larger than those they would encounter 
in their own language, many foreign-language 
learners run into a psychological problem: 
they have a kind of compulsion to understand 
everything, even things that are totally 
unimportant, and are disturbed, discouraged 

and even completely thrown off balance if 
they come across an incomprehensible word. 

It is this third problem – the apparent need of 
the foreign-language learner to perceive and 
comprehend everything he hears even tough 
he would not do so in his native language – 
whose significance is not always realized. In 
the early stages of foreign-language learning, 
when the learner hears usually only single 
words of short sentences, he has to 
understand them all. Later, listening 
comprehension passages get longer, but in 
most cases (unless the teacher is aware of the 
problem and adapts her material accordingly) 
they are still grades to suit his level, taken 
slowly and pronounced carefully, and he is still 
expected to understand everything. He 
assumes that successful comprehension is 
total comprehension, and finds it very difficult 
to get used to the idea that he can be a 
perfectly competent listener with less than 
100 per cent perception and/or understanding 
of what is said. The same phenomenon, 
incidentally, occurs in reading. A learner who 
is at the transition stage from intensive to 
extensive reading also ahs to learn to grasp 
the meaning of a sentence even when it 
includes a word or two he does not know. The 
reader, however, has the advantage of time: 
he can stop if he wishes and try to make an 
intelligent guess as to the meaning of the 
missing items. The listener has to take the 
gap in his stride and be satisfied with the 
rough idea conveyed by the rest of the 
utterance, or hazard a quick intuitive 
conjecture. 

A foreign-language learner who tries to 
understand every single word that is said to 
him will be handicapped both by his failure to 
do so and also, in a way, by his success. On 
the one hand he is distressed and discouraged 
by his ‘defective’ comprehension, has the 
feeling that he has missed vital words, and 
may tell you ‘I didn’t understand a thing’ 
when in fact he has, or could have, 
understood quite enough for communicative 
purposes. On the other hand, even if he does 
perceive and understand every single word he 
hears, he may find this actually counter-
productive: for effective listening is aided by 
the ability of the listener to ignore or ‘skim’ 
unimportant items. Much or what we hear is 
redundant, and we have to recognize it as 
such. We need – and have, in our native 
language at least – a mechanism which tells 
us: ‘I don’t need to listen very carefully to 
what is coming now; it’s obviously going to be 
more or less “x”’. For example, if someone 
says: ‘You don’t need to meet my train; if it’s 
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raining then perhaps yes, but if not…’ then it 
does not really matter if the last few words 
are going to be ‘don’t bother’ or ‘I can walk’ or 
simply ‘don’t’. The listener can safely ‘switch 
off’ more or less, and look forward to what is 
coming next. The foreign-language learner 
who listens carefully for the exact sense of 
such redundant phrases and attaches 
importance to it is actually hampering himself. 
He is not taking advantage of a natural rest of 
break in the stream of significant information 
in order to ready himself for what is coming 
next, nor is he sorting out significant from 
insignificant content as he goes along. He is 
concentrating very hard – too hard – on 
understanding the words or phrases as they 
come up, and not relaxing enough to gather 
the main message. He is in danger, as it were, 
of not seeing the wood for the trees. 

The ability to make do with only a part or 
what is heard and understand the main 
message is a vitally important one for 
effective listening in a communicative 
situation. It is a mistake to think that this 
ability will be automatically carried over from 
the native language. Once the learner has 
moved over from intensive to extensive 
listening in the foreign language and got used 
to coping with ‘noise’ and recognizing 
redundancy, his own native language skills 
will come into play; but he needs conscious 
practice in making the transition (see 5.3, 
Filling gaps and Summarizing). 

 

2.4 Predicting 

If the listener can make a guess as to the 
short of thing that is going to be said next, he 
will be much more likely to perceive it and 
understand it well. He may even be enabled to 
do without it altogether: if he knows, that is, 
how someone is going to finish his sentence, 
then the closing words become for him 
redundant, and he will be able to ‘skim’ or 
even ignore them and start anticipating the 
next significant piece of information, as in the 
example given on p. 15. 

Prediction is difficult for the foreign-language 
learner for various reasons. Intonation and 
stress patterns play an important part in 
supplying ground for certain kinds of 
expectations. If one word in an introductory 
phrase is emphasized, for instance, we may 
usually expect some sort of explanation or 
amplification of it to follow: ‘I don’t mind her 
seeing John…’ (It’s Ned I don’t want her to 
see) or ‘No, no, we’re going by train…’ (Train’s 
much faster). A sentence pronounced with a 
marked intonation of doubt is usually followed 

by a strong reservation: ‘Of course he’s a very 
pleasant boy…’ (But…) or ‘Well, I suppose 
they might come…’ (But…). As we have seen 
in 2.2, the subtleties of stress and intonation 
are difficult to teach; and prediction exercises 
may be one of the best ways of getting 
students used to hearing the semantic 
implications of certain patterns. 

Other predictions may depend on total 
familiarity with the clichés, collocations, 
idioms and proverbs commonly used; a non-
native speaker cannot usually be expected to 
know that ‘rosy’ often collocates with ‘cheeks’ 
or ‘jaded’ with ‘appetite’; nor can he 
automatically supply the end to such cryptic 
phrases as ‘People who live in glass houses…’ 
or ‘A stitch in time…’. 

However, most predictions do not depend on 
such subtleties but on more obvious choices of 
vocabulary or grammar. For instance, the use 
of ‘but’ or ‘however’ makes us expect 
something contrasting with or opposing what 
went before; the use of a conditional verb 
such as ‘would have’ often precedes or follows 
an ‘if’ clause; to begin a sentence with ‘the 
more…’ implies another paired comparative 
later; and obviously an introductory clause 
such as ‘There are two reasons for this’ 
signals a corresponding discourse structure to 
follow. In short, a learner who has a 
reasonable grasp of the pronunciation, 
vocabulary and grammar of the foreign 
language may often be expected to make the 
same prediction of what is to follow as a 
native speaker, aided only by skills he carries 
over from the use of his own language. 
However, he sometimes needs some 
encouragement and practice to take full 
advantage to these skills in the context of the 
new language. 

Some exercises on predicting may be found in 
5.3, Predictions. 

 

2.5 Understanding colloquial vocabulary 

Much of the vocabulary used in colloquial 
speech may already be known to the foreign 
listener; but this does not mean that he is 
familiar with it. This may look like a 
contradiction, but it is not; and, like the 
subject treated above, it is one which is often 
overlooked. It is fairly obvious that a learner 
listening to spoken discourse in the foreign 
language will probably not understand a word 
he has not learnt yet. What is not so obvious, 
but nevertheless true, is that he will also fail 
to recognize many words he has learnt but is 
not yet sufficiently familiar with to identify 
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when they occur within the swift stream of 
speech. 

This is partly a matter of time and practice. 
Mastering new items to the stage of total 
familiarity is a very gradual process: it takes 
time before a newly learnt word becomes 
really known well enough to be readily 
recognized. It is partly a question of speed of 
discourse. The overall pace at which a 
message is conveyed may be relatively slow 
owing to pauses, hesitations and so on, but 
once a (native) speaker knows what he is 
going to say next, his individual utterances 
are often delivered at a tremendous rate. The 
listener simply does not have the time to 
search his memory for the meaning of 
something he does not immediately recall. 

The learner also needs to know that certain 
expressions are common in colloquial English 
and more or less taboo in formal style; some 
examples have already been given in 1.6, 
Colloquial language. But actual lexis is the 
least of the problems here and one which can 
easily be overcome if the teacher is aware of 
the necessity of teaching the extra items 
together with the limitations on their use. Far 
more subtle difficulties are posed by the 
different pronunciation of known words or of 
colloquial collocations. 

When a student learns a new word or 
expression, he usually learns both its written 
and spoken form. His recognition of it is linked 
to his knowledge of what it looks like on paper 
and what it sounds like when carefully 
pronounced, whether in isolation of – usually 
well ‘foreground’ – in context. But he has not, 
often enough, learnt what it sounds like when 
said quickly, in an unemphasized position in a 
sentence and juxtaposed with other words 
which may affect its pronunciation. If a word 
is pronounced differently in informal speech 
from the way it is said formally, or was said 
when it was learnt, the listener may simply 
not recognize it as the same word, or may 
even miss its existence completely. This 
problem can be defined as one of vocabulary 
as much as of pronunciation, since the 
foreign-language learner, in my experience, 
assimilates many of the new forms as fresh, 
variant lexical items. He seems to learn that 
‘don’t’ means ‘do not’ in very much the same 
way that he has to learn ‘a lot’ for ‘much’. 
Chief culprits here are the frequently 
occurring small function words like ‘for’, ‘to’, 
‘him’, ‘is’, and ‘has’, which, when unstressed 

(as they usually are), are heard as /fǝ/ 
(American English /fr/), /tǝ/, /Im/, /z/, /z/: 
the so-called ‘weak’ forms. 

Some words may disappear completely. 
‘Where are you going?’ may quite acceptably 
be pronounced exactly like ‘Where you going?’ 
without a grammatical mistake being either 
made or heard. Even more confusing for the 
foreigner is the occasional disappearance of 
an apparently vital negative: witness the 

sentences /õel:’a:?’gǝƱIŋ/, /aI’ka:?kΛm/ 
)They aren’t going’, I can’t come’), where an 
almost imperceptible hesitation or slight 
glottal stop (represented here in transcription 
by the symbol ?) takes the place of the 
negative ‘n’t’. Of course, the native speaker 
knows that were the sentences positive the 
auxiliary verbs ‘are’ and ‘can’ would be 
pronounced differently by most people – but 
how is the learner supposed to know that? He 
expects to hear the negative word as he has 
been taught to say it himself. 

Longer words too may be pronounced 
differently form the foreign listener’s 
expectation not because their placing in the 
utterance, as in the examples above, but 
because their normal colloquial pronunciation 
does not accord with their spelling. Often the 
vowel may sound like /I/, as in /dI’saId/ 

(‘decide’) or /’mænIdƺ/ (‘manage’); or more 
commonly it may be reduced to the neutral 

vowel sound or ‘schwa’ (/ǝ/): /kǝn’trǝƱl/ 

(‘control’), /fæmǝlI/ (‘family’), /’pensǝl/ 
(‘pencil’). In some cases, vowels may 
disappear altogether: such as words as 

/’vedƺtǝbl/, /cΛmftǝbl/, /’sekrǝtrI/ (‘vegetable’ 
‘comfortable’ ‘secretary’) are often very 
difficult for foreigners to decode. 

Sometimes the juxtaposition of two words 
means that one of the sounds at the junction 
point has assimilated to the other of even 
disappeared: /’tem’pi:pl/ for ‘ten people’, 

/sI’daƱn/ for ‘sit down’, /’Ɔ:raIt/ for ‘all right’, 

/’steIpmǝn?/ for ‘statement. In any case, the 
result is sufficiently removed from the original 
expected sound of the words in question to 
confuse the foreign listener: he may think 
there is only one word where there are two or 
more, or fail to recognize a perfectly familiar 
item. Even if such confusion causes him only a 
moment’s hesitation, the delay may be fatal – 
enough to make him miss the next few 
sounds and lose the thread of the message. 

Colloquial collocations are most confusing of 
all. There are certain pairs or groups of words 
which tend to occur together and become so 
merged that both speaker and (native) 
listener relate to them as a single item. The 
effects described on pp. 17-18 are even more 
marked in such expressions, as the 
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component words shorten, slur, distort and 
partially assimilate to one another. The 
learner may soon get used to such well-known 
and consciously-taught combinations as 
‘can’t’, ‘he’s’ ‘we’re’ and so on; but what about 

/’wgɒtʃǝ/, /dǝInǝƱ/. /’wɒsǝ/, /’gɒnǝ/, /ʃwI:/ 
for ‘what are/do you …?’, - all of which 
commonly occur in the speech of perfectly 
well-educated clear-speaking natives? It is 
hardly surprising that in varieties of English 
based only upon spoken, colloquial language 
(pidgins), many such collocations have been 
treated as, and become, single words in their 
own right. For the learner, such phenomena 
take some getting used to, and it is essential 
for the teacher to be aware of their existence 
and the problems they cause. 

For some suggestions for practice, see 4.2. 

 

2.6 Fatigue 

Anyone who has learnt a foreign language 
knows how tiring it is listening to and 
interpreting unfamiliar sounds, lexis and 
syntax for long stretches of time. Reading, 
writing and speaking are also tiring, but at 
least as far as these activities are concerned, 
the learner can set his own pace and make 
breaks where he wishes. In listening, the pace 
is set by someone else, and the breaks may o 
may not occur where the listener needs them. 
Also, as remarked on p. 14, many foreign-
language learners seem to work much harder 
than necessary aiming for accurate perception 
and interpretation of every word they hear. 

The effects of fatigue vary a great deal, 
depending on how hard the learner needs to 
concentrate and on his ability to do so for long 
periods. But it is certainly a fact that in a long 
listening comprehension exercise a learner’s 
grasp of the content is much better at the 
beginning and gets progressively worse as he 
goes on. This is partly due to a psychological 
phenomenon (we tend to perceive and 
remember the first of a series of visual of 
aural stimuli better than we do later ones); 
but it is also very largely because of fatigue: 
the listener runs out of the energy necessary 
to absorb and interpret the strange sounds. 

 

2.7 Understanding different accents 

Many foreign-language learners who are used 
to the accent of their own teacher are 
surprised and dismayed when they find they 
have difficulty understanding someone else. 
Some of them try to get over this at first by 
claiming that the second speaker’s accent is 

somehow inferior or ‘wrong’. But strictly 
speaking there is rarely such thing as a 
‘wrong’ accent: there are simply accents that 
are more or less difficult to understand – that 
is, broadly speaking, ones that are more or 
less removed from the original variety 
learned. We must remember also that the 
English many of our students will need to 
understand may very well not be spoken in a 
native accent at all. Today, two people who do 
not speak each other’s language will very 
often use English as the instrument of 
communication: pilots communicating with 
ground control, for example, diplomats 
negotiating, businessmen making deals, or 
anyone at all concerned with the tourist 
industry… and only a minority of these may be 
native speakers. Hence, even if we could 
teach all the ‘native’ accents there are, this 
would not satisfy many learners’ needs. What 
we can do is try to give them a reasonable 
familiarity with the two most useful English 
accents – that is to say, the British and 
American standard varieties – and then 
perhaps let them have a taste of some others 
simply to open their eyes to the possibilities 
and give them some practice in coping with 
them. Learners who have some experience in 
listening to and understanding a number of 
different accents are more likely to be able to 
cope successfully with further ones that whose 
who have only heard one or two. 

 

2.8 Using visual and aural environmental 
clues 

Many foreign-language learners seem to lack 
the ability to use environmental clues to get at 
the meaning of an imperfectly grasped 
phrase: time and again I have come across 
instances of students who have 
misunderstood something because they are 
analyzing words in isolation and not linking 
them to the context of accompanying visual 
stimuli. They may, for example, understand 
‘horse’ for ‘house’ in spite of an illustrating 
picture, or sit down when I say ‘come here’ in 
spite of a gesture of invitation. 

What is the problem? There is certainly no 
question of the students being unable to 
perceive and interpret visual or other stimuli 
as such – they do so perfectly well in their 
own language. Thus I see no value in 
practicing this skill in isolation: exercises such 
as listening to a conversation in order to 
discover how many participants there are, or 
watching a film extract and describing the 
emotions or relationships of the actors – these 
may be fun, and the intellectual student may 
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enjoy analyzing how he comes to his 
conclusions, but they do not improve his 
ability to understand foreign discourse in 
context. 

For the problem is not the lack of skill in 
perceiving and interpreting extra-linguistic 
clues, but the ability to apply it when listening 
to the foreign language. And the reason why 
the foreign-language learner has difficulty 
here would seem to be because his receptive 
system is overloaded. He has to work much 
harder at decoding than the native listener 
and, as described on pp. 14-15, tries to 
interpret every detail as it comes up instead of 
relaxing and taking a broader view. He simply 
does not have the time and attention to spare 
for absorbing information beyond the actual 
semantic significance of the words 
themselves. 

These difficulties will not be overcome simply 
by drawing the learner’s attention to the 
presence and importance of environmental 
clues; on the contrary, such action is liable 
merely to increase the number of details he 
feels he has to take in, and make him even 
more strained and frustrated. What we need 
to do is encourage him to relax, gather what 
he can from the information he can readily 
decode, and use his native language to help 
him understand the whole. Exercises aimed at 
training students to skim for specific 
information, to ignore details and gather 
general import, to cope with redundancy and 
‘noise’, and to listen for recreation and 
pleasure (see Part 2) – all these encourage a 
relaxed, holistic approach to the 
understanding of heard discourse and may 
therefore provide the best means of helping to 
free the foreign listener to perceive and 
exploit all available clues to meaning. 
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Effective Techniques for 
English Conversation 

Groups 
Julia M. Dobson 

 

I. DIRECTING CONVERSATION 
SESSIONS 

Teachers of English as a foreign or second 
language still face a situation aptly described 
by my professor of linguistics some years ago: 
“Language teachers lead their students down 
the road of pattern practice, only to find 
themselves confronted by a great chasm at 
the end. On the other side lies real 
communication, but the group is stranded on 
the side of drills because the teacher sees no 
strong bridge across.” 

Although linguists have not found the final 
answer-if there is one-directed conversation 
practice is probably the most reliable route to 
true communication. Where students are 
interested only in learning to read and write 
the new language, directed conversation 
practice has little relevance. But it is rare for 
people who study another language not to 
have a desire to speak it. Most students are 
eager to converse in the new language, and 
conversation practice therefore assumes 
primary importance in their learning 
experience. 

In directing conversation sessions for students 
of English as a foreign language (EFL), or 
English as a second language (ESL), you the 
teacher, will help the student move form 
pseudo-communication, in which his use of 
English is fictitiously concocted and 
predictable, to communication where he 
expresses his personal ideas and needs in the 
context of reality. During the early stages of 
conversation practice, you are bound to 
maintain a fairly controlled situation in which 
the student interacts with you and other 
students within the constraints imposed by his 
limited knowledge of the language. During 
later stages, you will gradually remove the 
controls until they are eliminated altogether, 
and the student enters a realm of real 
communication. 

In an article entitled “Development of a 
Manipulation-Communication Scale.” Clifford 
Prator suggests that there are four major 
phase in the language learning process: (1) 
the completely manipulative phase, (2) the 
predominantly manipulative phase, (3) the 
predominantly communicative phase, and (4) 

the completely communicative phase1. A 
Phase One activity might be a drill in which 
the student merely repeats sentences after 
the teacher, while a Phase Two activity might 
require the student to take a sentence from 
the textbook, such as “My father is a doctor,” 
and restate this with information about his 
own father, as in “My father is a farmer.” 
Paraphrases of dialogues and various kinds of 
question-and-answer exercises might be 
Phase Three activities, whereas a Phase Four 
which is emphasized through progressive 
decontrol. 

Directed conversation practice can, and 
should, begin as early as Prator’s Phase Two 
the predominantly manipulative phase. Actual 
scheduling in directed conversation practice at 
various proficiency levels is discussed in more 
detail in a later section of this chapter. But 
first, let’s review the language teaching 
methodology that normally prepares the 
student for conversation. 

 

SETTING THE STAGE FOR CONVERSATION 
PRACTICE 

Before students embark on conversation 
practice, obviously they must be familiar with 
some grammar patterns and vocabulary 
words-how these are pronounced and how 
they are combined to form meaningful 
utterances. If students have learned the basic 
patterns of English in a formal classroom 
context, these were probably taught through 
one of two major methods or a combination of 
both: the audio-lingual approach (sometimes 
called the aural-oral method), and cognitive-
code learning. There are, of course, other 
language teaching methods in use today but 
they generally incorporate modified forms of 
the audio-lingual or cognitive-code 
techniques. 

 

The Audio-Lingual Approach 

Probably the most popular method currently, 
this language teaching approach is based on 
the premise that learning a new language 
means learning a new system of habits. It is 
an outgrowth of behaviorism, a school of 
psychology which proposes that all learning is 
a process of conditioning-a process based in 
stimulus-response-reinforcement-and 
structural linguistics, a school which looks on 
language as a structured system of sounds 
learned through stimulus-response-
reinforcement. Basic assumptions in the 
audio-lingual approach are: 
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1. A linguistic analysis of the new language 
and the mother tongue is essential for 
organizing classroom material. 

2. The new language should be learned 
through imitation and analogy. 

3. Every language is patterned. Students 
must practice these patterns through 
intensive drills such as repetition of 
dialogues or through exercises 
(substitution, transformation, etc.). 

4. The new language habits must become so 
automatic that the student calls them 
forth without conscious effort. 

5. Allowing the student the possibility of 
making errors should be avoided, since it 
is thought that the mistakes will lead to 
bad habits. 

6. Listening and speaking are viewed as 
primary activities, and reading and writing 
secondary; therefore, the habits learned 
first are those involving auditory 
discrimination responses and speech 
responses. 

7. Function words (words like articles, 
prepositions or auxiliary verbs that tie 
other words together) should receive 
greater attention in the initial stage of 
language learning than content words 
(words such as nouns and adjectives 
which have lexical meaning). 

8. Audio-visual aids can assist the student in 
his formation of new language habits. 

9. Use of the student’s native language for 
explanations of new vocabulary and 
syntax should be avoided. 

 

Cognitive-Code Learning 

This approach, in some respects a modern 
version of the classic grammar-translation 
method, is gaining favor as more language 
teachers become familiar with 
transformational (generative) grammar 
theory. The major implications in cognitive-
code learning are: 

1. A language is a rule-governed system. 
Students must learn the rules in a new 
language through analysis in order to use 
the language competently. 

2. Language learning is more than a matter 
of habit formation; it is a creative process, 
and therefore the student should be given 
the opportunity to be as mentally active as 
possible in all assigned work. 

3. Drills and exercises should be meaningful-
rote learning is to be avoided in most 
cases. 

4. The student’s creative involvement in the 
learning process is viewed as more 
important than the avoiding of errors. 

5. Reading and writing should be taught at 
early stages along with listening and 
speaking. 

6. Occasional use of the student’s native 
language for explanation of new grammar 
and vocabulary is beneficial. 

 

CONVERSATION PRACTICE AT VARIOUS 
PROFICIENCY LEVELS 

A few EFL/ESL teachers, particularly those 
who use the audio-lingual approach, feel that 
the conversation practice should be introduced 
only when students have reached the 
intermediate or advanced level. A student 
must master all of the major patterns first, 
these teachers contend. Then he can begin to 
use the language creatively. 

The problem with such a procedure is that 
pronunciation drills, oral or written grammar 
exercises, questions on reading selections, 
dictation exercises, vocabulary drills-all of the 
necessary manipulative activities that give the 
student mastery of English patterns-also tend 
to condition him to regard English as 
classroom mental gymnastics, rather than as 
a means of communication. As a result, the 
student may reach the intermediate or 
advanced stage performing satisfactorily in 
the most intricate exercises but actually 
dreading situations where he must carry on an 
elementary conversation. It is not that he is 
too shy of unequal to the challenge. The fact 
is that language drill has rendered him 
psychologically unprepared to use his English 
as a means of expression. 

To avoid this distressing situation, I believe it 
is essential to schedule conversation practice 
at the earliest possible stage of language 
learning. As soon as students have mastered 
a given pattern through manipulative drills or 
exercises, you can use this pattern in carefully 
controlled conversation format so that a 
process approaching conversation may take 
place. 

The rewards of even limited conversation will 
compensate for the reduced progression in 
manipulative drill. By the time the students 
reach the intermediate of advanced level, they 
will be accustomed to exchanging ideas in a 
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fashion through classroom conversation. This, 
of course, will facilitate the application of their 
English conversational abilities to situations 
outside the class. 

At the intermediate level, the possibilities of 
extended conversation practice increase 
rapidly. At the advanced level, the 
opportunities are almost unlimited. Ideally, 
directed conversation practice might occur as 
follows in an EFL/ESL course: Elementary 
Level-two to five minute sessions throughout 
a class hour; Intermediate Level-five to 
twenty minute sessions per class hour; 
Advanced Level-periods of thirty minutes or 
more. 

Appendix A of this manual contains a list of 
conversation techniques and devices that are 
especially useful at the elementary level and 
those best reserved for the 
intermediate/advanced level. Some devices 
and techniques are appropriate at all 
proficiency levels, but the way you use them 
will depend on the abilities of your students. 
For example, in an elementary class you 
might use a picture showing a picnic scene 
and have the students create simple 
sentences about objects in the picture. For an 
advanced class, however, you could have the 
students construct an elaborate story around 
the picture or discuss the ways in which 
picnics in their country differ from the picnic 
shown in the picture. 

 

KINDS OF CONVERSATION GROUPS 

Directed conversation practice for students 
learning English may occur in regular 
classroom surroundings or in non-academic 
environments such as conversation clubs or 
social gatherings at someone’s home. Every 
day thousands of these conversation sessions 
take place around the world, reflecting the 
tremendous interest that people everywhere 
have in learning to speak English. 

 

Academic Conversation Groups 

English teaching programs vary from school to 
school, but if directed conversation practice is 
scheduled, it is likely to appear in one of two 
forms: a brief session or sessions during a 
given class hour, or a session covering an 
entire class hour. If students are enrolled in 
an intensive program where they have, for 
example, four hours of class and two hours of 
lab daily, one of the class hours may be 
devoted to conversation. Another intensive 
course schedule might include one or two 

conversation classes (each one an hour or 
more) per week. In non-intensive courses 
where students study English three hours a 
week, for instance, one of these hours could 
be a conversation class. 

Frequently, the teacher who trains the 
students in the fundamentals of English is the 
one who directs their conversation sessions. 
In other cases, someone else is invited to lead 
conversation practice. The latter procedure is 
often favored where a teacher who is not a 
native speaker of English wants his students 
to have a chance to converse with a native 
speaker. He may ask the visiting conversation 
teacher to come in once a week, for example, 
to direct conversation sessions. Preferably, 
the regular teacher remains in the classroom 
while the guest teacher is working with the 
group. In this way, he can observe student 
progress and gather material for subsequent 
conversation periods where he is in charge. 
He also benefits from the session himself. 

 

Social Conversation Groups 

English conversation groups are organized by 
teachers and students who want to practice 
English in a more congenial atmosphere than 
the classroom may allow. Meetings generally 
follow a regular schedule once a week, or 
once a month, for instance. Vital to their 
success is a dynamic leader or leaders who 
can skillfully arrange entertaining activities 
such as debates, film showings or games that 
will stimulate all members to use their 
English. 

Club meetings may take place in quarters 
intended for such gatherings or they may be 
held in member’s homes. Somewhat akin to 
meeting of the    social gatherings in a home 
where the host (host  ) involves a number of 
non-native English speakers over to practice 
their English. In such instances, the host is 
likely to be a native English speaker who often 
includes other native speakers as guests to 
help keep the conversational ball rolling. 

 

NATIVE LANGUAGE FACTORS IN 
CONVERSATION GROUPS 

Groups with the Same Native Language 
Background 

Most English conversation groups are formed 
of students who have the same native 
language and cultural background. Sometimes 
the teacher is a fluent speaker of the students’ 
native language and is well acquainted with 
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the culture. In other cases the teacher knows 
only English and the culture(s) associated with 
English. 

If you and your students speak the same 
language, you may find it helpful to use it 
occasionally for certain explanations. On the 
other hand, if you do not know the students’ 
native language, you are apt to make the 
conversation period all the more productive 
because the students and you must use 
English to communicate. 

 

Groups with Different Language 
Backgrounds 

Some English conversation groups consist of 
students with different native languages. 
While the teacher may speak fluently that he 
will know all of them. Therefore, he conducts 
the class much as the monolingual teacher 
does. 

People visiting schools that conduct English 
courses for multi-national groups, such as the 
American Language Institute at Georgetown 
University in Washington, D.C., are often 
surprised to see the ease with which a teacher 
who knows only English directs conversation 
among students from different language 
backgrounds. Although the teacher may not 
know much about the language and culture of 
each student, he knows who to stimulate the 
students to talk about their respective 
backgrounds, adding variety and interest to 
the conversation session. 

 

QUALITIES THAT MAKE A SUCCESSFUL 
CONVERSATION GROUP LEADER 

Anyone who speaks English fluently, and who 
is reasonably inventive, interested in people, 
friendly, firm, and patient should make a fine 
conversation leader. A person with these 
qualities need not to be a professional teacher 
to serve as a conversation group leader. In 
fact, many people volunteer their services as 
conversation leaders in English teaching 
programs or social get-togethers because they 
enjoy helping speakers of other languages use 
English. 

Certainly an enthusiastic attitude is essential. 
A spirit of inventiveness is also important, so 
that as you experiment with the techniques 
suggested in this manual or make up your 
own variations as you go along, you can 
maintain the lively continuity that is so 
necessary in conversation sessions. 

A discreet interest in people is crucial to 
success as a leader. You should make a point 
of learning the students’ names and some 
facts about their lives, so that you can bring 
into the conversation elements which are 
relevant to them. A friendly, informal tone is 
desirable. Yet, you must be firm when 
necessary to control the group and to direct 
the conversation along the lines you consider 
necessary to develop your program. 

You should play your role with sensitivity, 
alert to the mood of the group members, their 
interest in the subject at hand, the possibility 
of their being fatigued, etc. Students express 
themselves in subtle ways through nuances of 
speech, gestures, and facial expressions. If 
you ignore these elements, an unsatisfactory 
atmosphere may develop in which the 
students are reluctant to speak, or worse yet, 
become hostile to you and one another. 

Above all, you should be patient. According to 
Acy Jackson in a letter published in the 
English Teaching Forum some years ago: 
“Patience, necessary in any encounter with 
students, is especially important in a 
conversation class. The teacher should put 
himself in the place of the student. He should 
think of how he himself in the place of the 
student. He should think of how he himself 
had to struggle to express his ideas when he 
was first learning a new language. He should 
think of those frustrating ‘plateaus’ in his own 
learning, when his ability to learn more 
seemed to have come to a standstill. He 
should remember the times when he himself 
has been afraid of ashamed to speak and 
someone gave him the encouragement that 
helped him find the proper words”2 

One of my colleagues is fond of saying that 
patience is a virtue, but too much may hurt 
you. This is true in many different areas of 
life, but when it comes to conducting 
conversation sessions, patience never hurts, 
provided it is accompanied by authority and 
understanding. 

 

THE CHALLENGES OF CONDUCTING 
CONVERSATION PRACTICE 

Directing conversation practice is probably the 
most demanding of all language teaching 
activities. It is also one of the most rewarding. 

Simply getting conversation practice 
scheduled in an academic English teaching 
program can, in itself, be a challenge. 
Administrators of EFL/ESL courses are in some 
instances so concerned with the “pacing” of a 
class schedule that they expect the teacher to 
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cover an unrealistic number of pages in the 
text or other material, allowing little or no 
time for conversation practice. 

Sometimes administrators do not realize that 
something more than pattern practice is 
needed to turn students into fluent speakers 
of English. They demand that the class period 
be spent entirely on pattern practice or in 
other manipulative activities and regard 
conversation sessions as a waste of time. 
Fortunately, not all administrators have such 
limited views, but for teachers who work 
under the direction of those who do, the 
picture is sometimes discouraging. 

Once conversation sessions have been 
scheduled, whether in classes or social 
gatherings, new challenges confront the 
conversation leader. The following is a list of 
major ones, along with suggestions on how to 
handle them. 

1. The student has adjusted to a passive role 
during the manipulative phase of language 
learning and is unprepared for the active 
role demanded in conversation practice. 
Even though the student may participate 
conscientiously in oral repetition practice 
or grammar drills, he is using canned 
phrases that illustrate abstract situations-
not thoughts or ideas of his own. 
Therefore, you must guide him out of his 
dependence on pre-fabricated language 
material, impressing on him the 
importance of associating words with 
thought and action, to create sentences 
that convey relationship with reality. 

You cannot expect the student to leap 
suddenly to original and creative 
communication. You have to lead him step 
by step, gradually reducing controls over 
what he says and how he says it. For 
instance, at the beginning level you might 
initiate a rudimentary kind of conversation 
practice in which you ask the student to 
say something about his family with the 
following words as part of his sentence: 
my father… but... my mother…. The 
student might say. “My father speaks 
French, but my mother doesn’t,” or “My 
father works in an office, but my mother 
works at home,” Or “My father is tall, but 
my mother is short.” 

Although you have restricted the subject 
and form of the student’s sentence rather 
narrowly, he can, within the limits, come 
up with a wide range of possible 
statements which express actual 
situations. After he has made a statement 
like, “My father speaks French, but my 

mother doesn’t,” you can ask him: “Where 
did your father learn French?” to which he 
might reply, “He learned it in school.” In 
this way a conversation of sorts is off to a 
start. 

2. The student (especially if he is an adult) is 
frustrated by having to channel his mind 
into new, elementary language forms that 
are so different from those he is 
accustomed to. Sometimes this inhibits 
the student, making him unwilling to 
express himself altogether. As a 
conversation leader, you must be 
sympathetic to his frustrations and make 
him feel that what he is saying is a 
worthwhile step toward fuller expression, 
even if it must be couched in the simplest 
forms of English. 

3. The student does not have sufficient 
command of English to engage in 
conversation. He simply is not prepared 
for this kind of activity and if pushed into 
it, he will make so many errors that the 
experience will be counter-productive. You 
should never program conversation 
sessions unless you are sure your group is 
ready for them. It is far preferable to 
postpone conversation until the student 
can truly benefit from it. 

4. The student has not learned how to 
criticize his performance. Therefore, he 
makes no significant progress in 
conversation sessions. Anyone who 
studies a new language must acquire skill 
in evaluating his own speech in order to 
make progress. In conversation practice, 
the student should be able to recall 
afterwards not only what he has said, but 
possible error in his statements. A way to 
help the student become his own critic is 
to train him to listen carefully to what 
other students say during the class period. 
Through silently evaluating other peoples’ 
performance, he should become more 
aware of his own errors and areas of 
difficulty. 

5. The student would like to express himself 
in English but is afraid to deviate from the 
safety of the sentences he has practiced 
and the words he has memorized. In this 
case you have to prod him gently and as 
Adrian Palmer suggests in his article, 
“Communication Practice versus Pattern 
Practice,” help by pointing out that with 
the words and structures he already 
knows, he should be able to think of a way 
to put them together to express his 
thoughts.3 Your evaluation of the situation 
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will increase his self-confidence and 
encourage him to solve the problem on his 
own. 

6. The student finds the unpredictability of 
statements in conversation sessions 
unsettling. This makes him increasingly 
unresponsive. Unlike language practice in 
the manipulative phase where the student 
works with material he expects, 
conversation practice produces novel 
speech situations, no matter how closely 
controlled it is. The conversation leader 
must help students deal with sentences 
they do not understand immediately by 
teaching them to use their powers of 
inference. For instance, suppose that a 
conversation between two students goes 
like this: 

Selim:Is it true that your uncle fought in the 
war? 

Ali:Yes, it’s true. He was a courageous 
soldier. 

Selim:Excuse me. What did you say? 

Ali:I said he was a courageous soldier. It is 
difficult to be courageous, isn’t it! 

Selim:I…I am not sure. (looking confused he 
does not know what courageous means) 

Teacher: You know the word brave. What 
does it mean? 

Selim:It means not afraid. 

Teacher: Courageous means not afraid, too. 

Selim:Now I understand. You uncle was a 
brave man. It isn’t easy to be courageous. 

When the teacher helps the student work 
out the meaning of a word or structure as 
in this situation, he encourages him to 
guess meaning through the process of 
deduction-a vital survival skill in English 
conversation in and beyond the classroom 
doors. 

7. One or more students dominate the 
conversation giving other students little 
opportunity to practice their English. Since 
the classroom is a microcosm of the world 
outside, it is inevitable that it will contain 
a few people who like to monopolize the 
conversation. Such students may not wait 
their turn to speak, may interrupt you and 
others, may talk incessantly, in short-they 
make life difficult for everyone around 
them. The situation should be handled 
firmly. You can tell such students that you 
appreciate their eagerness, but they must 
give others a chance to talk too. You can 
also point out that when someone else is 

speaking, they can benefit by listening 
carefully and improving their auditory 
skills. Too often a great talker is a poor 
listener. 

8. You find yourself doing almost all of the 
talking in conversation sessions.You may 
not realize it at first, because you must do 
some talking to keep the session lively and 
interesting. But the students may be all 
too inclined to settle back and listen to 
you speak, and before you know it, you 
are the only one practicing English. 
Though it might seem paradoxical, a good 
conversation leader must learn to remain 
quiet most of the time, intervening briefly 
only when necessary to help the 
conversation along. 

9. Students are too shy and afraid to take 
part in the conversation session by 
remaining silent, they may develop 
excellent listening comprehension but little 
ability to express themselves orally. These 
students should be helped to overcome 
their fears to speak. Quite often they are 
afraid of “losing face” by making mistakes 
in English. If you explain that we learn by 
our mistakes and that everyone in the 
class is apt to make mistakes, the shy 
students may become more willing to join 
in the conversation. One of your major 
tasks as conversation leaders is to draw 
out the shy ones and to quiet the overly 
talkative ones, giving each individual a fair 
share of conversation time. 

10. Some students normally not shy, cannot 
think of anything to say when in the 
conversation spotlight. Their minds go 
blank, and an embarrassing silence sets 
in. You should not allow these silences to 
go on for any length of time. Not only are 
they hard on the speaker who finds no 
words to express himself, they make the 
other students uncomfortable too. Be 
ready to step in quickly in such situations 
and prompt the student or direct him in 
some way that allows him to recover 
gracefully and continue speaking. 

11. Immediate correction of errors that occur 
during the conversation session may 
inhibit the student. By its very nature, 
conversation practice will be a time of 
some errors in pronunciation, grammar, or 
vocabulary. Students are trying out their 
wings, and inevitably they will make 
mistakes. If their conversation bristles 
with errors, obviously they are not 
sufficiently prepared in the fundamentals 
of English to engage in this activity. A few 
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errors here and there, however, indicate 
that they are going through a natural 
stage in communication practice. 

You will want to correct errors, but you 
should not interrupt the flow of 
conversation with constant minor 
corrections. While you can correct a few 
major mistakes the moment they are 
made, it is preferable to wait until the 
students finish a conversational exchange. 

Some teachers like to keep a language-
usage question box handy as an aid in 
correcting errors. Students write 
anonymous questions on slips of paper 
about mistakes they noticed during a 
conversation. After they have put these 
slips into the box, the teacher reads them 
aloud, omitting names or any indiscreet 
reference. If, for example, a student 
writes, “Wasn’t it wrong for Nkonda to 
say, ‘I studied engineering since 1970.’?” 
The teacher can then answer the question. 
The correct phrasing, of course, should be 
“I have studied engineering since 1970.”  

12. The students, when asked to converse, 
speak so quietly that they can scarcely be 
heard. This phenomenon usually reflects 
the students’ lack of confidence in their 
English abilities. As Richard Via observes 
in his article “English Through Drama,” 
“Students have good strong voices when 
they speak their own language, but 
suddenly when they start speaking  

English, the voice gets weak and you can 
hardly hear them. (I tell my students that 
all foreigners are deaf, and that English is 
a loud language.) To speak in a loud voice 
gives confidence, just as in judo or karate, 
making an explosive sound as you strike 
gives you extra energy, extra strength, 
extra confidence to go ahead.”4 Therefore, 
as Via suggests, encourage students to 
speak loudly when they are the focus of 
attention. This in turn, will give them a 
certain measure of confidence. It will also 
keep the other students awake and alert. 

13. The students are not interested in the 
conversation activity you have scheduled. 
When you see that the group is bored or 
uninterested in one activity, immediately 
switch to something else. You should know 
your students well enough to anticipate 
what will or will not interest them, but 
variety in the conversation sessions is 
always a good antidote to slackening 
interest. 

14. The students are at different proficiency 
levels. The more advanced students do 
most of the talking or are bored, while the 
less advanced students fail to participate. 
There are instances in which a 
conversation group includes some 
particularly advanced students who are 
not sufficiently stimulated by a program 
geared to the average level or who tend to 
show their excellence by monopolizing the 
conversation. In these situations it is 
advisable to divide the group into smaller 
groups. Assign one advanced student to 
each group and have him serve as leader. 
Leaders should develop conversation 
according to your instructions and under 
your constant supervision. In this way the 
less advanced student gains confidence as 
he converses with members of a smaller, 
more homogeneous group, whereas the 
advanced student is stimulated by his role 
as leader. Then you can call all leaders 
together, and as you conduct a 
conversation activity suited to their 
proficiency, the remaining students can 
play the role of active listeners and 
occasional participants. 

15. The students become so embroiled in a 
controversial subject that the atmosphere 
is charged with tensions. To avoid a 
predicament of this kind, you should be 
aware of what your students feel most 
strongly about. Most people have deeply 
ingrained views on politics and religion, so 
it is usually best to leave these topics out 
of directed conversation sessions, 
although they may be appropriate in 
written compositions. Sometimes, 
however, it is impossible to foresee what 
subject will spark an argument. If students 
do begin to argue, you should intervene 
immediately, calm the speakers, and 
rapidly engage the entire class in a 
different activity, 

16. The students converse in English for a 
while, then lapse into their native 
language. While it is natural for students 
to long for (and sometimes not resist) the 
ease of communication in their mother 
tongue, you must speedily return them to 
English. Otherwise they waste the valuable 
time they need for practice in English. 

17. 17.The group is so large-twenty to a 
hundred students-that guided 
conversation practice seems almost 
impossible. It is true that in large classes 
conversation sessions must be modified 
considerably because of the sheer number 
of students involved. The only way to 
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conduct a worthwhile session under these 
circumstances is to break the large group 
up into a number of small groups of six or 
eight people each, assigning to each group 
an outstanding student to serve as 
conversation leader. Of course, you should 
move from one group to another to 
oversee the activities. If this procedure 
does not work well, you will have to 
replace conversation practice with oral 
drills or written work which can fit a large 
class format. Hopefully, the students will 
subsequently have a chance to participate 
in conversation practice under more 
favorable circumstances. 

 

MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS 

Most students study English because they 
believe it will benefit them in one way or 
another. They see English as a means to earn 
more money, to fulfill certain education 
requirements, to travel abroad, to gain access 
to the culture of English-speaking nations, or 
simply to meet more people. But even though 
students’ initial motivation may quite strong, 
under the strain of learning a new language 
with all its complexities of pronunciation, 
syntax, and vocabulary, motivation may 
wane. 

A primary responsibility of the teacher is to 
revive motivation. Without strong motivation 
students will fail in their attempt to bridge the 
gap between the manipulative and the 
communicative phase of language learning, 
and their hopes of speaking English fluently 
will never be realized. 

Your own personality and outlook may provide 
students with fresh motivation. If you have a 
genuine interest in the students and their 
welfare, if you smile often and give praise 
where deserved, if you are responsive to 
students’ difficulties, and if you show faith in 
their abilities, they will try harder to succeed 
in speaking English. 

Other sources of motivation which are 
important are those that you build into an 
English course to reinforce the students’ 
original desire to learn the language. Earl 
Stevick discussed these sources in a lecture 
he gave a few years ago at the Foreign 
Service Institute in Washington, D.C. He 
pointed out that there are four major 
classroom sources of motivation: 

1. The joy of discovery. Students find it 
thrilling to discover something about a 
new language by themselves. If you direct 
the students to the point where they make 

a discovery about English rather than 
having it all explained to them, the benefit 
is more lasting. Not only are they apt to 
remember the point better, but they are 
stimulated to make further discoveries. 

2. The satisfaction of control. Mastering new 
language material provides the students 
with a feeling of confidence and 
accomplishment which is of paramount 
importance in sustaining their enthusiasm. 

3. The joy of remembrance. When you 
occasionally have students return to 
material from an earlier stage of their 
language program, you give them a 
chance to do something they already know 
well with its resultant psychological 
rewards. In addition, they have a dramatic 
illustration of how much progress they 
have made.4.The elation of use. If you can 
provide some way for students to use 
English outside the classroom, whether 
through contact with native speakers or 
writing to a pen pal in English, you will 
provide them with the best source of 
motivation of all-the elation that comes 
from truly communicating with native 
speakers. 

Certainly motivation is crucial to the 
success of directed conversation practice 
where students venture into true 
communication. Motivation is what makes 
the students want to converse. In her 
article called “Taking Off the Tops of Their 
Heads,” Wilga Rivers sums up the aspect 
of motivation: “Students cannot be set 
down in groups, or sent off in pairs, and 
told to interact in the foreign language. 
Motivation to communicate must be 
aroused. Occasionally some fortuitous 
incident of combination of personalities 
will cause a desire to communicate 
something in the foreign language… but 
mostly it will need to be fostered by the 
intrinsic interest of the task proposed for 
the students concerned. Such interest will 
make the interaction which follows 
autonomous; a genuine communication 
from one person to another; not just 
another imposed act of pseudo-
communication.”5 

It is quite a large order to take a number 
of students, many of whom may not be 
acquainted with each other, and mold 
them into a group of people motivated to 
speak English. Yet, a good conversation 
leader thrives on this kind of challenge. He 
knows he must show his own interest in 
the students and make them truly 
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interested in each other in order to 
transform the loosely knit class into a 
cohesive group, animated and eager to 
communicate. 

One device that always helps in building a 
group spirit is to make each student feel 
that you are a member of the group too. 
Arrange chairs (if possible) in a congenial 
form such as a circle or semi-circle. Be 
part of the circle, not the teacher who is 
always up front. And try not to let 
students get attached to one chair or one 
part of the room. Move them around so 
that they sit next to new neighbors and 
can get to know each other better. 

Once your students develop a strong 
group identity, you will find that they are 
more motivated to express themselves in 
English, to become real participants in the 
activities you plan for them, and 
ultimately to function as confident English 
speakers in the world outside the 
classroom. 

 

II. THE ART OF CONVERSATION 

CONVERSATION DYNAMICS 

Conversation can be defined as the informal 
interchange of thoughts and information by 
spoken words. Playwrights, novelists, and 
dialogue writers may skillfully create 
conversation in written form, but this material 
often lacks some of the characteristics of real 
conversation. For one thing, its creator is one 
person who imagines how two (or more) 
people might converse, whereas real 
conversation always develops from the 
interaction of at least two persons. For 
another, the writer who invents a 
conversation usually has a preconceived 
notion of how it will develop and even how it 
will end. People engaged in actual 
conversation, on the other hand, have no idea 
of which way their conversation will wander, 
much les of how it will end. 

Live conversation is a spontaneous creation 
and has a dynamism which no writer can 
duplicate exactly. What the writer presents us 
with is static, idealized dialogues-sometimes 
the best expression of human thought when 
written by a literary genius-but not 
necessarily real conversation. 

Let’s reflect briefly on real conversation 
between educated native speakers of 
American English, for in order to guide 
EFL/ESL students in conversation practice, we 
should be aware of those elements of 

conversation dynamics peculiar to the English 
language. The following conversation between 
two educated Americans was recorded on tape 
and is reproduced here with no changes 
whatsoever. Imperfections aside, there are 
points to be drawn from this conversation 
fragment that are pertinent to the subject of 
helping students converse successfully in 
English. 

A.Ev…Everybody has at least one little 
superstition, don’t you think? 

B.I think most people have at least one, and a 
lot of people have many 
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STUDY SKILL FOR READING. 
TEACHERS’ GUIDE 

Evelyn Davies 

 

I. GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE 
IDEAS IN STUDY SKILLS FOR 
READING 

I:1 The third part of a reading 
comprehension course 

Study Skills for Reading is the third part of a 
reading comprehension part. The three books 
in the course derive form the collective 
experiences of students, teachers and 
researchers, with each book focusing on 
different aspects of these experiences. 

Book 1 Reasons for Reading takes as its focus 
the nature of texts and of people’s reasons for 
writing and reading them. Intended for post 
beginner and pre-intermediate level students 
of English as a second or foreign language, it 
is concerned with the WHAT and WHY of the 
overall reading process. 

Book 2 Strategies for Reading builds on the 
‘what’ and the ‘why’ of the reading process, 
and takes as its focus the question of HOW 
students approach the reading of English as a 
second or foreign language. Intended for the 
broad range of intermediate level students, it 
is concerned with the choice and the 
development by them of reading strategies 
appropriate both to the nature and the 
content of texts and to their purpose or 
motivation in reading them. 

Here in Book 3, Study Skill for Reading, the 
earlier work on the ‘what’ the ‘why’ and the 
‘how’ of the reading process is consolidated 
and extended. The focus is now on STUDY. 
(For a summary of relationships between the 
content and the level of the three books in the 
course.) 

Here ‘study’ is seen as a process in which 
students can: 

- identify and understand 

- acquire and learn 

- practice and reflect on 

A range of appropriate and useful reading 
related skills that promote the effective study 
of English as a second or foreign language. 

The aim of this book is to enable students to 
move outwards and upwards from the broad 
spectrum of ‘intermediate’ level of 
competence and performance – the level at 

which so many students of ESL/EFL seem to 
get stuck. In attempting to help such students 
who are trying to reach the post 
intermediate/pre-advanced levels of 
competence and performance, Study Skill for 
Reading looks at those reading-related study 
skills that will help them to gain access to and 
to prepare for the challenges offered by that 
level. These challenges include not only those 
of advanced texts and those of situations in 
which studying in English as a foreign or 
second language is necessary and 
advantageous, but also those of the various 
important and influential examinations 
associated with the level. These examinations 
include, for example, the University of 
Cambridge First Certificate in English; the 
Oxford Certificate in English as a Foreign 
Language; the Royal Society of Arts 
examinations in the Communicative use of 
English as a Foreign Language; the Joint 
Matriculation Board Test in English 
(Overseas); the General Certificate in 
Education ‘O’ Level (Overseas) examinations; 
and (for students intending to go to the 
United States), the TOEFL examination. 

 

I:2 The concept of study skills  

The concept of study skills in Study Skills for 
Reading shares some of the features of similar 
concepts in other materials. As in other 
materials, the aim here is to help students to 
appreciate useful and manageable study 
habits. 

But there are some important differences of 
emphasis too. These concern a) the reading 
skills context, b) the particular needs of 
students of English as a foreign or second 
language, and c) level. 

 

a) The reading skills context 

Students of all kinds already have available to 
them a large body of materials on or about 
study skills. But for the most part, these 
materials deal with the question of study skills 
in general. This applies to materials that are 
intended for native speakers of English (e.g. 
Maddox 1963; Carman and Adams 1972; Hills 
and Barlow 1980) and those that are intended 
for speakers of English as a second or foreign 
language (e.g. Yorkey 1970; Heaton 1975; 
Wallace 1980). In all such materials, the 
approach is wide ranging, where any advice 
on reading related study skills necessarily 
competes for attention with advice on other 
matters; e.g. writing, general study habits 
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and organization, and examination 
preparation. 

In Study Skills for Reading the approach is 
rather more specific, more directed. By 
presenting its content within the context of a 
reading skills course, Study Skills for Reading 
aims to demonstrate and discuss study skills 
in ways that relate as far as possible to actual, 
predictable study situations and challenges. 
To that extent, the content of this book is 
rather different from the mainstream tradition 
or generalized study skills material, and rather 
similar to a small number of other materials 
that either directly or indirectly deal with 
study skills in the context of particularized 
language skills: e.g. De Leeuw 1965; Lunzer 
and Gardner 1979; Morrow 1980 (all 
concerned with reading) and James et al 1979 
(listening and note taking) Callup 1981 
(writing) and Hedge 1983/1984 (also writing). 

 

b) The particular needs of students of 
English as a second or foreign 
language 

Several of the already mentioned books are 
intended for use by the student of English as a 
second or foreign language. Study Skills for 
Reading also looks at the problems and 
opportunities for such students, but takes the 
implications of such a readership rather 
further than is usually the case. 

Therefore while it is true that a lot of the 
exercises and activities in Study Skills for 
Reading might well prove relevant and 
interesting for any student – whether he/she 
is a native speaker of English or not – the 
main point here is that the student already 
ahs some control over at least one other 
language. This fact allows for – indeed 
requires – explicit reference to the student’s 
other language or languages. 

For this and for other reasons, Study Skills for 
Reading features the student’s already 
existing abilities in another or other 
languages, and it presents a range of 
exercises and activities that allow for (e.g.) 
comparison between study habits across 
different languages; specific contrasts 
between, say, abbreviations in different 
languages; and discussions about the merits 
and demerits of translation, bilingual 
dictionaries and vocabulary records, and so 
on. In these and other ways, Study Skills for 
Reading does not bypass or ignore, but 
acknowledges and makes use of, the fact that 
its readership is striving to be in some degree 
bilingual; or in many cases even multilingual. 

c) Level 

A significant proportion of the most interesting 
materials dealing either directly or indirectly 
with study skills looks at the needs of 
students who are at a relatively advanced 
level. Indeed, many materials take not only 
advanced level as a starting point, they also 
assume that their audience is studying or 
intending to study a particular subject or 
content area. 

For example, Mouzakis and Sikiotis (1974), 
Wallace (1980) and Barr, Clegg and Wallace 
(1981) all deal with issues of real importance 
and usefulness. But, both explicitly and 
implicitly, the target audience in each case is 
the advanced ‘general purpose’ student. Other 
writers and researchers (e.g. Hutchinson et al 
1979, Candlin et al 1975 and 1979; Morrow 
1980) retain the idea that the relatively 
advanced student needs particular help with 
study skills of different kinds, and they see 
such help being offered in terms of the 
students’ chosen subject areas or discipline. 

The thinking behind such ideas and materials 
is both logical and pragmatic. Many students 
of English as a second or foreign language find 
that their access to higher and further 
education is blocked or at least hindered by 
two things: first, their inadequate command of 
English, and second, by their incomplete 
grasp of the particular language skills and 
study skills required by their special subject 
area, institution, tutor, examinations or 
whatever. Clearly, for these students, any 
help is better than no help at all. 

It would seem, therefore, that for many 
students entering higher and further 
education there is something of a ‘gap’ in their 
preparation for the kind of work and study 
they are about to undertake. But this gap is 
not something to be filled at only relatively 
late or advanced stages of a student’s career, 
or indeed only in the context of learning 
specific subjects like science, engineering, 
computer studies and so on. This is because in 
reality the gap typically appears both much 
earlier on and in the context of general 
language learning/acquisition. Therefore the 
missing links in study habits, attention to 
detail, focus on accuracy and all similar 
problems must be dealt with from a very early 
stage in the student’s general language 
learning career – hence the variety and 
complexity of the reading syllabus of the two 
previous books in this series, Reasons for 
Reading and Strategies for Reading. 

Therefore because its target is the post 
intermediate/pre-advanced level general 
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purpose student, this book, Study Skills for 
Reading, aims to do two things: first, to 
continue to fill the sorts of gaps and omissions 
referred to above, and secondly to reduce the 
need for further ‘remedial’ type study skills at 
a point soon enough and of a kind general 
enough to be of real use, Study Skills for 
Reading aims to pre-empt some of the 
problems faced by students who, at a later 
stage in their work, find that they need 
intensive, even ‘remedial’ type help, for which 
they are both linguistically and psychologically 
totally unprepared. 

 

I:3 The nature and role of self 
assessment 

The reading course of which Study Skills for 
Reading is the third book has always given 
space to the student and the teacher for 
reflection, checking of learning, introspection. 

In the first book, Reasons for Reading, these 
are catered for not only in particular 
exercises, but also in the revision pages at the 
end of the three main sections, and in the box 
called SKILLS CHECK concluding each of the 
fifteen units. 

In the second book, Strategies for Reading, 
there is a similar provision in individual 
exercises, in the revision page at the end of 
each of the five main sections, and in the box 
called SELF STUDY concluding each of the 
fifteen units. 

In Study Skills for Reading, the processes of 
reflection, checking of learning and 
introspection are also allowed for in individual 
exercises, in groups of exercises, and in the 
revision page at the end of each of the four 
main sections. In addition, though, these 
processes are extended and developed to the 
point at which each of the sixteen units is 
concluded with a page called SELF  

 

ASSESSMENT 

Self assessment is seen here as a process – a 
series of exercises, activities and discussion 
taking place over a period of some months – 
in which students and teachers can share and 
make positive use of their experiences of 
learning and teaching. Therefore the 
assumptions about self assessment in this 
book are similar to those in Mats Oskarsson’s 
Council of Europe publication Approaches to 
self-assessment in foreign language learning 
(Strasbourg 1978) where, in the preface, John 
Trim writes, ‘the point of testing is to give 

information to the student, and also to others 
for their mutual benefit, about his (sic) 
standing in relation to his (sic) appropriate 
learning’. 

To achieve this aim, self assessment in Study 
Skills for Reading takes several forms, and is 
about different topics. The forms include self 
administered questionnaires, self marking and 
grading, discussions with other students and 
with the teacher, and so on. And the topics 
covered are those dealt with in each of the 
sixteen units: including, for example, using 
dictionaries, improving vocabulary, reading 
longer texts, reading faster, and memorizing. 

 

SECTION 1: 

ORGANIZING YOUR READING 

Section heading page 1 

Go through this page with your students in 
whichever way you think is most useful and 
appropriate. For example, you may wish to 
examine the contents of each unit, one by 
one. Or, you may wish to look first at only the 
unit titles, and then to make the four ‘you will 
read’ parts together, followed by the four ‘you 
will think about’ parts. 

Your object should be to familiarize your 
students with what’s coming, and to share 
with them the direction of their work with you. 
Explain what the syllabus for each study 
involves; introduce them not to key 
terminology; and above all, let them see how 
they can identify each part of the course very 
clearly, so that later, when they have 
successfully completed each part, they can 
turn back to this page and tick off their 
achievements. This will encourage your 
students to think positively about their efforts, 
and it will help them to follow their own 
progress through the course. 

 

STUDY SKILL 1: Understanding your 
reasons for reading- 

Preparation 

The aims of Understanding your reasons for 
reading are threefold: first, to introduce the 
characters and the functional setting; second, 
to demonstrate to your students the range of 
texts and exercise types that they will be 
meeting; third, to point out the usefulness 
and the importance of approaching reading 
with a specific purpose or purposes in mind. 

It will be helpful to have available not only 
additional texts on which to practice the 
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‘reason for reading’ concept (e.g. by shoeing 
your students some texts and then by asking 
them who might read the texts, and why), but 
also to have with you a range of appropriate 
study aids. These would include notebooks, 
pens, dictionaries, a cassette recorder, a 
diary, record cards, vocabulary lists, and so 
on. 

Both for the dialogue work and for the self 
assessment work, you will need the 
accompanying cassette. 

 

Orientation 

Introduce the functional setting by asking 
your students what they would do if they were 
about to visit a factory, company, museum or 
hospital in order to collect information about 
the place and the people who work in it. 
Encourage your students to think in terms of 
preparation, planning, what they would read 
before and during their visit, and why they 
would need to read different things and talk to 
different people. 

 

Teaching/Learning 

Preview the page. Let the students survey the 
information on the page, checking some basic 
information: e.g. What does Clare do? What 
does Steve do? Where is Li from? What’s the 
title of their project? Also, encourage the 
students to formulate and ask each other 
additional similar questions. 

Try to elicit key study related words: theses 
would include for example: notes, diary, and 
project, prepare, plan, read, and write. 

Finally, check your students’ general grasp of 
p.2 with some concluding Why questions. 
Some of these (e.g. Why are they going to a 
factory? Why does Clare keep a diary? Why 
did they go to the library?) could relate very 
precisely to information on the page: i.e. to 
facts, while others (e.g. Why would they read 
a company report? Why might they use a 
map? Why could it be interesting for Li to go 
to the factory?) could relate to information 
that can be guessed or assumed or inferred, 
i.e. to inferences. 

 

1. Teaching/Learning 

Handle the dialogue in whichever way you 
think is appropriate. Here are three possible 
basic methods, which can be varied according 
to needs, abilities, and time available, and 

which exploit the recorded version of the 
dialogue. 

Method A(especially useful for those students 
who find the dialogue difficult) 

1. Silent reading. 

2. Silent reading and listening. 

3. Silent reading and listening, repeating 
Clare’s lines. 

4. Silent reading and listening, repeating 
Steve’s lines. 

5. Reading aloud. 

6. Silent reading and listening, in order to 
confirm stress, rhythm and pronunciation. 

Method B(especially useful for those students 
who do not find the dialogue too difficult, but 
who would like to support of the cassette) 

1. Silent reading. 

2. Silent reading and listening. 

3. Reading aloud. 

4. Silent reading and listening, in order to 
confirm stress, rhythm and pronunciation. 

Method C(especially for those students who 
have few problems with the dialogue) 

1. Silent reading. 

2. Reading aloud. 

3. Silent reading and listening, in order to 
confirm stress, rhythm and pronunciation. 

Whichever method or variation you choose, 
remember to allow the pairs of students 
plenty of time to practice their silent reading 
and their reading aloud before you ask them 
to ‘perform’ in front of their classmates. This 
suggestion applies to all the dialogue work in 
the book. 

Follow up the dialogue with one or two 
important key questions: e.g. What has Clare 
read? What has Steve read? What are they 
going to do this evening? These questions will 
orient your students to the exercises that 
follow, and to some of the features of the 
storyline that are returned to at the end of the 
book. 

Your methodological approach to Ex 1 and 2 
should take into account the possibility of 
pairs of students working out the answers for 
themselves before they give you the answers, 
either orally, or in writing. Do not ask for 
complete answers (i.e. for so called ‘full 
sentences’) because they are not necessary or 
natural in this context. Similarly, in your 
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approach to Ex 3, spend some time in 
showing your students what is required of 
them. 

Also, your treatment of the three exercises 
should allow you to distinguish for your 
students (should that be necessary) the 
differences between the three exercises: that 
is, you should ensure, either when introducing 
and exemplifying each exercise, and/or when 
checking the answers, that your students 
appreciate the differences between reading for 
facts, reading for inference, and writing from 
notes. (And your students may want to record 
these rubrics, especially the first two.) 

Answer Key 

 

Ex 1 

Who? Questions 

1. Clare  2. Steve  3. Steve  4. Clare  5. Steve  
6. Clare  7. Steve  8. Clare  9. Clare  10. Clare 

Why? Questions 

1. Because she hasn’t read all the things the 
Personnel Officer sent. 

2. Because she’s done a lot of reading and 
revision. 

3. Because he’s read everything carefully. 

4. Because he hasn’t had time to read the 
minutes or any of the papers. 

 

Ex. 2 

1. Clare, because she is learning Spanish. 

2. Steve, because Clare was driving them to 
the factory. 

3. Clare, because she’s buying her own flat 
and Steve only rents his. 

4. Clare, because she’s a photographer and 
probably studied this Art College. 

5. Clare, because she says she needs a place 
of her own. 

6. Steve, because he attends an activity 
centre. 

7. Steve, because he feels sorry for Clare, 
because she’s taking an exam. 

8. Steve because he found the pamphlet 
about the training scheme for school 
leavers interesting, and he is going to take 
it to the activity centre. 

 

Ex. 3 

Ask your students to make a list of notes 
about both Clare and Steve, and then to 
choose which one they would like to write 
about. Encourage them to use not only facts, 
but also impressions or inferences. The same 
general headings can be used to describe both 
of them, and should include: 

Personal details: Surname, first name, 
nationality; occupation, home address. 

Interests: Hobbies, opinions and beliefs, other 
activities. 

Today: Where she/he is making; feelings 
about the work and the preparation. 

Conclusion: Comments on her/his personality 
and appearance. 

 

2. Teaching/Learning 

Your treatment of this page needs to help the 
students first distinguish the text from its 
accompanying exercises. (This is particularly 
important because the text itself contains 
some questions!) Let your students survey the 
text only very briefly, establishing only the 
general shape and theme, drawing initial 
attention to the introductory/explanatory 
paragraph, the six questions, and the cut out 
form. 

Then deal with Ex 1, that is, before you or 
your students read the text in any detail at 
all: the text is only to be scanned for specific 
information, so a careful reading would 
destroy the point of the exercise. Go through 
Ex 1 carefully. Use a stop watch to time your 
students (one minute). Then allow them to 
complete the answers, as asked for in Ex 2. 

In preparing for Ex 3, show your students 
some posters/money raising forms that 
include the sort of information (e.g. name of 
competition, prizes, entry regulations, closing 
dates) asked for in this exercise. Give each 
pairs of students a lot of time for this activity, 
and when judging the poster, let students 
themselves choose their criteria, and the best 
poster. 

Answer Key 

 

Ex 1 

No answers required. Distinguish facts, 
information, instructions 

Ex 2 

1. See the World Cup. 
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2. TV Times Magazine World Cup 
competition, 

PO Box 40 

Market Harbourough, Leics LE16 9NJ 

3. A family visit to the world cup 

4. Over 18 

5. in the UK 

6. 20 November 1981 

7. Six 

8. No money need be sent 

 

Ex 3 

No model answer is given here: encourage 
creativity, clarity, and effectiveness. 

 

3. Teaching/Learning 

When presenting each of the four exercises, 
remind your students of the tasks that they 
are asked to complete: these are related to 
making inferences, to checking, to the 
understanding of question type (information 
questions), and to writing from notes. 

Your handling of Ex 1 should take into account 
both the problems or reading/reading aloud a 
dialogue, and of making inferences: your 
students may need some time to work out the 
best answers. Similarly, for Ex 2, it will be 
best to spend some time helping your 
students first to understand the rubric (the 
information about Clare); and then to 
understand the details of the property 
advertisement. This can be done in a variety 
of ways, including first asking your students to 
remind each other of all the words, phrases 
and abbreviations they know about houses 
and flats. Ex 3 involves straightforward 
scanning work, although some of your 
students may need to scan for some time to 
get the right answer. Ex 4 can be done either 
in class or at home, and can be reversed: e.g. 
ask the students to describe their own homes 
in terms first of a ‘full’ description, and then 
by using the appropriate abbreviations. 

Answer Key 

Ex 1 

bedrooms  kitchen  a station  shop 

(If your students find the exercise difficult, 
write up a selection of nouns on the board 
from which the correct answers must be 
chosen.) 

Ex 2 

Probably Flat E 

(Explain to your students that a number of 
different answers are possible: but Flat E is 
the most likely ‘best’ answer.) 

 

Ex 3 

1. E 

2. Chiswick Village 

3. 1890s 

4. Redecoration 

5. with the owner of the ground floor flat 

 

Ex 4 

Uxbridge Road, West twelve. Large converted 
second floor flat, in a nineteen hundred 
terraced house. (In) good decorated order 
(or: e.g. good decoration), near shops and 
transport. One sitting room, two bedrooms, 
kitchen and bathroom. Small garden. Central 
heating. 

 

Self Assessment 1 

When your students have surveyed the page, 
you can introduce them to the idea of self 
assessment in either of two basic ways. On 
the one hand, they could tell you what they 
understand by the words ‘self assessment’; on 
the other hand, you could explain briefly to 
them the meaning of the term, and the role it 
plays in the book. In either case, the students 
should be encouraged to treat the self 
assessment work as an opportunity to stop 
and think, and to give both you and 
themselves some feedback on their progress.  

It would be helpful to read the rubric carefully, 
checking that your students have understood 
it clearly. Then ask the students in pairs or 
small groups to choose one or two of the 
speakers on the page, and to practice reading 
and reading aloud what each speaker says. 
This practice period should first allow your 
students to choose which speaker they want 
to concentrate on; and it should then allow 
them plenty of time to practice reading aloud 
to themselves the words of their chosen 
speaker. 

For each speaker, one or two students could 
read aloud his/her words; and the whole class 
identify for each speaker two things: a) why 
the speaker reads English texts b) what does 
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s/he thinks is the biggest problem when 
reading. 

After dealing with two or three of the speakers 
illustrated on the page, your students will 
begin to ask for comments about the ‘On your 
own’ questions at the bottom of the page. 
Finally, take special notice of the advice and 
comments your students give in the ‘Discuss 
with others’ section: this can be done by 
asking your students to imagine what they 
would say if they were the teachers of the 
speakers. 

In your handling of this first assessment page, 
try to emphasize the importance and the 
usefulness of a positive attitude, and try to let 
your students feel that you understand and 
recognize any problems they may have. 

  

Exercise/Practice 

At this early stage, it should be necessary only 
to provide more texts on which students can 
practice asking and answering certain kinds of 
questions: especially, for example, 
information and yes/no questions. Ask your 
students to devise their own questions for 
each other, so that they learn how to make 
questions for which the answers are either 
‘information’ (i.e. WH-questions) or ‘yes/no’ 
(questions requiring verb+subject order). 

Also, let your students practice basic skills 
such as identifying different kinds of texts, 
silent reading, and – an important point for 
some students – identifying rapidly the 
‘questions and exercises’ on the one hand, 
and the ‘texts and passages’ on the other. 
This last is an important point to practice 
because it will help students to decide which 
to read first – the text of the questions – no 
matter what order they appear in. 

 

Review/Assessment 

Use this first review/assessment phase to 
show your students how to reflect on and 
improve their work. Look back over the unit. 
Check the answers to questions and exercises. 
Correct any remaining mistakes, and answer 
any final questions about the work. Finally, go 
back to the section heading page (p.1) and 
with your students tick off the now 
successfully completed parts of Study Skill 1. 

 

STUDY SKILL 2: Choosing your strategies 
for reading 

Preparation 

The two chief aims in this study skill are first, 
to highlight for your students the importance 
of deciding on a strategy (or strategies) for 
their reading, and second, to demonstrate one 
particular strategy which they may find useful. 

Study skills materials give a lot of advice to 
students about how they might read texts: 
that is, about which strategy they should 
adopt. Often, this advice has centered around 
the SQ3R technique (e.g. Rowntree 1970, pp. 
41-64; Carman and Adams 1972, pp. 89-142; 
Heaton 1975, pp. 58-60). But while is true 
that the SQ3R technique has a lot to offer (it 
is dealt with here in Study Skills for Reading 
as the basis for Study Skill 13 Reading Longer 
Texts pp. 68-72), it is not one which is 
particularly useful for dealing with shorter 
texts, or with the problems faced by higher 
intermediate learners of second or foreign 
languages when developing their reading and 
study skills. 

For these reasons, this reading course 
prefaces its later work on SQ3R techniques 
with a whole book centered around the idea of 
choosing an appropriate reading method 
(Book 2 in this series, Strategies for Reading). 
And in this particular study skill, we present 
one basic reading strategy – called SEDSIC – 
which we feel is particularly useful for the 
learner of English as a second of foreign 
language. 

 

Orientation 

Since a lot of this study skill involves a 
discussion of how people read and approach 
texts, it will be useful for you to orient your 
students to the idea of discussion. They need 
to feel that you are not only looking for ‘right 
answers’, but also that you are genuinely 
interested in finding out from them how they 
feel, and what they do when reading texts 
both in their own language, and in English. It 
will be useful to elicit problems of reading 
speed, of concentration, of memorizing, of 
difficult words and so on. 

The main teaching point of this study skill – 
the SEDSIC formula – could be written up on 
the blackboard/overhead projector. The key 
words in the formula are 

SKIM 

EXAMINE 

   DECIDE 

 SCAN 

   IDENTIFY 
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COMPLETE 

and they represent part of the ‘vocabulary’ of 
reading and study skill with which your 
students, as they use this book, are becoming 
more familiar. 

In addition, you might wish to have available 
additional texts. These would serve two 
purposes: On the one hand, they would 
provide extra reading matter on which to 
practice the SEDSIC technique; and on the 
other hand they could, if carefully chosen, 
reinforce the topic discussed within the 
context of the study skill. Broadly speaking, 
the topic covers issues such as cultural 
diversity; multiracial societies (with special 
reference to Britain, but the topic applies 
equally to may other countries); nationality 
and citizenship and, by implication, tolerance 
and justice. 

 

Teaching/Learning 

Remind your students, or ask them to remind 
you, of the storyline so far, and introduce the 
next part of the storyline with reference to the 
first photograph, which shows Steve, Clare 
and Li in the car on the way to the factory. 

Your handling of the dialogue should conclude 
with some checking work about the names 
and sex of various people: the personnel 
officer (Jane Bor, female), the factory 
manager (John Leppard, male), and the 
Managing Director (A. Menelson, male). Words 
such as factory, warehouse, office block are 
worth noting, and special attention can be 
paid to the letter from ChemTech to the three 
young people. The letter is important both for 
its form (headings, shape, terms of address 
and so on), and for its content (particularly 
the ‘slogan’ referring to the company’s 
employment policy, the schedule for the visit, 
and the overall tone of polite efficiency). 

 

1. Teaching/Learning 

Review the basic details of the schedule for 
the visit, and the names of the people 
involved in it. Then your students should not 
find it too difficult to complete Li’s notes in full 
written form. 

Discuss the three inference questions with the 
whole class, the answers to which you could 
approach first in a very general way, and then 
rather more formally and precisely by asking 
your students to compose full written answers 
in their notebooks. 

It is important that your students appreciate 
the point about each answer: the first 
question deals with attitudes, the second with 
how a factory works, and the third with the 
main theme discussed in the study skill. By 
answering each question carefully, your 
students will practice both their inferential 
skills, and their ability to reflect on how they 
read the dialogue and the letter in order to 
get their answers. (e.g. Did they read from 
the beginning to end, word by word? Did they 
survey the whole text first? Did they stop at 
every new word? Did they make guesses 
about things they did not know? Did they use 
their own knowledge of industry? Did they use 
their feelings about the sort of people they 
might expect to find in such a situation?) 

Answer Key 

Facts Instructions from the personnel officer, 
Jane Bor. We should go to her office first, at 
half past nine. We’re going to see the factory, 
the warehouse, the office block. 

We’ll have lunch with John Leppard, the 
factory manager, and then there will be an 
interview with the Managing Director. We will 
be allowed to take photographs, but they will 
have to be approved by her before we use 
them. 

NOTE: You will be able to allow a good deal of 
variation in this answer. The important thing 
is that your students can construct a full 
version of the information in Li’s notes. 

 

Inferences 

1. To make sure that there are no photos 
that the factory or the management would 
not approve of: e.g. that might cause 
scandal or controversy, or that might 
show people something that the factory 
does not want them to see. 

2. Office jobs: management, administration, 
advertising, personnel, publicity, 
accounting, transport, cleaning, delivering 
and taking messages. 

3. The slogan means that the company does 
not discriminate against people because of 
their race (or sex). In particular, this will 
affect the company’s policy on employing 
people, and on promotion. 

 

2. Teaching/Learning 

Draw the initial attention of your students to 
the text and its illustration, and then 
immediately to the six key words: SKIM, 
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EXAMINE, DECIDE, SCAN, IDENTIFY, 
COMPLETE. Since you are dealing with a 
reading process, it will be wise to emphasize 
the point that the six key words are links in a 
chain: they are not separate tasks. 

Your treatment of the illustration can take into 
account the range of people it shows, and the 
opportunities for friendship, cooperation and 
unity that such a range of people provides. 
When introducing the text, focus on the 
general topic, and, if you can, draw on your 
students’ own experiences of any problems or 
points of interest related to nationality, 
citizenship and race. 

But it is important not to begin reading this 
text in the normal way. The point here is that 
the text should be read in conjunction with 
the six key words in the SEDSIC formula. 
Once your students have understood, in 
general terms, the six words, take them 
through each one, doing the exercises step by 
step. In this way your students will develop 
awareness of process and of strategy: it is 
vital at this stage to allow your students 
access to ways of approaching texts other 
than just going through ‘word by word’. The 
guidelines and the exercises attached to each 
of the six key words are intended to give your 
students positive and explicit strategies for 
approaching texts, so that some time spent at 
this stage going through each step carefully 
will be time well spent. 

Another useful help for your students will be 
any information that you can give them about 
the types or answers you are looking for. As 
you go through each step, tell your students 
(where it is appropriate: i.e. especially for the 
SCAN and IDENTIFY and COMPLETE activities) 
that you are not looking for ‘right’ answers, 
but for responses that apply to them as 
individuals with different problems and 
interests. 

 

Answer Key 

Ex 1 

Skim 

1. The best answer is b), a current affairs 
magazine, because the artwork, layout 
and design suggest this. However, a), an 
encyclopedia is also possible, because this 
sort of information certainly would appear 
in an encyclopedia, though not in quite 
this form. 

2. The best answer is a) Citizenship and the 
Law, although b) is possibly acceptable 

too. However, the text is not actually 
about international law as such. 

 

Ex 2 

Examine 

I. PARA TOPIC 

1. the importance of parents 

2. an important contrast 

3. an explanation of two principles 

4. the application of the two principles 

II. e.g.United States 

1. France 

2. West Germany 

3. Holland 

4. Switzerland 

5. India 

6. Australia 

 

Ex 3 

Decide 

a) a student: might read for all three reasons 
– general, specific and academic interest. 

b) a child: most likely for special interest but 
also general interest. 

c) a woman: most likely special interest but 
also general interest. 

d) an ordinary citizen: probably general 
interest and specific interest. 

e) You: let students choose, giving special 
attention to any student who has had to 
deal with the sorts of problems raised by 
the text. 

 

Ex 4 

Scan 

a) The child with the Indian father and the 
British mother would need paragraphs 1, 
2, 3, 4. 

b) The essay would require an understanding 
of paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 11. 

 

Ex 5 

Identify 
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Let the students choose their own five words, 
and take time to study with them how the 
example word deemed (from paragraph 6) 
has been treated. 

 

Ex 6 

Complete 

a) Jus soli=soil rights: that is, the place 
where you were born. 

b) In both Germany and Holland, nationality 
is based on the principle of Jus Sanguinis, 
that is, the identity of the parents rather 
than the place of birth. The two countries 
are different, how ever, in that in Holland 
nationality depends on the father being 
Dutch, whereas in Germany if either 
parent is German, so is the child, 
wherever it is born. 

 

3. Teaching/learning 

Again, your handling of this section needs to 
be controlled not by the text itself, but by the 
six phases of the SEDSIC process, since it is 
this process, or this strategy for reading, that 
is the basic teaching point. 

If you think that your students are able to 
approach this section on their own, then let 
them complete it in pairs, with only occasional 
suggestion from you as you go around the 
classroom. This would be the most desirable 
method, and one which you might aim for, 
because your students have already been 
introduced to SEDSIC, and because the 
overall aim is to encourage your students to 
act partly in relation to the teaching points 
(here, SEDSIC), and partly on their own. This 
will work so long as you direct your students’ 
attention to the steps in the process, as 
indicated by the six exercises. 

Answer Key 

 

Ex 1  

Skim: 

a) An appropriate title might be “The 
teaching of Britain’s cultural diversity”. 
Any title that refers to teaching 
cultural diversity (with perhaps 
something too about the relationship 
between Britain’s contemporary 
cultural diversity and the history of 
colonialism and imperialism) would be 
acceptable. 

b) Teachers, students or other people 
interested in history, sociology or 
education. 

c) The writer could be a sociologist or a 
history teacher who teaches multi-
racial classes. 

 

Ex 2 

Examine 

a) The third paragraph 

b) The first paragraph 

c) The second paragraph 

 

Ex 3 

Decide 

Yours students can look at any or all of the 
paragraphs again. But for the purposes of this 
exercise, they might anticipate from their next 
task (Ex 4) that paragraph two would repay 
reading carefully. 

 

Ex 4  

Scan 

Sentence 8 = the Indian/ Arab contribution 

Sentence  1 = English history = cultural 
diversity 

Sentence 7 = the origins of two important 
exports 

Sentence 3 = Industrialization is the product 
of imperialism 

 

Ex 5 

Identify 

a) sentence 4 

b) sentence 6 ( and 7 ) 

c) There is no unambiguous answer to this 
question: There is case for sentence 1, for 
sentence 2, and for sentence 3: your 
students can discuss the reasons for their 
different answer. 

 

Ex 6 

Complete 

We have invented, and we have given our 
inventions to others. Others have invented 
and we have taken from them. In the (or this) 
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process our culture and the cultures of others 
have developed and changed. This is the 
process history should teach. This (or that) is 
what needs to be taught in classes to (or of) 
English children who now share their 
classrooms with children of Caribbean, Indian, 
African, Pakistani, Chinese, Arab and Cypriot 
descent. Then teachers will be talking about a 
history that means something to all of them. 

 

Self assessment 2 

A good way to present this self assessment 
would be for you to describe your own answer 
to the questions. This would personalize the 
work for your students, thus allowing them to 
feel that, at least at some time in the past, 
you had exactly the same sorts of problems 
and challenges that they now face. 

Encourage your students to compare and 
contrast the differences between their work in 
one language (their own) and another (here, 
English). Try to help your students put into 
words their ‘learned’ and ‘instinctive’ reading 
habits. 

For Ex 2 and 3, give yours students some time 
to reflect and to predict: try to stimulate their 
self awareness, and their sense of 
responsibility for their own learning: you could 
help to do this by identifying those exercises 
(Ex 2) and those study skills (Ex 3) which 
seem to be particularly popular or unpopular 
with the whole class. This information can 
then be used to help you design your lessons 
with your students more closely in mind. 

Answer Key 

There are no ‘correct’ answers for the reading 
quiz, the aim is not to prescribe, but to 
provide an opportunity for discussion, 
feedback, and debate. And above all, the aim 
is to let your students see that they have 
different individual ways of approaching their 
work, each of which can be successful in its 
own way. However, ‘yes’ answers to questions 
1, 2, 3 and 10 would seem to be helpful 
attitudes and activities if your students are to 
become good readers. 

 

Exercise/Practice 

Since the SEDSIC formula reappears in the 
book, and since it represents an approach to 
reading –a reading ‘strategy’- that is itself 
useful, it would be worth trying to practice the 
formula on some other texts, preferably ones 
chosen by your students. 

Review/Assessment 

Check in particular your students 
understanding and memory of the SEDSIC 
mnemonic, and take another look at the self 
assessment work. Look back over the 
exercises and their answer, letting your 
students take note of those activities they 
found most difficult7easy, interesting/boring. 
Finally, turn back to the section heading page 
(p. 1) and ask your students to mark up the 
successfully completed parts of Study Skill 2. 

 

STUDY SKILL 3: Recognizing the writer’s 
purpose 

Preparation 

When you first read this unit, pay special 
attention to the theme of advertising –where 
the writer’s purpose is usually quite clear- and 
also thinks about other texts and topics where 
the writer’s purpose is also of great 
importance. For example, you could select a 
love letter (purpose, to express personal 
feelings); a scientific report (purpose, to 
summarize facts, or to describe an 
experiment), a dictionary page (purpose, to 
explain meanings). Your students will 
appreciate it if you make a small collection of 
such texts, and if you also ask them to bring 
along some magazines containing a variety of 
different sorts of advertisements. 

You should also consider the range of 
activities in this unit, since they include not 
only exercises to which there are definite 
answers, but also many opportunities for 
discussion and for making guesses. In these 
cases you will need to allow for a variety of 
responses, and in a variety of forms, both 
spoken and written. 

Your linguistic preparation should also take 
into account the six sets of meaning markers 
on page 15. These words and phrases are 
important, because they indicate rhetorical 
features in texts which the successful 
reader/student must be able to recognize and 
to understand. Also, they have the advantage 
of being useful to you, should you want to 
give your students some additional 
written/composition work based on a 
particular topic, e.g. advertising, state control, 
censorship: That is, topics about which strong 
opinions, and a case ‘for’ and ‘against’ can be 
argued. 
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Orientation 

Begin by letting your students look over the 
whole unit. Draw their attention to the texts, 
particularly the four on p. 13, and the five 
paragraph discussion of advertising on p. 14. 
Even at this early stage you can set the scene 
for the two other principal objectives of this 
unit: first, to introduce to your students the 
idea of meaning markers (p.15); and second, 
to encourage your students to describe to you 
their reading preferences and habits (p.16). 

A major part of your orientation phase should 
deal with the topic of ‘writer’s purpose on the 
one hand, and that of ‘advertising’ on the 
other. You can demonstrate ‘writer’s purpose 
with reference to things that your students 
write themselves: e.g. messages, to convey 
information quickly; application forms, to 
persuade a prospective employer; tests, to 
show knowledge of a subject. And you can 
discuss ‘advertising’ with reference to different 
types of advertising, its usefulness, its 
tendency to intrude, its purpose (to describe 
products and services, and to make us buy 
things), and its visual impact on our lives. 

 

1. Teaching/ Learning 

For p.12, begin by listening to and reading the 
dialogue carefully, paying special attention to 
Li’s point about advertisements being silly; 
and to Ruth’s final words about the case for 
and against advertising. Allow plenty of time 
for discussion, putting up on the board any 
useful additional words. For Ex 2, 3 and 4 
check the rubrics carefully, and make sure 
that your students realize that for Ex 2 and 
Ex3 there are ‘desirable answers’, but that for 
Ex 4,there is room for discussion, opinion and 
indeed guesswork. 

When doing the exercises, encourage the 
students to go back and forward to the texts 
on the opposite page. Careful, word by word 
reading of the texts in -1- is not strictly 
necessary: let your students get hold of the 
general ideas, so that they can distinguish the 
main text types and topics on the page. 

Answer Key 

p. 12 

Ex 1 

Free discussion 

Ex 2  

a) Limmits Spray & Fry (a cooking oil) 

b) e.g. In a woman’s magazine, a TV guide, a 
health food leaflet 

c) To convey different types of information. 
To attract attention, and to give emphasis. 

d) The name of the product. 

e) To show the product, so that you 
recognize it, and to make the 
advertisement more interesting and 
attractive 

f) That it is cholesterol free, that it is 
economical; that it is so ‘light? That it 
does not spoil the flavor of the food 

g) ‘Light’ is a good thing, because it is the 
opposite of ‘heavy’ or ‘greasy’. It suggest 
being slim and healthy. (Also, the phrase 
‘the light way to fry’ is a sort of pun on 
another phrase ‘The right way to fry’.) 

h) To make it seem more personal, and 
individual. (Also, this use of ‘you’ can 
mean ‘Everyone’ or ‘Anyone’.) The use of 
‘you’ makes the advertisement sound like 
a conversation. 

 

Ex 3  

The explicit purpose of  

Text A is to describe a product. 

Text B is to introduce a book. 

Text C is to amuse. 

Text D is to ask a number of questions. 

Its implicit purpose is (A) to persuade 
someone to buy the product 

(B) To state the case for advertising. 

(C) To make an ironic, critical comment. 

(D) To attack advertising. 

The source of (A) is My Weekly 

(B) Is Advertising for the Advertiser? 

(C) Is Rhyme and Reason 

(D) Is the Hidden Persuaders 

and the writer is (A) anonymous 

(B) Eric Webster 

(C) Ogden Nash 

(D) Vance Packard 

 

Ex 4  

Demonstrate this with reference to a text and 
an author that the students know reasonably 
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well: e.g. a literary extract in their own 
language. Also, ask students to use their 
imagination here, since there is no correct 
answer as such. Try to elicit a sort of ‘profile’ 
of each writer, based on guesses and 
assumptions. You may find that some of these 
are very amusing, and in their way quite 
accurate. You could even ask students to draw 
pictures or select photos of the ‘writer’ in each 
case. 

This activity can be extended to include work 
on guided readers and short stories used by 
your students. The Heinemann Guided 
Readers series offers lots of opportunities for 
this. For example, the books by Elizabeth 
Laird, Anna and the Fighter, The House on the 
Hill, The Garden, or by John Milne, The Long 
Tunnel, The Road to Nowhere, The Black Cat, 
The Queen of Death, can be used to elicit 
from the students their impressions of the 
sorts of people (age, appearance, opinions, 
sex even) the authors are. 

 

2. Teaching/ Learning 

First survey the whole of page, in order, then 
read the notes, the six exercise rubrics, and 
finally the text. The reading of the text should 
concentrate first on the italicized words, and 
only later on the details within each 
paragraph. Remembering that your students 
are trying to understand the writer’s purpose, 
focus on the positive and favorable attitude 
towards advertising in the text. 

Encourage your students first to try and guess 
the meanings of any new or difficult words, 
and then to ask each other about any 
uncertainties, before they resort to a 
dictionary. 

Answer Key 

 

Ex 1 b) 

 

Ex 2  

a) para 4, b) para 2 c) para 3, d) para 1 Note: 
Take care to correct any mistakes here, 
because your students may fail to grasp the 
main point of each paragraph, since some of 
the key words (e.g. ‘individual’) do occur in 
more than one paragraph. 

Ex 3 

Refer forward to the main reason for reading 
here: that is, to complete Ex 6. 

 

Ex 4 

Ask your students to begin to search for 
possible answers to Ex 6. Give them time to 
work out what they must do. You can begin by 
going through the notes again very carefully, 
identifying which bits of information there are 
incomplete. 

 

Ex 5 

Do this exercise with only a small number of 
words and phrases. At this point, do not force 
your students to be too accurate o specific: 
get them first to understand the six stages or 
questions. This exercise is picked up again in 
Study Skill 5 Improving your vocabulary, and 
the intention here is merely to introduce the 
idea of asking questions and making useful 
enquiries about new words. 

 

Ex 6 

Benefits of Advertising-  

Not only i) individual companies 

But also ii) the consumer 

iii) The economy as a whole 

iv) The society of which this economy is part 
in short though essentially to help the 
businessman, adv benefits whole of society 

 

1. Individual company 

First and most important = sell more for more 
profit in addition helps  

1) Both its public and its industrial relations 

Also a) enables co. to control demand 

     b) To protect itself against competitors 

2. Consumer. 

Helps buy more easily and more efficiently 
moreover by educating to higher standard it… 
increases his enjoyment of life in addition a) 
adv supposed to encourage prod improvement 

b) To lower costs 

3. Economy. 

By raising standard of living advertising 
encourages 

a) growth 

b) research 

c) higher production 

d) employment 
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In short adv not merely spreads information 
but controls economy 

4. Society. 

By supporting media (e.g. in USA) 

a) adv makes them less subject to control 

b) and more reliable 

In addition, other forms of advertising 

a) combat harmful propaganda 

b) promote social and national causes 

In short, adv a public servant used in public 
interest. 

NOTE: Different answers are possible, and the 
various ways of completing the notes can be a 
useful discussion point, since it anticipates the 
more detailed work on note making in Study 
Skills 9 and 10. 

 

3. Teaching/Learning 

Take time to introduce the topic of Meaning 
Markers, and if you like, refer your students 
forward to similar lists on pp. 37, 59 and 81. 
If it helps, give comparable examples where 
possible of similar phrases performing similar 
functions from the students own language(s). 
Go through the examples carefully, pointing 
out, that the list are not as straightforward as 
they look, because each one contains an 
exercise that requires understanding and 
discrimination. When doing the exercise, 
capitalize on your students´ existing, and 
extend this knowledge of particular 
expressions to an awareness of phenomenon 
of Meaning Markers as a whole. (In doing this, 
you may wish to refer back to the text on the 
previous page, where meaning markers and 
similar words and phrases have been italicized 
for easy identification.) 

 

Answer Key 

1. Introduction markers 

Probably introducing 

A whole text  a) d) e) g) j) 

Probably introducing 

A new idea   b) c) f) h) i) 

 

2. Importance markers 

Marking important 

Pointsa) c) f) h) j) 

Marking unimportant 

Points b) d) e) g) i) 

 

 

3. Attitude markers 

   Positive  Negative 

a) usefuli v)wasteful 

b) harmless i)harmful 

c) interesting v)boring 

d) attractive ii)vulgar 

e) serious iii)stupid 

 

4. Conclusion and Summary markers 

Marking summaries b) c) e) g) h) 

Marking conclusions a) d) f) i) j) 

 

5. Linking markers 

Marking addition a) c) d) e) g) h) i) 

j) l) m) n) o) q) r) s)  

Marking order b) f) k) p) t) 

 

6. Discussion markers. 

 No answer Key required, but takes this 
opportunity to extend, in an organized way, 
your students´ knowledge and awareness of 
similar phrases and expressions. 

 

Self assessment 3 

Take your students through each of the 
activities step: do not go too quickly. Your 
students will be interested in your responses 
to each of the activities. Point out the 
meanings of the ‘Comments’ attached to the 
Topic, Attitude and Reading Comprehension 
chart, and spend some time on the Idea to 
Use. It would not be wise to compel your 
students to make use of this idea, but perhaps 
you can persuade them to practice keeping a 
‘reading diary’ of this sort for a few weeks 
(covering, if you like, the reading done in a 
number of selected lessons). 

 

Exercise/Practice 

1. Recognizing the writer’s purpose can be 
practiced with reference to a number of 
other texts that you select for additional 
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reading, and you could use texts as 
prompts for extra work of the sort in Ex3 
on p. 12. 

2. Also, your students might enjoy making 
notes on texts, using the model on p. 15 
as a guide. 

3. The meaning markers on p. 15 can be 
used as reference points for some initial 
work on essay planning. If you choose a 
title that requires some degree of 
discussion or debate, your students can 
practice making use of the markers in 
order to introduce, conclude, indicate 
importance, link ideas, express attitudes 
and opinions, and mark the stages in their 
discussion. 

4. Use the ideas in self assessment in order 
to encourage your students to keep 
regular weekly or daily diaries of their 
reading, both in English and in their own 
language(s). You can also use your 
students’ entries on the chart of Interest, 
Knowledge and Feelings in order to select, 
with their help, texts on topics of interest 
to them. Once students are reading texts 
of interest to them, they will more easily 
and willingly understand the different 
purpose of writers and authors. 

 

Review/ Assessment 

Check that all students have completed the 
exercise and under stood any errors they may 
have made. Also, assess your own 
methodology for the study skill, and in doing 
that, the value to you of the teaching notes 
here. And in reviewing and assessing this unit, 
it will be helpful to try to build in, over a 
period of time, activities based particularly on 
the work on self assessment. 

 

Study Skill 4: Using dictionaries 

Preparation 

You will need a cassette recorder/ player; a 
range of dictionaries, bilingual and 
monolingual and, if you can get it. Some 
supplementary reading material on the topics 
of ‘working in an office’, and Australia. You 
should also begin to prepare for yourself and 
your students some lists of useful roots, and 
affixes. These are a recurring feature in the 
book, and the material on p. 27 (prefixes) and 
p. 82 (roots), together with the additional 
information about suffixes on pp.56-57 in this 
teachers’ guide will greatly help your students 

to build up their knowledge and awareness of 
words an their meanings. 

 

Orientation 

Ask your students to look at their dictionaries 
and, if necessary, revise the dictionary and 
reference work of the earlier two books in the 
Heinemann Reading Comprehension Series, 
specifically the work on a dictionary entry in 
Reasons for Reading (p.33) and the work in 
Strategies for Reading, Unit 14: ‘Look It Up’ 
(pp.62-65). You should also talk to your 
students about office work, particularly about 
the advent of computers and advanced office 
machinery, and about the general topic of 
words roots. <you could take a word like 
‘unbelievable’ or unforgettable’ in order to 
demonstrate the terms root, affix, prefix, and 
suffix. Students already have a good deal of 
existing awareness of these elements in 
words, and now will be your chance to 
capitalize on it, and to extend it. 

 

Teaching/Learning 

Begin by discussing the phrase ‘Looking up 
words’, and discuss the problems of using a 
dictionary, including having to look up too 
many words, whether or not use a 
monolingual or bilingual dictionary, and 
looking up words when the word in the text 
(e.g. ‘beginning’) has to be converted into 
another related word (‘begin’) in order for the 
meaning to be established. Also, there is the 
question of words with several meanings, and 
the problem of establishing ‘exact’ translations 
–a task which students at this stage of their 
learning will realize is often an impossible one. 

Discuss the photographs on p.17, listen to and 
read the dialogue and act it out in pairs. Make 
sure that your students understand the sort of 
work that Kate Sinclair does, her difficulties 
with spelling, and the method of working she 
has adopted by using a tape. Study the 
rubrics for the four exercises carefully, 
because the procedure they are dealing with is 
probably new to your students. Allow plenty of 
time for them to under stand what they must 
do and, if necessary, study the introductory 
dialogue again, just before completing the 
exercises. 

Answer Key 
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Ex 1  

Content –it is a letter, and its main topic is an 
advertising leaflet. 

Layout – We hear an address, two names and 
a conclusion marker but the list is only four 
points, not five. 

 

Ex 2  

(See tape script for the text of the letter) 

 

Ex 3 

a) p. 7 – the letter from Jane Bor 

b) p. 12 – the interview with Ruth Hahn 

c) All the words in the letter are in this or 
precious pages. 

 

Ex 4 

(Individual answers – see tape script) 

 

1. Teaching/Learning 

Establish in yours students’ minds that the 
article represents the product, as it were, of 
Steve’s work: his visit to the factory, and his 
use of relevant study skills has enable him to 
write articles of this sort. Follow the rubrics 
carefully: it will be a good idea to read the 
rubrics of all four exercises before any one of 
them is completed. The exercises are linked 
together and by reading all the rubrics, your 
students will identify the ‘process’ of reading 
comprehension and study skills that you are 
teaching and practicing, particularly the 
process in which an initial ‘skimming’ phase is 
followed up by closer, more detailed reading 
for meaning, and reference work. 

Answer Key 

 

Ex 1 

a) Nell Dunn 

b) Export order clerk 

c) A VDU (Visual Display Unit) linked  to a 
computer 

d) 18 

e) No, she works in a team of two: the 
export clerk, and a support 
documentations clerk 

f) Sometimes mentally tire 

Ex 2 

Encourage your students to choose five words 
that seem either entirely new to them, and/or 
important in the article. Don’t let your 
students panic into writing lots of words; let 
ask them to select just five of apparently real 
newness and significance. 

Here is an example answer, for one word: 
hectic 

a) from line 41 

b) adjective 

c) 7’hektik/ 

d) 1.Unnaturally red; feverish; consumptive; 

2. (Colloq) full of excitement and without rest. 

e) Very busy, and in a hurry, perhaps tiring. 

f) Our neighbors came for lunch, with all their 
children, and they were late: so everything 
was a little hectic at times. 

g) (Identify the most appropriate word or 
phrase that translates hectic). 

 

Ex 3 

When your students compare their words, you 
might find that two or three words are 
occurring quite often in the different individual 
lists. This would suggest a group anxiety 
about these words, and they can be dealt with 
in a general discussion. You could also count 
the number of students who include any 
particular word in their list: this is very useful 
for you, because it tells you what your 
students think is both difficult and important 
in the text. 

Then, for a) try to elicit the problems of 
looking up derivates (e.g. countries/country), 
infinitives (e.g. to look through, to pick out), 
compound words (e.g. support 
documentations clerk). 

For b) discuss the problems of single words 
with more than one dictionary meaning (e.g. 
orders, major), idioms (e.g. keeps you on 
your toes). For c) consider the difficulties of 
getting good translations. You can do this by 
translating an English word in the text into the 
students’ own language(s), and then by 
retranslating the non-English words back into 
English: it can often happen that the initial 
English word and the final English word are 
not quite the same. This happens particularly 
with the translation of whole sentences. 
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Ex 4. Most dictionaries will give two parts of 
speech and therefore two slightly different, 
and sometimes two very different meanings 
for these words. Use these problems to teach 
students about the importance of referring a 
new or difficult word back to its context every 
time, before a decision about its ‘meaning’ is 
made. 

 For the words here, differences will be of this 
kind: 

a) Handle: (line1) noun e.g. ‘door knob’ verb 
‘to feel with hands’, ‘to deal with’. 

b) Feed (line 24) noun e.g. ‘food for cattle’ 
verb ‘to give food to’, ‘to put thins into a 
machine’. 

c) Firm (line 30) adjective ‘solid’, ‘secure’ 
noun ‘company’, ‘enterprise’. 

d) Subject(s) (line 30) noun/adjective, ‘under 
someone’s power’ noun ‘a topic or main 
theme’ verb ‘to impose on someone’. 

e) Open (line 46) adjective ‘allowing entrance 
or exits’ ‘frank and honest’ verb ‘to 
become open’ or ‘to cause to be open’ 

 

2. Teaching/Learning 

Approach each exercises quite separately, 
referring back where appropriate to the words 
given from the passage on the preceding 
page. Make sure that your students appreciate 
the terms being used: i.e. infinitives, word 
groups, idioms, multi word verbs, roots and 
affixes, and short forms, abbreviations and 
symbols. Consolidate all of the work by 
concluding with a re-reading of the original 
passage, and by anticipating similar problems 
of looking up words in the text about 
Australia, on the next page. 

For these exercise, we recommend using a 
good monolingual dictionary (e.g. the 
Advanced Learners Dictionary, OUP) or an 
equally good bilingual dictionary; little pocket 
dictionaries will not be adequate. 

Answer Key 

 

Ex 1 

Infinitives 

a) to want b) to study c) to do d) to creep e) 
to buy f) to lead g) to strike h) to shine i) to 
swell j) to forbid k) to swear l) to dig m) to 
stride n) to sow o) to catch p) to tear q) to 
sweep r) to break/ to be broken. 

 

Ex 2 

Word groups 

a) major product 

b) a big general chemical company 

c) a sandwich course 

d) support documentations clerk 

e) Military execution group: soldiers who 
carry out death sentences by shooting. 

f) Someone who works with radio: e.g. 
giving and receiving signals and messages  

g) A gas used to attack crowds: it gets into 
people’s eyes and makes them cry. 

h) A room where you wait: e.g. at the 
dentist’s, or a hospital, or a railway 
station. 

i) A shaft or hole bored for getting at oil, 
often deep into the ground. 

j) A form of transportation used in 
mountainous areas where the car is raised 
on cable by stationary engine. Common in 
ski resorts. 

k)  A machine used for listening to sounds 
recorded on magnetic tapes. 

l) Pieces of paper or plastic, often with bits 
of string for attaching to cases and 
objects, with personal names on them. 

 

Ex 3 

Idioms 

Clothes ‘to handle with kid gloves’ 

- to deal with someone very carefully and 
discreetly, to avoid trouble ‘an iron fist in a 
velvet glove’ 

- someone who seems to be gentle and kind, 
but who is in fact very tough and difficult ‘to 
pass the hat round’. 

- to ask for money, for financial support, 
especially after doing something, like singing 
a song, or entertaining people 

- to take one’ hat off to’ 

- to admire someone, to congratulate 
someone for doing something unusual or 
remarkable 

- to look before you leap’ 

- to be careful before making a big decision 
‘to look daggers at’ 
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- to look at someone very angrily or 
accusingly ‘to look a gift horse in the mouth’ 

- to ask unnecessary or critical questions 
about a gift or the giver of it ‘to look the 
other way’ 

- to avoid responsibility, or to avoid looking at 
something unpleasant, like a beggar who 
asks for money, or someone who needs 
help. 

 

Ex 4  

Multi word verbs  

a) ‘to take up’: (line 14)to absorb, to use  

b) ‘to pick out’: (line 23)to select, to choose, 
to identify 

c) ‘to come up’: (line 37) to appear, to be 
announced, to begin 

d) ‘to call someone up’: to telephone 
someone 

e) ‘to back out’: (from something) to give up 
or retreat from an obligation  

f) ‘to come down with’: to get, to be in the 
first stages of, an illness 

g) ‘to make (things) up’: to invent, to tell lies 

h) ‘to look (it) up’: to find (e.g. a word) in a 
dictionary, or reference book/encyclopedia, 
when you don’t know the meaning. 

 

Ex 5  

Short forms, abbreviations and symbols 

a) aero plane 

b) advertisement 

c) refrigerator 

d) photograph 

e) microphone  

f) memorandum 

g) at (used in prices 4@ $4 each=$16) 

h) pound(s) sterling  

i) therefore  

j) United Nations Organization  

k) European Economic Community  

l) Central Intelligence Agency  

m) United Kingdom  

n) British Broadcasting Corporation  

o) Metro Goldwyn Mayer  

p) North Atlantic Treaty Organization  

q) Federal Bureau of Investigation  

r) Komitet Gosudarstvennoi Bezopasnosti 
(Russian Committee of State Security)  

s) International Criminal Police Commission  

t) Trans World Airlines  

u) Japanese Airlines. 

 

NOTES:  

1. Your students may not know of these, or 
be able to find the answers easily, so they 
may need help. 

2. On the other hand, they may know the 
general area of meaning (e.g. for CIA/FBI) 
but not the exact full meanings. In these 
cases, you should make every effort to 
provide them with reference material that 
will enable them to find out the full 
meanings. (Chambers 20th Century 
Dictionary is very helpful). 

3. You can integrate this exercise with similar 
work about asking for the meanings of 
abbreviations and short forms in the other 
books in the series (see the Reasons for 
Reading index at the back of the students’ 
book, and the Strategy for Reading index 
in the teachers’ guide); and the further 
work on Making Notes and Using Notes in 
Study Skills 9 and 10 of this book. 

 

3. Teaching/Learning 

It would be wise to discuss first what your 
students already know and feel about 
Australia; its history, people, culture and so 
on. The text includes a lot of long, but 
internationally familiar words (e.g. 
unemployment, realistic, cosmopolitan) so, 
with time and patience, your students should 
be able to grasp the generally positive and 
enthusiastic tone of the passage. If you think 
it is necessary, you could pre-teach about ten 
or so of the most problematic words, and then 
to read it part by part. 

Answer Key 

 

Ex 1  

a) to inflate (line 14) 

b) to employ or to be employed (line 15) 

c) to direct (line 18) 
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d) to pursue (line 46) 

e) to improve (line54) 

f) to identify (line 58) 

g) possibilities are: revival (revive) 
recognition (recognize) demonstration 
(demonstrate) 

 

Ex 2  

a) rapidly (line 19) 

b) strongly (line 27) 

c) culturally (line 36) 

d) gradually (line 47) 

e) finally (line 58) 

 

Ex 3  

a) industrial unrest (lines 15-16) 

b) political attitudes (line 50) 

c) Asian languages (lines 40-41) 

d) closer ties (line 40) 

e) arts and crafts (line 40) 

f) Labor-government (lines 51-52) 

g) the Austrialian way of life (47-48) 

 

Ex 4  

a) equal pay and improvements in status 
(lines 53-54) 

b) a better deal (line 55) 

c) massive financial help (lines 56-57). 

 

Self Assessment 4 

Teaching/Learning 

The first part of self assessment asks the 
student to look critically and objectively at his 
or her dictionary, and to assess the general 
provision of dictionaries in their school or 
college. Of course, your institution may not 
have the financial or organizational resources 
to have all of the books referred to, but the 
point here is to let the students know that 
such materials do exist, and are available. Let 
your students judge their dictionaries; let 
them express their feelings, so that in your 
decision-making processes in your school or 
college, your students can have some voice. 

The second part of this page asks students to 
reflect on their own methods of work. Again, 
encourage them to express their feelings, and 
to tell truth. If you find that they are 
extremely negative about everything, stop 
and consider different ways of improving the 
situation, paying special attention to the 
provision of resources, your own 
methodology, the order in which you are 
doing the units in this book, and so on. 

The idioms at the bottom of the page mean: 

 

About reading 

‘to read someone like a book’ 

- to understand someone very well, especially 
someone who is doing something unusual, 
or who wants something from someone ‘to 
read between the lines’ 

- to see the implications of something, 
especially when someone is trying to 
disguise the real truth ‘to read the riot act’ 

- to get very angry, and to give final warning 
of anger, otherwise there will be punishment 
‘to take as read’ 

- to assume something without it being said 
e.g. ‘I take it as read that you will do your 
homework’! 

 

About study 

‘to have a head for …’ 

e.g. to have a head for figures to be good at 
figures, and arithmetic 

‘to always have your nose in a book’ 

to be reading something and concentrating 
very hard  

‘word fails me’ 

an expression used when you are extremely 
surprised and shocked 

‘to have swallowed a dictionary’ 

to use a lot of (and usually too many) long 
and difficult. 
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GUIDED WRITING & FREE 
WRITING 

Lois Robinson 

 

A TEXT IN COMPOSITION FOR ENGLISH 
AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 

 

SECTION A 

The simple present and the progressive 
present tense 

Beginning guide writing 

 

I.- To the Student 

Before you begin doing exercises and reading 
grammatical explanations, it may be useful to 
you to see what this book is intended to do, 
how it goes about its work, and what you 
need to review in order to begin your own 
work comfortably and competently. Consider 
the following with your instructor. 

The exercises in this book are intended to give 
you help in writing correct, informal English 
prose. They concentrate on certain 
grammatical points with which learns of 
English as a second language often continue 
to have difficulty, long after they have learned 
the grammatical rules. One needs not only to 
know the rule but also to practice enough to 
be able to apply the rule consistently and 
automatically. Guide Writing such practice. 

Each point is first presented in a brief 
grammatical explanation. This is followed by a 
brief oral practice and then by exercises 
written in the pattern just practiced. You do 
not have to compose paragraph; you simply 
write out paragraphs in patterns prepared for 
you. After repeated practice in using a pattern 
correctly, you are given a composition topic 
which permits you to use freely what you 
have just practiced under guidance. When 
enough good writing habits have been 
established through this process, you will be 
ready to take freshman composition in a class 
composed mainly of American- born students. 

 

II. - Guide Writing 

Guided or controlled writing in which one 
cannot make a serious error so long as he 
follows directions. 

 

Example 

Directions: Turn the following paragraph of 
questions into a paragraph of affirmative 
statements. 

Question Paragraph: Is a foreign student an 
exceedingly busy person? Does he frequently 
study five and a half days a week? However, 
are weekends a little different? Does even the 
busiest student try to spend a few hours with 
his friends Saturday evening or Sunday 
afternoon? When such friends meet, do they 
often relax over a leisurely meal? 

Your paragraph: A foreign student is an 
exceedingly busy person. He frequently 
studies five and a half days a week. However, 
weekends are a little different. Even the 
busiest student tries to spend a few hours 
with his friends Saturday evening or Sunday 
afternoon. When such friends meet, they 
often relax over a leisurely meal. 

 

Oral Practice 

Directions: Now that you have read the 
question paragraph above and the statements 
formed from the questions, try out this 
process of turning questions into statements. 

Lay your texts aside and follow your 
instructor. When he reads a question from the 
question paragraph above, respond orally all 
together, turning the question into an 
affirmative statement. Do not begin with yes. 
Simply turn the question into an affirmative 
statement. 

 

III. Why not YES and NO? 

You should not begin statements with yes or 
no in these exercises because the questions 
are not part of a conversation. They are 
something entirely different. They are guides 
or aids to forming sentences correctly in 
English. 

There are only two types of questions in 
Section A: be questions and do questions. 
(Questions formed with be or do are also 
called yes/no questions, for they all can be 
answered by yes or no.) 

Later you will study three more types of 
questions: wh questions, Section C; questions 
with modals, Section F; and have questions, 
Section G. 

 

Grammatical Explanation: Turning be 
Questions into Statements 
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Forms 

I am; you are; he, she, it is 

We, you, they are 

In a be question, some form of be comes first 
in the sentence; in a statement, the subject 
comes first: 

VerbSubjectVerb 

QuestionIsthe teacherhere? 

StatementThe teacher is here. 

 

Oral Practice 

Directions: When your instructor reads one of 
the following questions, all of which are of the 
be type, respond all together with an 
affirmative statement. (Do not begin with yes) 

1. Is the teacher in this classroom in 
earnest? 

2. Are the students in earnest? 

3. Are the teacher’s directions clear? 

4. Are the students’ responses prompt? 

5. Is everyone alert during the oral practice? 

6. Is the classroom reasonably cheerful? 

7. is the blackboard reasonably clean 

8. Are the lights bright but no too bright? 

9. Are the chairs fairly comfortable? 

10. Are the halls fairly quiet? 

 

Grammatical Explanation: Turning Do 
Questions into Statements 

 

Forms 

I, you we, they eat, cry, move 

He, she, it eats, cries, moves 

In statement, s is added to verbs following 
third person singular subjects. 

Do or does (the auxiliary) appears in do 
questions, but not in the affirmative 
statements. 

 

Auxiliary  Subject  Main 

Verb 

QuestionsDoyou likecake? 

Statement I likecake. 

Questiondoes  he likecake? 

(She, it) 

Statement He  likescake. 

(She, it) 

QuestionDo  the Smiths live there? 

Statement    The Smiths livethere. 

 

Oral Practice 

Directions: When your instructor reads one of 
the following questions, all of which are of the 
do type, respond all together with an 
affirmative statement beginning with I. (Do 
not begin with yes). 

1. Do you know many English words? 

2. Do you hear new words every day? 

3. Do you remember some of them? 

4. Do you forget some of them? 

5. Do you own an English dictionary? 

6. Do you understand English quite well? 

7. Do you like English? 

8. Do you love English? 

9. Do you need English? 

10. Do you intend to learn a lot more about 
English? 

 

IV. Deciding on the Directions for the 
Term 

Since you are going to try guided writing in 
class in few minutes, turn now to Directions 
for the Term in for Reference, p. 190. 
Different instructors have different mechanics 
for the correction of themes. Read this list 
with your instructor, check the items he 
wishes you to observe throughout the term, 
and write in the margins the additions and 
modifications he desires. 

 

V. Written Practice 

Ax Fifth Avenue, New York 

Directions: Now practice guided writing on 
scratch paper. (This exercise will not be 
handed in) Turn the three following paragraph 
of questions into three paragraphs of 
affirmative statements. (Do not begin with 
yes. Do not copy the questions.) 

Does Fifth Avenue divide New York into east 
and west halves? Does this avenue run from 
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Greenwich Village to Harlem? Does it start at 
Washington square in the Village? 

Do churches, museums, and department 
stores line this important street? Are Radio 
City, St. Patrick’s Cathedral, and the Museum 
of Modern Art close neighbors? 

Is the small zoo in Central Park popular with 
children? Is the Metropolitan Museum of Art 
popular with adults? Is it, like zoo, in Central 
Park? Are both institutions crowded on 
Sunday afternoons? Is the zoo near Fifth 
Avenue? Is the museum on Fifth Avenue? 

 

VI. Checking with the Sample Exercise 

Your instructor will be around to see how you 
are doing, but check your work yourself by 
comparing it with the sample exercise in for 
reference, p.191. 

 

VII. Style in Paragraph of Questions 

The paragraphs of questions which will be 
used throughout this book are a teaching 
device, a means of giving concentrated 
practice quickly. Occasionally – not always, by 
any means- the questions produce paragraph 
of prose which no one would think of including 
in a composition. F. 6, for example, repeats 
“so that” ten times in three short paragraphs. 
Such paragraphs are not models of prose 
style, to put the matter conservatively. 
Nevertheless, a single pattern may be 
repeated over and over in the same paragraph 
in the interest of developing grammatical 
accuracy. The free writing assignments, which 
occur in every section of the book, provide for 
“normal” writing. 

 

THE SIMPLE PRESENT TENSE 

Grammatical Explanation: The simple 
Present Tense 

 

Forms  

I, you, we, they give, work, try, say 

He, she, it gives, works, tries, says 

The simple tense is used in English to express 
a variety of meanings, though not so many as 
forms somewhat similar in other languages. 
Most importantly, it is seldom used in English 
for specific actions occurring at the present 
moment. “I speak English”, for example, can 
mean, “I know how to speak English” or “I 
speak English sometimes”, but it cannot mean 

“I am speaking English at this moment”. For 
the latter meaning, as we shall see presently, 
we use another form. 

The following statements may help to define 
some of the most common meanings of the 
simple present tense: 

1. Very often the simple present refers to 
activities that are current but of indefinite 
duration: 

Tom plays tennis very well. 

Dr. Simpson teaches psychology. 

Jim writes for the school paper. 

The hotel serves good meals. 

The above activities cover not only the 
present moment, but also an indefinite 
length of time in the past and in the 
future. 

 

2. Another common meaning of the simple 
present is customary action – something 
that occurs (or does not occur) 
repeatedly: 

Jack visits us once in a while 

Jack and Mary go to a movie every week. 

They often go on Friday evening. 

They never go on Monday. 

 

3. The simple present can express scheduled 
activities which will take place in the 
future: 

The concert begins at 2:30. 

I fly to London tomorrow. 

 

4. The simple present can refer to all time: 

The earth moves around the sun.  

New Year’s comes seven days after 
Christmas. 

The Mississippi empties into the Gulf of 
Mexico. 

 

5. A certain group of verbs are not normally 
used in the simple present tense, not in 
the progressive present. 
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Examples 

Hans sees a new section of the country on 
every vacation. 

Sandor hears s sport broadcast at 6:15 every 
evening. 

A cat smells strange food cautiously. 

A dog often tastes strange food immediately. 

Alicia hates humid weather. 

 

A1 The Cable Cars in San Francisco 

Directions: Turn the four following paragraph 
of questions into four paragraphs of 
affirmative statements. 

Are the streets in San Francisco? Do they run 
up and down hill at angles astonishing to a 
newcomer? Do a few of the steepest streets 
have a unique means of transportation called 
cable cars? 

Is a cable car tall and clumsy compared to a 
modern bus? Is it pulled up and down hill by 
steel cable laid under the street? Are cable 
cars a survival from the days before electric 
power? 

Is the front section of the car open to the 
weather at all times? 

Do the passengers in this section sit parallel 
to the sidewalk? Do timid newcomers hold 
onto a pole to keep from sliding into the 
street? Do agile young San Franciscans spring 
onto the narrow running board without waiting 
for the car to stop? (Is the maximum speed of 
a cable car nine miles an hour?) At the end of 
the line, do the passengers get out and help 
the motorman push the car around on its 
revolving turntable for the return trip? 

Are the cable cars more expensive to run than 
buses? Do they create a deficit for the city 
every year? Do San Franciscans like them and 
keep them anyway? 

 

A2 The Fog 

Directions: Turn the two following paragraphs 
of questions into two paragraphs of 
affirmative statements. 

Does water surround San Francisco on three 
sides? Does fog drift in from the Pacific Ocean 
Late in the afternoon, particularly in July and 
August? Do the buoys bobbing in San 
Francisco Bay begin to ring their bells in 
warning to approaching ships? Do the ships 
themselves blow their foghorns? Does the fog 

close in around hills, tall buildings, and cable 
cars? 

Does the sun, dispelling the fog the following 
day, leave the flowers brilliant and the 
inhabitants comfortably cool? 

 

A3 Chinatown 

Direction: Turn the five following paragraphs 
of questions into five paragraphs of 
affirmative statements. 

Is San Francisco’s Chinatown the largest 
Chinese community in the United States? Do 
at least 35, 00 Chinese live here? 

Is Grant Avenue the heart of Chinatown? Is 
the traffic sign at the corner of Grant Avenue 
and Broadway in Chinese? Are the lampposts 
along the avenue topped by lanterns Chinese 
in style? Are the red neon signs in some of the 
shop windows regrettably Western in style? 

Are bamboo baskets, screen of paneled teak, 
and blue and white rice bowls available in 
shop? Are sport jackets and television sets 
also available? Are comic books for sale in 
“The Culture Shop”? 

Do a few restaurants offer a “tea lunch,” 
mainly for Chinese patrons? Does a “tea 
lunch” consist of pastries filled with pork, 
shrimp, mushrooms stuffed with fish, and 
vegetables? Does the patron make his 
selection with pleasure? Is a tea Lunch called 
a Dim Sun? 

Are the residents of Chinatown American-
born? Do the young clerks in the shops speak 
unusually clear and pleasing American 
English? Do such young men and women 
represent the possibility of preserving the best 
of two cultures? 

 

A4 The Moon 

Directions: Turn the three following paragraph 
of questions into three paragraphs of 
affirmative statements. 

Is the moon the earth’s nearest neighbors? Is 
it only about a quarter of a million miles 
away? Is this a very short distance compared 
with other distances in spaces? Is the 
diameter of the moon just a little more than 
one-fourth the diameter of the earth? 

Does the moon circle the earth every twenty- 
eight day? Does it also rotate on its own axis? 
Does it make one complete turn every twenty-
eight days? Does it keep the same side to the 
earth at all times? 
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Does the moon get its light from the sun? 
Does the moon shine during the day as well 
as at night? Is moonlight really only 
secondary sunlight? 

 

Grammatical Explanation: Negative 
Statements 

 

Forms: negative with be 

I am not tired 

You (singular and plural) are not in the right 
line. 

He, she, it is not here. 

We, they are not rich. 

 

Forms: negative with do 

I, you, we, they do not give, work, try, say 

He, she, it does not give, work, try, say 

(Not is placed after do.) 

Do is used in the negative with all verbs 
except be, have, used as an auxiliary, and the 
modals. 

Tense is show by do, does, did. The main verb 
has the simple form, the infinitive. 

 

Isn’t, aren’t, doesn’t, don’t 

The contracted negative forms, isn’t, aren’t, 
doesn’t, don’t are standard usage in 
conversation. In writing, one style uses almost 
no contractions; a second uses almost as 
many contractions speech. What style or 
modification of a style a class adopts is left to 
the discretion of the instructor. 

 

Oral practice 

Directions: When your instructor reads one of 
the following be questions, respond all 
together with a negative statement. (Your in 
the questions becomes our in the 
statements). 

1. Is this your first class in English? 

2. Is it your ninth class? 

3. Is it your nineteenth class? 

4. Are these questions on page 101? 

5. Are they long? 

6. Are they difficult? 

7. Are they in the past tense? 

8. Are they in the present perfect tense? 

9. Are they in the past perfect tense? 

 

Directions: When your instructor reads one of 
the following do questions, respond all 
together with a negative statement. (You in 
the question become we in the statement.) 

1. Do you write your exercises at midnight? 

2. Do you get up at 4:00 AM? 

3. Do you run five miles before lunch? 

4. Do you go to seven classes in the 
afternoon? 

5.  Do you study forty-two days a month? 

 

A5 This  is  Not  Our  Class 

Directions: Turn the two following paragraph 
of questions into two paragraphs of negative 
statements, underlining not (Your in the 
questions becomes our in the statement.) Do 
not use contractions. 

Is your class on the top of a skyscraper? Is it 
in cave? Is it in a railroad tunnel? Is it in a 
library reading room? 

 Does an unhappy tenor sing of love outside 
your classroom door? Does a man in a white 
coat sell ice-cream cones during oral practice? 

Does a classmate play his guitar when 
answering the instructor’s questions? Does the 
instructor’s pet tiger watch proceedings from 
one corner of the room? 

 

A6 A Few geographical Negatives 

Directions: Turns the two following paragraph 
of questions into two paragraphs of negative 
statements, underlining not. 

Paragraph 1: Always put the complete 
subject, for example, “The Rocky Mountains of 
the West,” before the verb. 

Is Canada south of the United States? Is the 
Pacific Ocean east of the United States? Does 
the Mississippi River run east and west? Are 
the Rocky Mountains of the West older than 
the Appalachian Mountains of the East? 

Do most farmers in Florida grow wheat? Do 
most farmers in California grow corn? Are 
oranges and grapefruit the chief crops in New 
England? 
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Grammatical Explanation: Introductory 
There 

I. When there stands first in a sentence, it 
rarely indicates place. Rather, there acts as an 
introductory word, without meaning, often 
called an expletive. Be comes immediately 
after there, followed by the subject and 
usually by an expression of place: 

There   Verb    Subject    Place 

There    is    a fountain   in our garden 

There    are  two stone benches  there. 

 

II. In the there construction, the subjects is 
indefinite: 

There is man here (but not “There is the man 
here.”) 

There are some men here (but not “There are 
Dr. Clark and Mr. Smith here.”). 

 

III. On some occasions there at the beginning 
of a sentence indicates place: 

There is the memorial Arch. 

There goes Ken. 

 

Oral practice I 

Directions: When you are given a statement, 
respond with There and then add the 
substance of the statement. 

 

Example 

Instructor: A park is in the city. 

Student: There is a park in the city. 

1. A lake is in the park. 

2. A tree is by the lake. 

3. A bench is under the tree 

4. Some boats are on the lake. 

5. Some boys are in the boats. 

6. Some girls are on the path near the boats. 

7. A zoo is in the park 

8. Monkeys are in the zoo. 

9. A big cage of monkeys is outdoors. 

10. Several monkeys are in a tree in the cage. 

11. Several people are on the sidewalk outside 
the cage. 

12. A conversation is in progress between a 
man and a monkey. 

 

Oral Practice II 

Directions: When are given a questions, 
respond with a statement beginning with 
There is or There are. (All of the questions will 
begin with “What is” or “What’s”.) 

 

Example 

Instructor: What is on the floor of this 
classroom? 

Student: There are some scraps of paper on 
the floor. 

1. What is on the ceiling of our classroom? 

2. What is on the walls? 

3. What is on the floor? 

4. What’s on the teacher’s desk? 

5. What else is on the teacher’s desk? 

6. What else is on the desk? 

7. What’s in your wallet? 

8. What’s in your briefcase? 

9. What’s in your handbag? 

10. What’s on your wrist? 

 

A7 New  York 

Directions: Turn the following statements into 
a paragraph in which each statement begins 
with introductory There, underlined. 

 

Example 

Statement: An outdoor theater is in the 
middle of Central Park. 

Your statement: There is an outdoor theater 
in the middle of Central Park. 

 

NOTE: You will probably never write a whole 
paragraph in this one sentence pattern when 
you are writing freely. What you are doing 
here is getting concentrated guided practice. 
(See style in Paragraph of Questions VII, p.6) 

A gymnasium is in each high school in New 
York City. Huge factories are in the heart of 
Brooklyn. Huge office buildings are in the 
heart of Manhattan. An airport is on the flat 
land of New Jersey. An important railroad is 
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under the surface of Manhattan. Subways are 
under the streets close to the apartment 
houses. Hundreds of stores are in the center 
of Manhattan. Ships from all over the world 
are in New York harbor. 

 

Grammatical Explanation: There… It/ 
They… 

 

A statement beginning with introductory There 
is often followed by a second statement 
beginning with It or They. 

 

Examples 

There is a large stove in Mrs. Smith’s Kitchen. 
It burns gas. 

There are a lot of shelves in Mrs. Smith’s 
Kitchen. They are full of canned goods. 

The sentence beginning with introductory 
There makes a statement in generalized 
terms; the sentence following, beginning with 
It or They, presents specific detail: 

There is modern airport near the entrance to 
Hong Kong harbor. (General statement) It is 
busy day and night. (Specific detail). 

When There begins several statements in 
succession, only the first needs to have an 
expression of place. 

 

Oral Practice 

Directions: When you are given a statement, 
respond with a statement beginning with It or 
They. 

 

Example 

Instructor: there is a desk in this classroom. 

Student: It is in the front of the room. 

1. There is a dictionary in this classroom. 

2. There is an attendance book in this 
classroom. 

3. There is a wastebasket in this room. 

4. There is a blackboard in the room. 

5. There is an assignment on the blackboard. 

6. There is one umbrella in the room. 

7. There are twenty chairs in this classroom. 

8. There are fifteen students in the room. 

9. There are fifteen briefcases by the chairs. 

10. There are fifteen notebooks on the arms of 
the chairs. 

 

A8 Mrs. Smith’s Kitchen 

Directions: First orally and then in writing 
describe the kitchen of an imaginary Mrs. 
Smith. Begin, “There is round blue and white 
tin box on a shelf in Mrs. Smith’s Kitchens. It 
is full of cookies.” 

When writing, continue in the There… 
It/they... pattern, underlining as in the first 
two sentences. Write one paragraph. (If you 
are unacquainted with American Kitchens, 
change the title and write about a kitchen you 
know well.) 

 

A9  (name a city and country) 

Directions: Select a city, large or not large, 
well-known or not well-known, and, first orally 
and then in writing, give some of the features 
which make it a city you remember with 
pleasure. When writing, begin each sentence 
with There or It/They, underlined. 

 

Example 

There isn’t a gymnasium in each high school 
in Oradea, Rumania. There isn’t a subway 
system. There aren’t any railroads running 
under the city. However, there is a very large 
wine cellar under the city. It contains 
hundreds of casks of the finest wine. There is 
a tunnel connecting the wine cellar with the 
center of the city. It is wide enough for a 
truck. 

 

Grammatical Explanation: Some and Any 

Some indicates an indefinite number, more 
than one. 

Some commonly occurs in affirmative 
statements and questions: 

Statement: There are come cigarettes on the 
coffee table. 

Questions: are there some matches, too? 

Less frequently, some occurs in negative 
questions: 

Question: Didn’t you get some stamps when 
you were in the post office? 
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Any means “none, not even one.” Any 
commonly occurs in negative statements and 
questions: 

Statement: There aren’t any cokes in the 
refrigerator. 

Questions: Isn’t there any ginger ale, either? 

Less frequently, any occurs in affirmative 
statements and questions: 

Statement: You can get any book you want in 
the library. 

Question: Can you get any record you want, 
too? 

 

Oral Practice: Some 

Directions: one student will respond to the 
question asked with a statement beginning 
with “There are some.” Then the whole class 
will repeat the statement. 

 

Example 

Instructor: What’s on the walls of this 
classroom? 

Student: There are some pictures on the walls 
of this classroom. 

Class: there are some pictures on the walls of 
this classroom. 

1. what’s on the ceiling of this classroom’ 

2. What’s on the floor? 

3. What else is on the floor? 

4. What’s on the teacher’s desk? 

5. What else is on the desk? 

6. What’s on the blackboard? 

7. What’s in the wastebasket? 

8. What else is in the wastebasket? 

 

Oral Practice: Any 

Directions: When you are asked a question, 
respond all together with a statement 
beginning with “There isn’t any” or “There 
aren’t any.” 

 

Example 

Instructor: Are there some stocks and bonds 
in the teacher’s desk? 

Class: There aren’t any stocks and bonds in 
the teacher’ desk. 

1. Is there some coffee on the teacher’s 
desk? 

2. Is there some sugar? 

3. Is there some cream? 

4. Is there any candy? 

5. Are there any potatoes? 

6. Are there any theater tickets? 

7. Are there any musical instruments? 

 

Oral Practice: Some and Any 

Directions: You will be asked a question which 
may contain some and may contain any. 
Answer all together according to the fact, 
using some or any. 

 

Example 

Instructor: Are there any students in this 
room? 

Class: There are some students in this room. 

1. Are there some windows in this room? 

2. Are there any lights? 

3. Are there some chairs? 

4. Are there any students sitting in the 
chairs? 

5. Are there any briefcases on the floor by 
the chairs? 

6. Are there some notebooks on the arms of 
the chairs? 

7. Are there any assignments in the 
notebooks? 

8. Are there some baseball bats in the corner 
of the room? 

9. Are there any ice skates? 

10. Are there any motorcycles? 

 

A 10 Nothing for Breakfast 

Directions: Turn the first paragraph below into 
negative statements containing any, 
underline. Use the contractions isn’t and 
aren’t, 

Turn the second paragraph into affirmative 
statements containing the expression had 
better, meaning “It would be wise to.” 
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Example  

Question: Hadn’t we better get some tea? 

Statement: We had better get some tea. 

Is there some cream left in the refrigerator? 
Are there any eggs? Is there some bread? Is 
there any butter? Is there some bacon? Are 
there some oranges? Is there any coffee in 
the coffee can? Is there some sugar left in the 
sugar bowl? 

Hadn’t we better have breakfast at the little 
place around the corner? Hadn’t we better get 
some groceries after breakfast? Hadn’t we 
better take a shopping cart and go up one 
aisle and down the next in the supermarket? 
Hadn’t we better make a shopping list first? 

Grammatical Explanation: Adverbs of 
Frequency 

The following adverbs of frequency are the 
ones most commonly used to tell how often 
an action takes place: always, often, 
frequently, sometimes, seldom, rarely, never 

I. Adverbs of frequency are placed after be:It 
is seldom warm here in April. 

II. Adverbs of frequency are placed before all 
other verbs:Students often sit in the sun on 
the library steps in May. 

III. Ever is commonly used in questions. It 
mean “at any time” or “even once.” The 
statement in response may be either 
affirmative or negative in meaning. 

 

Example 

Question: Do you ever forget to wind your 
watch? 

 

Affirmative 

Meaning: I often forget to wind it. 

 

Negative 

Meaning: I seldom forget to wind it. 

Note: It is possible to say, “I don’t ever forget 
to wind my watch,” but it is simpler to use 
ever in questions only and to use adverbs of 
frequency to make the statement negative in 
meaning: I never (seldom, rarely) forget to 
wind my watch. 

 

Oral Practice: 

Adverbs of frequency after Be 

Directions: You will be asked a question about 
the type of living quarters called an 
apartment. One student will respond with a 
statement containing an adverb of frequency 
after be. Then the whole class will repeat the 
statement. 

 

Example 

Instructor: Are there ever nine closets in an 
apartment? 

Student: There are seldom nine closets in an 
apartment. 

Class: There are seldom nine closets in an 
apartment. 

1. Is there ever a kitchen in an apartment? 

2. Is there ever a refrigerator in the kitchen? 

3. Are there ever bottles of milk in the 
refrigerator? 

4. Are there ever lamb chops in the freezing 
compartment? 

5. Is there ever a living room in an 
apartment? 

6. Is there ever a long divan or couch along 
one wall? 

7. Are there ever two huge overstuffed chairs 
nearby? 

8. Is there ever a TV set in the living room? 

9. Are there ever roller skates lying in the 
middle of the floor? 

10. Is there ever a balcony outside an 
apartment window? 

11. Is there ever a garden on the roof? 

12. Are there ever trees in the garden? 

13. Is there ever a lion among the trees? 

 

A11 Broadway, New York 

Directions: As you turn the three following 
paragraphs of questions into affirmative 
statements, put an adverb of frequency, 
underline, into each sentence after be. 

 

Example 

Question: Is Broadway of interest to visitors? 

Statement: Broadway is always of interest to 
visitors. 

Is Broadway brilliantly lighted at night? Are 
the sidewalks crowded with people? Between 
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8:00 and 8:40 in the evening are dense 
crowds of people slowly making their way to a 
play or a movie? Are sightseers amused and 
pleased to be part of this crowd? 

Are eating places crowded after the theater? 
Are they crowded at two o’clock in the 
morning? Are they crowded at four o’clock in 
the morning? 

Is traffic heavy on Broadway? Are drivers 
alert? Are pedestrians ever careless? Are 
those on foot ever relaxed crossing Broadway? 

 

Oral Practice: Adverbs of frequency 
Before Verbs Other then Be 

Directions: When you are asked a question 
about the President of the United States, 
respond with a statement, which places an 
adverb of frequency before the verb. 

 

Example  

Instructor: Does the President ever work late 
in the evenings? 

Student: The President often works late in the 
evenings. 

1. Does the President ever take a walk early 
in the morning? 

2. Does he read the newspaper before 
beginning his day’s work? 

3. Does he ever have time to read for 
pleasure? 

4. Does he take work along on his week end 
trips? 

5. Does the President ever walk alone on the 
streets? 

6. Does he ever go to the movies? 

7. Do secret service men accompany him in 
public? 

8. Does the President enjoy the liberty and 
privacy the rest of us do? 

 

A12 The President of United States 

Directions: As you turn the three following 
paragraph of questions into three paragraphs 
of statements, put an adverb of frequency, 
underlined, before each verb. 

 

Example 

Question: Does the President ever work in his 
study after dinner? 

Statement: The President frequently works in 
his study after dinner. 

Paragraph 2: Note that your spelling will be 
vetoes. 

Does the President of the United States ever 
appear on TV? Does he ever speak over the 
radio? Does he ever hold press conferences? 
Does he ever address public meetings? 

Does the President ever propose bills to 
Congress? Does he ever get into personal 
touch with congressional leaders about the 
passage of these bills? Does he ever veto bills 
passed by Congress? Does he ever intervene 
in a strike? 

Does the President ever travel outside the 
United States without congressional approval? 
Does he ever receive foreign dignitaries in the 
White House? Does he ever get in touch with 
world leaders by telephone? 

 

Grammatical Explanation: Often in Contrast 
with Usually 

Often “many times” separate acts being 
implied 

Usually “customarily, ordinarily,” habitual 
action being implied, not separate acts 

Often and usually are frequently 
interchangeable, particularly in statement 
made in response to questions: 

 

Question: What do you drink at noon? 

Statement: I often drink a coke. I usually 
drink a coke. 

However in nonresponse statement, the type 
that you usually write, there is one important 
different. Often can make a statement in the 
subject-verb-object pattern without mention 
of time or place, although an adverbial of time 
or place is often added.  

 

Examples 

I often write letters. 

Chung and I often have a coke. 

With usually, on the other hand, in addition to 
the subject-verb-object pattern, an adverbial 
of time or place, or both, is expected. 
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Examples 

I usually write letters over the weekend. 
(adverbial of time) 

Chung and I usually have a coke at Sam’s 
after class. (Adverbial of place and time). 

 

A13 Usually 

Directions: First orally and then in writing 
complete the following statements, each of 
which contains usually, with an adverbial of 
time or place, according to the term in 
parentheses. Underline the adverbial of time 
and place when writing. 

 

Example 

I usually turn off the alarm clock (time). 

I usually turn off the alarm clock before 7:00 
A.M. 

I usually get up (time). I usually arrive for my 
first class in (place) by (time). I usually have 
lunch about (time) at/in (place). I usually 
listen to the radio in (place) for (time) after 
dinner. In my evening class, I usually take a 
quiet look at my watch along about (time). 
Saturday evenings I usually go dancing at/in 
(place) from (time) to (time). 

 

A14 The Third Person Singular 

Directions: in order to get special practice in 
adding s to verbs following a third person 
singular subject, substitute the masculine 
name George for the pronoun I an A 13 and 
make all other appropriate changes. 

Underline the s which you add to the simple 
form of the verb. 

 

Grammatical Explanation: Adverbs of 
Frequency Having Special Privileges of 
Occurrence 

Some adverbs of frequency can be placed first 
or last in the sentence, as well as in frequency 
adverb position. 

 

Example 

Sometimes I read in the library Sunday 
afternoon. 

I read in the library Sunday afternoon 
sometimes. 

I sometimes read in the library Sunday 
afternoon. 

Four adverbs of frequency make repeated use 
of these special privileges of occurrence: 

sometimes “now and then” 

occasionally “now and then” (used more 
frequently in writing than speaking) 

generally “usually” 

ordinarily“usually” (used more frequently in 
writing the speaking) 

 

A15 My Favorite Newspaper 

Directions: Write a paragraph beginning, “I 
like to read (name your favorite newspaper, 
underlining the title.) I never read it all.” 

Say how often you read each of sections listed 
below, putting one of the following adverbs of 
frequency, underlined, into each statement: 
always, often, frequently, seldom, rarely, 
never, usually: sometimes, occasionally, 
generally, ordinarily. 

The international section 

The travel section 

The national section 

The book-review section 

The sports section 

The editorials 

The amusements section 

The obituaries 

The fashion section 

The want ads the advertisements 

Free Writing –What it is 

The short pieces of prose called “free writing” 
in this book are also called themes or 
compositions. 

In free writing, you first think in English and 
then you write what you think. Does this 
sound like precisely what you have been doing 
for a long time? There are probably two 
differences. 

In first place, the topics provided make it 
natural to use freely what you have just 
practiced under guidance. A 17, “All day 
Sunday,” for example, makes the use of 
adverbs of frequency likely. A 18, “a busy 
Person,” requires verbs ending in s following a 
third person singular subject. You do not have 
to think about such points of grammar as you 
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write. The guided exercises have already 
reduced the sentence structures you are most 
likely to need to habit, or almost to habit. 
When you make a mistake –and you will make 
mistakes- you will be well equipped to 
understand the correction. 

Being given the first sentence of a 
composition may be the second difference 
between a free writing assignment and your 
former assignments in composition. A title is 
often too general to be much help, but a 
beginning sentence gives you a small push in 
the right direction. After you write, “I have a 
little leisure on Sunday,” you can think of 
something to write next, and you will naturally 
write in the tense you have been working 
with, the simple present. However, unless 
your instructor has special directions for you, 
you need not make a conscious effort to use 
the latest sentence structures practiced. 
Simply draw freely on your accumulated skills. 

Free writing will never ask more of you than 
the accumulated work in guided writing have 
prepared you to do. If you have considered 
the corrections on your exercises thoughtfully, 
if you have rewritten the sentences containing 
errors accurately, and if you have asked about 
any corrections you did not understand, you 
are well prepared for the next step. You can 
begin your assignments in free writing with 
confidence. 

 

Free writing 

 

A16 Breakfast in a Hurry 

Directions: Write one paragraph on the above 
topic. Begin, ‘I have breakfast in a hurry on 
week days.” (Omit the quotation marks.) 

 

A17 All Day Sunday 

Directions: Write one, two, or three paragraph 
on the above topic. Begin, “I have a little 
leisure on Sundays.” (Omit the quotation 
marks.) 

 

A18 A Busy Person 

Directions: Begin, “one of the busiest persons 
I know is...” Give the name of the person or 
his relationship to you and continue, giving 
one activity after another of one of the busiest 
persons you know. Write as many paragraph 
as your subject requires. (Omit the quotation 
marks used above.) 

Grammatical Explanation: Do in Contrast 
with Make 

Do: We do research, alltyoes of work, our 
best, everything we can, filing, favors without 
things, Also (A 21) we do setting-up 
exercises, nothing. 

Make: We make a living, plans, an effort, 
progress, requests, things, better, 
appointments, speeches, arrangements, 
certain, impressions. Also (A 21) we make 
beds, coffee, pancakes, toast, a beginning, 
our way, reports, mistakes. 

 

A19 Using Do in Contrast with Make 

Directions: Copy the four following paragraph, 
filling each blank with some form of do or 
make, underlined. (The two lists in the 
Grammatical Explanation above cover the 
uses of do and make in this exercise.) 

Anne________ her living as a secretary. She 
works for Dr. 

Jansen, who ______ research for the 
Rockefeller Institute. Dr. 

Jansen _________ his own work exceedingly 
well. The plans he ________, the effort he 
_________, and the progress he __________ 
are all of the greatest value to the institute. 

Ann fins it a pleasure to _______ her best for 
Dr. Jansen. 

He never gives her an order. He always 
________ request of her. As a result, Anne 
________ everything she can to _______ Dr. 

Jansen’s load a little lighter. She _______ his 
appointments; she ________ his filing. 
Sometimes she_______ favors for his 
colleagues. 

When Dr. Jansen has to ________ a speech, 
Anne _______ many of the arrangements. 
She _______ everything she can to _______ 
certain Dr. Jansen will ________ a good 
impression. He does. 

For his part, Dr. Jansen does not see how he 
could ________ without his secretary. 

 

A20 Using Get 

Directions: First practice using the following 
expressions with get orally in class. Use each 
in sentence. Then write ten sentences, 
selecting one expression from each of the ten 
groups given here. 
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1. Get breakfast, dressed, shaved, home, 
busy, sick, hungry, homesick, tired, 
sleepy, well 

2. Get up in the morning from a chair 

3. Get to, away from, back to the office 

4. Get into a car, bus, train, and plane 

5. Get on, off, out of, bus, train, and plain 

6. Get out of class, the theater, jail 

7. Get over bad news, a shock, a cold, an 
illness 

8. Get ahead in life, business 

9. Get along with other people (be congenial, 
avoid friction) 

10. Get through with a job, an assignment 

 

A21 Using Do, Make, and Get 

Directions: Copy the five following 
paragraphs, filling the blanks with some form 
of do, make, or get, underlined. (The two list 
in the Grammatical Explanation, p. 24, cover 
the uses of do and make in this exercise.) 

Jack has his own one-room apartment. From 
Monday to Friday he _________ up at 6:30. 
He does not ______ his bed then. 

He _______ some setting-up exercises. Next 
he goes into the kitchen and _________ 
coffee. Then he ________ the rest of his 
breakfast. He seldom _______ pancakes. He 
always ______ toast. After breakfast he 
_______ his bed and ______ dressed for 
work. 

Jack then has well over an hour to _______ 
part of his homework. First he ______ his 
calculus. Then he ______a beginning on his 
English assignment. He does not ______ 
through with his second assignment, however. 

Jack _______ to the subway by 8:20. He 
_______ his way through the crowd and 
______ into the last car of his train. Then he 
______ nothing but hold onto a strap. 

In the office Jack ______ busy and proceeds 
to ______ a good day’s work. Late in the 
afternoon he________ a detailed report to the 
head of his office on the day’s sales. He 
_______ this work rapidly but accurately. He 
________ few mistakes. He seldom _______ 
the same mistake twice. 

Jack ________ away from the office a little 
after 5:00. He ______ home well before 6:00. 
He _______ his first class be 7:10. 

Grammatical Explanation: “Emphatic Do” 

Do is used not only in questions and negatives 
but in certain affirmations. This use is 
somewhat less common than the other two. 

 

Examples 

I don’t like jazz, but I do like classical music. 

I don’t mind the heat, but I do mind the 
humidity. 

Jacques never reads novels, but hi does read 
history. 

 

A22 Certain Affirmations 

Directions: Copy the two following 
paragraphs, filling each blank with some form 
of do, underlined. 

Sergi doesn’t play tennis but he _______ play 
soccer. He doesn’t drink tea, but he ______ 
drink coffee. He doesn’t go to the opera, but 
he ________ go to baseball games. He 
doesn’t drive a car, but he _______ ride a 
bicycle. 

On the other hand, I don’t play soccer, but I 
______ play tennis. I don’t drink coffee, but I 
_______ drink tea. I don’t go to baseball 
games, but I _______ go to the opera. I don’t 
ride a bicycle, but I _______ drive a car. 

 

Grammatical Explanation: The Simple 
Present Tense in Time Clause 

English rarely uses the future in a time clause, 
whatever logic may suggest. 

 

Example 

I am going to write a lot of letters when I get 
time. (Not “hen I will get time”) 

I will let you know as soon as I hear anything. 
(Not “as soon as I will hear anything.”) 

 

Oral practice 

Directions: When you are given a partial 
statement, complete it with a time clause in 
the simple present tense. 

 

Example  

Instructor: I will let you know when... 
Student: ... when I hear anything. 
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1. I will answer all the letters on my desk 
when... 

2. I will go on a diet after... 

3. I will stay on the diet until... 

4. I will off the diet as soon as... 

5. I feel happy whenever... 

6. I feel very tired whenever... 

7. Men take off their hats as soon as... 

8. I’m going to call my best friend as soon 
as... 

9. Turn off the gas as soon as... 

10. Let me know as soon as... 

11. I intend to keep on taking courses until... 

12. I intend to keep saving money until... 

 

A23 An Exercise Write Talks to Himself 

Directions: Complete the three following 
paragraph of partial statements with time 
clauses in the simple present tense, thus 
expressing one good resolution after another 
about the writing of exercises. 

 

Note: the meaning of three following time 
connectives: 

untilJorge generally keeps on with an exercise 
until he finishes it. 

WheneverHe makes himself look up the 
spelling of a word whenever he is doubt about 
the spelling. 

as soon asHe makes himself read his writing 
over as soon as he finishes it. 

I will keep on writing this exercise until I ... I 
will indent three times in this exercise because 
it... However, I will indent five times 
whenever an exercise has... 

I will look up the spelling of a word whenever 
I ...  

I will remember to put a period whenever I...  

I will read my writing over, looking closely for 
small errors, as soon as I... 

In class tomorrow, I will be sure to task a 
question whenever I ...  

I will follow up my first question with a second 
whenever I... 

I will put one of the instructor’s examples in 
my notebook as soon as I... 

I will keep on making an effort to understand 
a difficulty until... 

 

A24 A Familiar Procedure 

Directions: Complete the four following 
paragraphs of partial statements with time 
clauses in the simple present tense, 
underlining the time clauses. 

 

Example 

He will carry his briefcase while he selects his 
food. 

He will wait while the student ahead of him 
pays the cashier. 

Hing will go to the college cafeteria in a few 
minutes for another meal. 

He will take off his cap as soon as ... 

He will not take off his coat until after... 

He will continue to carry his briefcase while ... 
Hing will decide what meat to have when... He 
will decide whether to have dessert when... 
He will get a tea bag and pot of hot water 
when... 

When the line nears the cashier, he will stand 
quietly while... 

He will get his own money ready while... He 
will begin to look around for an empty chair as 
soon as... He will put down his tray and 
briefcase and take off his coat when... 

 

Grammatical Explanation: How Future 
Action Is Expressed 

 

I. Going to is very frequently used to 
express future action: 

I am going to work in the lab all afternoon. 

Jimmy is going to read in the library. 

Going to is also used to express motion 
toward a place: 

I am going to the theater this evening. 

I am not going to the lake. 

Uses of going to, such as the above, are both 
casual and correct. 

 

II. Will, plus the simple form of the verb, is 
also used to express future action:  
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Hing will go to the college cafeteria in a few 
minutes for another meal. 

The parade will form in Marshall square. I’ll (I 
will) be delighted to see you. 

 

A25 I Am Going to 

Directions: Write a single paragraph using 
going to underlined, in each sentence. Begin, 
“I am looking forward to next weekend. First I 
am going to ...” 

 

THE PROGRESSIVE PRESENT TENSE 

Grammatical Explanation: The Progressive 
Present Tense in Contrast with the Simple 
Present Tense. 

 

Forms 

I, you, we, they are running, are living, are 
trying. 

He, she, it is running, is living, is trying. 

In the progressive present tense, the action 
which is in progress at the moment of 
speaking will continue into the future. 
However, the action is durative, that is, after 
lasting for a period of time, sooner or later, 
the action will end: 

Tom and Helen are playing tennis now. (They 
will do something else soon.) 

Dr. Simpson is teaching in Room 305 this 
period. (He will move to another room next 
period.) 

Bill is writing about the university play this 
week. (He usually reports on sports.) 

In contrast, the simple present tense 
represents action which is customary, 
habitual, usual. Note the contrast in the 
following examples between customary action 
and progressive, or durative, action: 

 

Simple Present:Tom plays tennis very well. 

Progressive Present:He is playing with Helene 
now. 

Simple Present:Dr. Simpson teaches 
psychology. 

Progressive present:He is teaching Psychology 
V this semester. 

Simple Present:Jack visits us once in while. 

Progressive Present:He is visiting his relatives 
in California this month. 

Simple Present: The hotel serves good meals. 

Progressive Present:The hotel is serving 
breakfast from 8:00 to 9:30 until Labor Day. 

The progressive present tense can express 
action taking place wholly in the future: 

Are you planning to go out of town over 
Thanksgiving? 

Are you taking a heavy coat? 

Also, the action in the progressive present 
need not be in progress at the actual moment 
of speaking: (over a soda) 

“Are you working hard this semester?” 

“Oh, yes, I’m carrying a very heavy schedule.” 

 

Oral Practice 

Directions: When you are asked a question in 
the simple present tense, respond with a 
statement containing an adverb of frequency. 
When your instructor up his first question with 
a question in the progressive present tense, 
respond with a negative statement. 

 

Example 

Instructor: Do you ever walk to class? 

Student: I always walk to class. 

Instructor: Are you walking to class now? 

Student: I am not walking to class now. 

1. Do you ever sing? Are you singing at this 
moment? 

2. Do you ever smoke? Are you smoking at 
this moment? 

3. Do you ever play cards? Are you playing 
cards at this moment? 

4. Do you ever find good programs on TV? 
Are you watching TV at this moment? 

5. 5.Do you ever play soccer? Are you 
playing soccer now? 

6. Do you ever drive a tractor? Are you 
driving a tractor now? 

7. Do you ever read articles about space 
travel? Are reading such an article now? 

8. Do you ever visit the Indian Museum? Are 
you in the Indian Museum now? 
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9. Do you ever lunch by the pool in the 
Municipal Museum of Art? Are you 
lunching there at this moment? 

10. Do you ever stroll on the winding paths in 
Rocky Creek Park? Are you walking there 
now? 

 

A26 Signs of Fall in the United States 

Directions: Present that it is the middle of 
October in the United States, and so the very 
height of fall, or autumn. Turn the two 
following paragraphs of questions into two 
paragraphs of affirmative statements in the 
progressive present tense. 

Are the leaves of the maple trees turning red? 
Are the brown leaves of the oak trees falling 
to the ground? Is a brisk wind blowing? Are a 
few men holding onto their hats? Is the wind 
lifting leaves, dust, and scraps of paper into 
the air? 

Are birds flying south in great flocks? Are 
squirrels hiding nuts in the hollows of trees? 
Are people walking briskly down the street? 
Are they congratulating themselves on the 
beautiful weather? Are boys and girls hurrying 
to school? Are their mothers shopping for 
woolen sweaters skirts, and scarves? 

 

A27 Spring Outside 

Directions: Pretend that it is a delightful 
spring morning, one which makes it hard to 
be indoors and in class. Turn the three 
following paragraphs of questions into three 
paragraphs of affirmative statements in the 
progressive present tense. Do not use 
contractions. 

Paragraphs 2: You in the question will become 
I in the statement. (Your in the question will 
become my in the statement.) 

Are birds singing outside the classroom 
windows? Is the sun shining? Is a spring 
breeze blowing? Are students without a class 
sauntering slowly across the campus? Are 
boys and girls sunning themselves on the 
grass in front of the library? 

Are you in class, sitting in your usual seat? 
Are you listening to the teacher? Is the 
student on your right listening to the teacher, 
too? Is the student on your left gazing 
wistfully out of the window? Is the teacher 
explaining the use of the progressive present 
tense? 

 

A28 The English Assignment 

Directions: Turn the four following paragraphs 
of questions into four paragraphs of 
statement, affirmative or negative, in the 
progressive present tense. Answer according 
to the fact, according to what you are doing or 
not doing as you write this exercise. (You in 
the question will become I in the statement. 
Your in the question will become my in the 
statement. Do not use contractions.) 

Are you writing your English assignment now? 
Are you writing Exercise A 28? Are you sitting 
at a desk? Or are you sitting at a card table? 
Or are you writing in the breakfast nook in the 
Kitchen? 

Are you looking at the ceiling? Are you looking 
out of the window? Are listening to the radio? 
Are you smoking? Are you drinking Coca-cola? 

Is your textbook lying open to the 
assignment? Are you writing an exercise in 
the progressive present tense? Are you writing 
an exercise in the progressive present tense? 
Are you writing with a pen? Are you skipping 
every other line? Are you indenting every 
paragraph? 

Are you going to have a sandwich soon? 

 

A29 My Next Trip 

Directions: Turn the three following 
paragraphs of questions into three paragraphs 
of statement in the progressive present tense. 

When the question offers you two or more 
choices, pick one and make an affirmative 
statement. 

When the question does nor offer choices, 
make a negative statement if you like. 

Are you taking your next trip to Canada, 
Mexico, or the West Coast of the United 
States? Are you going in June or July? Are you 
traveling by car, train, plane, or bus? 

Are you taking one, two, or three pieces of 
luggage with you? Are you taking a light-
weight woolen coat? Are you taking a raincoat 
that will be useful in various types of weather? 
Are you planning to avoid laundries by using 
the new wrinkle-free synthetics? Are you 
going to take more than one pair of shoes? 
Are you going to take a thoroughly 
comfortable pair of walking shoes? 

Are you doing any reading in preparation for 
your trip? Are you planning to be away a full 
six weeks? Are you planning to come home 
tired out but happy? 
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Free Writing 

 

A30 (name your home city) at This 
Moment 

Directions: Begin, “It is now _____ A.M./P.M. 
in (name your home city). Different types of 
people are doing widely different types of 
things at this moment.” 

 

Grammatical Explanation: Verbs seldom 
used in the Progressive Tense 

Believe have  needseem 

Belong hear  ownsmell 

Cost  know  prefertaste 

Forget like  rememberunderstand 

Hate love  see      want 

Certain verbs, the above among them, 
because of their meaning, are seldom used in 
the progressive tense. You own something, for 
example, or you do not own it; you 
understand something or you do not 
understand it. 

It is possible, of course, to use some of the 
above verbs in the progressive present tense: 

The politician’s mistake of two years ago is 
still costing him votes. 

We are hearing chamber music tonight. 

We are having guests Saturday evening. 

Nevertheless, the following statement still 
stands: Certain verbs are seldom used in the 
progressive tenses. Their meaning implies 
that the action is habitual, not of the moment. 
Therefore the simple present tense is called 
for. 

 

Oral Practice 

Directions: Answer the questions, each of 
which contains a verb seldom used in the 
progressive tenses, with full statements. 

1. What do you believe in? 

2. What do you belong to? (Name one 
organization.) 

3. What does your wallet contain? 

4. What does a sport car cost? 

5. Do you ever forget to take your change 
when you pay a cashier? 

6. Do you hate hot weather? 

7. Do you love cold weather? 

8. What do you hear about the world 
situation? 

9. What do you know about atomic physics? 

10. How well do you like American food? 

11. Do you need anything from the drug 
store? 

12. Do you own an airplane? 

13. Do you prefer flying to going by train? 

14. Do you remember election night? 

15. Do you see many good movies? 

16. Does it seem too warm in here? 

17. Does it smell like spring? 

18. Do those cigarettes taste fresh? 

19. Do you understand the new math? 

20. Do you want to learn more about it? 

 

A31 Unimportant Facts About Me 

Directions: Turn the following paragraph of 
statements, answering to the fact or not, as 
you like. Use frequency adverbs or not: use 
negatives or not. (You in the question become 
I in the statement.) 

Do you believe in being on time? Do you ever 
forget your keys? Do you hear the 6:00 P.M. 
news? Do you know the Spanish vowels? Do 
you like ice cream? Do you love cats? Do you 
need a Master’s degree? Do you own a 
sailboat? Do you prefer sailing to riding a 
motorcycle? Do you know the top balcony of 
your favorite opera house? Do you ever 
remember your first ride in a taxi in this 
country? 

Do you see many plays? Do you understand 
this exercise? Do you want to finish your 
homework in the next half hour? Do you seem 
to smell and taste the fragrant cup of hot tea 
you are going to have as soon as you finish? 

 

A32 The Third Person Singular 

Directions: In order to get special practice in 
adding s to verbs following a third person 
singular subject, substitute the female 
Japanese name Haruko for the pronoun I in A 
31. Underline the added s’s and make all 
other appropriate changes. 

Begin, “Haruko believes in being on time. She 
sometimes forgets her keys.” 
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A33 Briefcases 

Directions: Turn the two following paragraph 
of questions into two paragraphs of 
statements in the simple present tense. (The 
first paragraph is about an imaginary male 
classmate from Greece named Nikolaos.) 

Does Nikolaos understand the word briefcase? 
Does he own an old one? Does he want a new 
one? Does he need a new one? Does he prefer 
the tan ones to the black ones? 

Does a briefcase sometimes cost twenty-five 
dollars? Does it often cost six or seven 
dollars? Does it seldom cost $2.95? Is a 
briefcase usually either tan or black in color? 

Free writing 

 

A34 The Climate of (name your country) 

Directions: Begin, “The climate in (name your 
country) is...” 

Suggested expressions: varied, mild, 
delightful; never humid, oppressively humid; 
always warm enough to, always cool enough 
to; never too hot to, never too cold to; the 
rainy season, the dry season; high winds, dry 
winds, cutting winds. 

(Do not capitalize the names of the four 
seasons.) 

 

A35 Something to Do 

Directions: Begin, “When I have a little time, I 
like to...” Write on how and where you like to 
practice one of your favorite forms of 
recreation. 

Suggestions: take pictures; look in shop 
windows without intending to buy (window 
shopping); go bicycling; browse (read here 
and there) in second-hand bookstores; 
explore a new section of the city. 

 

A36 A friend in My Present life 

Directions: Begin, “Life is easier for me here 
in the United States because (name) is my 
friend.” 

 

A37 The Responsible Part of My Job 

Directions: Begin, “A lot of my job is routine, 
of course; however...” 

 

Write of hat part of your job which must be 
well performed if the work of those around 
you is to go smoothly. Just what do you do? 

 

A38 Politics in the United States 

Directions: begin, “politics in the United 
States is puzzling but interesting.” 
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GEORGE WASHINGTON 
(1732-1799) 

 

We read in our history book about George 
Washington, general and hero of the War of 
Independence. His courage and honesty are 
the admiration and respect, not only of his 
fellow men and his country, but also an 
example of how a man can serve his nation, 
first as a soldier and then as a statesman. 
He is the first president of the United States 
and gives all his life and energy to his 
country. He is the father of the Nation and 
he is, as history knows him, “First in war 
first in peace and first in the hearts of his 
countrymen.” 

 

Comprehension 

1. No men are heroes. 

2. We respect George Washington as 
Father of his country. 

3. He is also the first president of the 
United States. 

4. George Washington gives all his life to 
this country. 

5. We all read about the War of 
Independence. 

6. We read about the Mother of the Nation. 

7. We read history. 

8. I am not a soldier. 

9. A statement serves his country. 

10. In history we read about the courage 
and honesty. 

 

Conversation 

1. Is our English Book a history book? 

2. Who gives all his energy to his country? 

3. Are you a soldier? 

4. Where is your history book? 

5. Is Richard little? 

6. Who is a statesman? 

7. Is everybody a hero? 

8. Can Richard be a soldier? 

9. Is Richard a hero? 

10. How can serve our nation? 

11. Are you a leader in your country? 

 

READ THE NEXT PARAGRAPHS 

Paragraph A 

There are many students in the United 
States from other countries. I’m one of 
them. I’m studying engineering at one of 
the large universities here. My name is hard 
to pronounce in English, but my friends call 
me Tom. I like this new name. 

Bill Dawson is my roommate at the 
university. I’m happy to have an American 
roommate. I like him very much. His sister 
Ann is pretty and very nice. She lives at 
home and goes to high school. I like her 
too. Bill’s parents, Mr. Mrs. Dwason, are 
very friendly. I like them very much. I’m 
going to see the Dawsons from time to 
time. 

 My family and my country are far from 
here. My parents write to me, and I write to 
the every week. I often write about my 
impressions of the United States. I’m going 
to write a letter tonight – or tomorrow. 

 

STRUCTURE 

I. Review of Possessive Adjectives 

A. Repeat these sentences after your 
teacher. 

 

I have my pen and pencil. 

You’re opening your book. 

He’s doing his homework. 

She’s writing her sentences. 

Its name is Spot. (His, Her) 

 

We’re practicing our English. 

You’re studying your lesson. 

They’re reading their letters. 

 

Paragraph B 

Americans like sport very much. In the fall, 
the popular sport is football. All the high 
schools and universities have their teams. 
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The boys on the teams practice after school 
every day. The games with other schools 
are usually on Saturday afternoons. 
Thousands of people, young and old watch 
these football games in September, 
October, and November. 

In the winter, the popular sport is 
basketball. There’s usually a game very 
Friday night in one school gymnasium or 
another. Some parts of the United States 
have a lot of snow and ice during the 
winter. Many people there like to ski or 
skate. 

In the other seasons, spring and summer, 
millions of Americans enjoy baseball. The 
schools have their games in the spring, but 
the important professional teams play 
during the summer. Some people go to 
these big games. The majority, however, 
listens to them on the radio, watch them on 
television, or read about them in the 
newspaper. Of course, a lot of people go 
swimming in the summer, too. Some also 
play tennis or golf, and others go fishing. 
They like to be outdoors because it’s warm 
during the months of June, July, and 
August. 

 

Paragraph C 

New York is the largest city in the United 
States. Perhaps it’s the noisiest city, too. It 
has the tallest buildings and the most 
crowded subways. It has some of the 
biggest department stores. It has the most 
offices and the most telephones of any city. 
In New York, people can hear the best 
music and see the newest plays. Broadway 
and Fifth Avenue is two of the most famous 
streets in New York. Yes, it’s really a city of 
superlatives. 

Washington, D.C. is much smaller than New 
York. In fact, several cities in the in the 
United States are larger than Washington. 
Some Americans say that it’s the most 
beautiful city in the country. Others say that 
it’s the cleanest city. There are many 
national monuments in Washington, and the 
most important government buildings are 
there. Why? Because it’s the capital of the 
United States. 

 

 

READ THE PASSAGE AND COMPLETE 
THE CHART 

Environmental Problems. 

There are many environmental problems in 
the world today. Pollution is very serious 
problem all over the world. We can talk 
about three types of pollution: air pollution, 
water pollution, and light pollution. 

Air pollution is dangerous. Cars and 
industries send pollutants into air. They 
pollute the air we breathe. Moreover, they 
create terrible acid rain. Acid rain destroys 
trees that are an important part of the 
environment. We know trees create oxygen 
for us to breathe. So we need to prevent 
their destruction. 

Water pollution kills animals, fish, and 
waterfowl. It also harms the people who 
drink that water or eat fish from polluted 
water. Light pollution is terrible. In the 
cities we cannot see the stars in the sky 
because we use many lights. 

Many countries want to solve the problems 
of pollution. They are doing things to help. 
For example, the problems with the 
environment affect our daily lives. We need 
to stop the pollution and deforestation 
(cutting down forests), so that we can 
protect the earth from destruction and keep 
it clean for future generations. We can help! 

 

Types of Pollution 

1._____________ pollution. 

2. ____________  __________. 

3. ____________  __________. 

Underline the selection that means the same 
according to the previous passage. Follow the 
example: 

 

1. We can talk about three types of 
pollution... 

a) People (including you and me) can talk 
about three types of pollution... 

b) Only you can talk about three types of 
pollution... 

c) The author of this passage can talk 
about three types of pollution. 

 

2. Moreover, they create terrible acid rain. 
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a) Moreover, animals create terrible acid 
rain. 

b) Moreover, plants create terrible acid 
rain. 

c) Moreover, cars and industries create 
terrible acid rain. 

 

3. It also harms the people who drink that 
water... 

a) Air pollution harms the people who 
drink that water... 

b) Water pollution harms the people who 
drink that water... 

c) Light pollution harms the people who 
drink that water... 

 

4. They are doing things to help. 

a) People (including you and me) are 
doing things to help. 

b) Industries are doing things to help. 

c) Many countries are doing things to 
help. 

 

5. The problems with the environment affect 
our daily lives. 

a) The problems with the environment 
affect people’s daily lives (including 
your life and my life) 

b) The problems with the environment 
affect the daily lives of industries. 

c) The problems with the environment 
affect only your daily life. 

 

6. We need to stop the pollution and 
deforestation... 

a) Industries need to stop pollution and 
deforestation... 

b) Countries need to stop pollution and 
deforestation... 

c) People (including you and me) need to 
stop pollution and deforestation... 

 

Read the following sentences, then read the 
passage. Write (T) TRUE or (F) FALSE. Follow 
the example. 

1. The First World War began in 1918. _F___ 

2. Germany, Austria-Hungary and Turkey 
joined together and formed the Central 
Powers. _______ 

3. France, Great Britain, Russia, Italy, Japan, 
and the U.S.A. joined together and formed 
the Allied Powers. _______ 

4. In 1914, an Austrian Archduke Killed a 
Serbian nationalist and that is how the 
First World War began. _______ 

5. The American forces helped eventually end 
the war. _______ 

6. The Central Powers (Germany Austria-
Hungary and Turkey) won the First World 
War. _______ 

 

THE FIRST WORLD WAR 

The First World War began in 1914 and 
ended in 1918. People called it a World 
War, because many countries participated: 
Many European countries, Russia, countries 
of the Middle East, the United States, and 
other countries. Two sides fighting the war 
were: the Central Powers which included 
Germany, Austria-Hungary and Turkey; and 
the Allied Powers which included France, 
Great Britain, Russia, Italy, Japan and, 
Later, United States. 

The Germans were the winners of a war 
against France in 1871. But there was still 
resentment and confusion between these two 
countries. This problem was a major cause of 
the war. Also, people in the Balkans became 
very nationalistic and wanted more territory. 
In 1914 a Serbian nationalist killed an 
Austrian Archduke and that is how the war 
began. 

Russian had its revolution in 1917. So the 
Russian government hat to stop fighting in the 
world war. They signed an armistice 
agreement in November 1917. The American 
forces which landed in France helped 
eventually end the war. Germany lost territory 
and many soldiers. Finally, the German Kaiser 
Wilhelm II decided to sign the Armistice at 
Rethondes, France. The Allied Powers had won 
the war. 
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EXERCISE  
 

Read each paragraph. Then write a good title 
for each paragraph in the blank. 

 

__________________ 

1. Most animals that live zoos are wild 
animals. Hunters catch these animals near 
their homes and take them to zoos. 
Modern zoos try to keep their wild animals 
comfortable and happy. Children and 
adults like to learn about the animals 
when they visit the zoo. 

 

_______________ 

2. People always talk about the weather. In 
the summer, everyone says, “Isn’t it hot 
today!” and, “we really need rain.” In the 
winter, people talk about the cold 
weather, the icy sidewalks, and the snowy 
roads. When spring comes, the wind rolls 
people’s hats down the street. Everyone 
laughs everyone except the owners of the 
hats! 

 

________________ 

3. It’s interesting to look at family 
photographs. In group of people, some 
always looks sad, sick, or angry. When 
everyone in the group is looking at the 
camera, one person is almost always 
looking away. 

Sometimes there are very young children 
in the group. They usually move at the 
wrong time, so you can’t recognize them 
in the photograph. But family photographs 
are good to keep and look at. Then we can 
remember the people who mean family to 
us. 

 

__________________ 

4. My Brother has terrible car. The lights 
don’t work very well, so he can’t drive 
safely at night. You can’t open the door on 
the right, so a passenger has to get in and 
out on the driver’s side. The tires are 
getting thin, so my brother has to drive 
very slowly. He never has any money, 
because he spends it for oil and gasoline. 
And the noise! When he drives down the 
street in front of our house, people say, 

“There’s Paul again. Is a car or a 
locomotive?” 

 

__________________ 

5. In the U.S., many high-school and college 
students have part-time jobs. They work 
in offices, factories, and stores. Some of 
them have jobs in the evening, or on 
weekends. 

Maybe after graduation they will come 
back to the same place, for the same job 
or a different one. 

 

_________________ 

6. It’s hard to choose the right gift for 
someone. You have to drink about the 
person who will receive the gift. When you 
want to give clothes, you have to know 
the right size and color. Records are good 
present, but only for someone who has a 
record player. 

 

Underline the words that have something to 
do with the first word. 

1. Theater: comedy frozen director recent 
combination crop tragedy 

2. Hospital: vote  doctor sick plain patient go 
at nurse. 

3. Kitchen:knife  fight chef rebuild seafood  
destination  roast. 

4. Performance: show   billion  relative  ballet  
liquid musical  opera. 

5. Library: dictionary sweet  librarian chapter   
corporation  hollow biography 

7. Occupation: dietician tissue chef fuel pilot  
butcher  counselor. 

8. Restaurant: waitress cashier table basic  
battle serving cook. 

9. Animal: salt goat cow loaf pig sheep 
colony 

10. Food: coast cafe cafeteria bar result 
restaurant  period 

11. Cook: bake area boil fry reward roast  
ballet. 

Choose one of the previous lines. And write 
a paragraph containing the words that you 
have underlined. 

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
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_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

 

 

 

CONVERSATION 

Ann:Hello, Mary. Is it true you’re going to 
leave us? 

Mary:Maybe, but it still depends on Jack’s 
interview. If he gets that job, then we’ll have 
to move to Boswell. 

Ann:You’re going to miss Highland Park, 
aren’t you? 

Mary: Oh, definitely. But it’s a much greater 
opportunity for Jack. His salary will be higher 
and he’ll have a much better position. He’ll 
manage the whole sales department. Also 
there are better schools for the children. The 
town itself isn’t half as nice as Highland Park, 
of course. 

Ann:yes, there are so many factories. There’s 
probably a lot of air pollution, isn’t there? 

Mary: Yes, and not much green area either. 
But that’s life, I guess. 

Ann:Are you going to stop working? 

Mary:I believe I’ll have to at first, but I intend 
to go back to work as soon as we settle down. 
I may get a job teaching.* There’s a new high 
school there and they’re looking for teachers. 

Ann:Have you decide what you’re going to do 
with your house here? 

Mary: Well, we were thinking of selling it and 
buying a new one in Boswell. But we can’t 
make up our minds. Houses are expensive 
there, so we may just rent one. 

                                                      
* Note: We use the present participle (-ing for) to 
describe a job: He has a job washing windows; I hope 
to find a job arranging tours. 
 

Ann:It’ll be a shame if you have to sell it. 
You’ve fixed it up so nicely. 

Mary:You know, Ann, deep down I really don’t 
want to move. I know it’s for the best, but I’m 
not sure I can get used to living in a town as 
big as Boswell. I‘ve lived in small towns all my 
life. 

Ann:Of course you can. You may not like it at 
first, but you’ll get used to it. And besides, 
you and Jack are the kind of people who make 
friends easily. I’m sure you’ll be very happy 
there, and I wish you the best of luck. You 
deserve it! 

Mary:You’re very sweet, Ann. You and Bob 
must come to see us if we move. 

 

MONOLOGUE 1 

What would I do if had five million Q? Man!  

What I could do with five million! First, I’d 
take a long vacation. I’d travel around the 
world and stay in the best hotels. Then I’d buy 
a large house with a swimming pool –just like 
in the movies! And I’d have two cars, one for 
weekdays and one for weekends. I’d invest 
some of my money in real estate, and I’d 
probably give some away. Of course, I 
wouldn’t have to work anymore, but I suppose 
I’d be bored if didn’t. Perhaps I’d become a 
businessman. 

 

MONOLOGUE 2 

If I were you dear, I wouldn’t fire Pablo. I’d 
give him another chance. He’s been working 
for the company for a long time, and he’s 
never given you trouble in the past. I’d talk to 
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him, if I were you, and explain what’s 
happening. You could tell him that he’s 
putting you in a difficult position and that if he 
doesn’t change, he’ll have to go. I’d rather do 
that than get someone else. Just think of the 
time you’d save if you didn’t have to train a 
new person. 

 

MONOLOGUE 3 

What would I do about inflation if I were 
president? Well, I’d just freeze prices and 
salaries. If the government reduces taxes and 
encouraged people to produce more, there’d 
be more products on the market and therefore 
more could be sold to other countries. If we 
just exported more than we imported, the 
country would be richer and there’d be more 
money available for everyone. 

 

MONOLOGUE 4 

If I could make three wishes...? Now let me 
see. Yes, I’d wish for health first, because if I 
were healthy I could enjoy my second wish: 
wealth. But money couldn’t buy what I’d ask 
for in the third wish. I’d ask for love. What 
more could you wish for? 

 

TEST YOURSELF 

What do you say? (1 point each) 

1. You are listening to two friends argue 
about something. You disagree with both 
of them and want to give your opinion. 

2. Someone you don’t know asks how much 
you earn. 

3. Someone is speaking and you’d like to 
interrupt. 

4. You are at a meeting and want to tell the 
group what you think. How do you start? 

5. Your friend talks too much and you want 
tell him/her not to. 

6. Someone makes a suggestion and you 
know it can’t be done. What expression 
could you use? 

7. A friend needs to buy some wood but 
doesn’t know where to go. What do you 
suggest? 

8. Someone is trying to make you decide 
about something, but it’s really their job to 
decide. What could you say? 

9. Your boss asks you to put something in a 
drawer that’s already too full. 

10. You belong to a group that raises money 
for the poor. When you ask people to give 
money, what do you say to make them 
want to give? 

 

Total score ________. 
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What to say… 

Reading and Writing 

1. Scan the restaurant review and answer 
these questions: 

a. Where is the restaurant? 

b. What kind of food do they serve? 

c. Is it expensive? 

 

2. Read the review. Pairs. Discuss. Does the 
reviewer like the restaurant? 

Where to Eat 

Eliza Fitzgerald 

The Courtyard is an inexpensive but beautiful 
little restaurant right in the middle of New 
Orleans’ French Quarter. Don’t miss it –it’s 
excellent! 

There is an out side courtyard with lots of 
plants and flowers and a beautiful little 
fountain in one corner. You can eat in the 
courtyard or in the small dining room, which is 
also full of plants. Some nights a jazz band 
plays in the courtyard. 

The Courtyard is famous for it Creole food. On 
a recent visit, my friends and I tried all the 
specialties. Our favorites were 

the seafood jambalaya (rice with lobster, 
mussels, clams, and shrimp), blackened 
redfish ( redfish grilled with lots of spices), 
and fresh red crayfish. The dirty rice ( red 
beans and rice with or without sausage) was 

especially good. For dessert we had the 
specialty of the house –bread pudding in 
whiskey sauce. It was absolutely delicious! 

The service was friendly and fast. Our server 
knew about all food and its ingredients (one of 
my guest was a vegetarian). Our food arrived 
quickly and was served piping hot. 

 

3. Look at the pictures. Which one is the 
Courtyard? 

There were only two problems with the 
restaurant. We had to wait one hour for table, 
and the courtyard was very, very noisy. If you 
want a quiet meal, eat inside. 

The Courtyard♦♦♦ 
 
  912 St. Louis Street 
 New Orleans, Louisiana 
    (504) 555-2815 
 
 
Lunch: 11:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Monday 
through Saturday 
Dinner: 5:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. Sunday 
through Thursday; 
6:00p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Friday and Saturday 
Appetizers: $ 4.25 - $6.95 
Main Courses: $ 12.95 - $19.95 
Credit Cards: Visa, Master Card 
Reservations: not accepted 
Wheelchair Access: No steps 
  ♦Good 
      ♦♦ Very Good 
     ♦♦♦ Excellent 
     ♦♦♦♦ Extraordinary 
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LISTENING 

4. Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks 
with the correct number. 

1. Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay; 2. 
Athens, Greece; 3. Uruguay; 4. Orville and 
Wilbur Wright; 5. 1967; 6. London, England; 
7. $0.15; 8. Ceylon (Sri Lanka), India, and 
Israel; 9. Alexander Graham Bell. 
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5. What’s the best in the world to do these 
activities? Listen to the news report. Write the 
letter of the place next to the activity. 

 

a) Hong Kong. 

b) San Diego, California, U.S. 

c) Honolulu, Hawaii, U.S. 

d) Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

e) Cancun, Mexico 

f) Kathmandu, Nepal 

g) Tahiti, Polynesia 

h) Cairns, Australia 

i) The French Alps 

j) Quebec, Canada 

k) Rome, Italy 

l) Bermuda
m)  

 

5. Check your answers. 

What’s the best place to go skiing? 

The French Alps. What’s the best place to...? 

 

6. What’s the best place to do these activities 
in your country? 

I think the best place to go dancing is... 

7. Sometimes stories entertain. Sometimes 
they teach at lesson. Read these two 
stories. Which do you think teaches a 
lesson? Which is funny? Which is a 
mystery? 
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READING AND WRITING 

 

1. Look at the headline and the picture. Cover the article. Predict. 

 

2. Write three questions you want the article to answer. 

 

3. Was your prediction correct? Were your questions answered? 
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VOCABULARY 

1. Number the foods in the correct order. 

The Ten Most Popular Foods for Your Fourth of 
July Picnic 

_______ Hamburgers 
 
 ________ Hot dogs 
 
 ________ Potato salad 
 
 ________ Watermelon 
 
 ____10__ Baked beans 
 
 ________ Barbecued chicken 
 

 ________ Corn on the cob 
 
 ________ Coleslaw 
 
 ________ Chocolate brownies 
 
 ________ Chips and dip 
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PRACTICE THE CONVERSATION 

Mark:Hey, Debbie. How are you doing? 

Debbie: Great! Did you hear the news about  
Ed and Lynn? 

Mark:No. What about them? 

Debbie: They’re getting married! 

Mark:No kidding! I just saw them, and they 
didn’t tell me about it. 

Debbie: Well, they are, and I’m having a party 
for them next week. Can you come? 

Mark: Sure! 

 

 

 

 

READING AND WRITING 

1. Look at the list of phobias (fears). Which 
do you think are the three most common 
phobias? 

 

FEAR OF 

Water – hydrophobia 

Heights – acrophobia 

Lightning – astraphobia 

Social situations – sociophobie 

Spiders – arachnophobia 

Insects – entomophobia 

Flying – aerophobia 

Open spaces – claustrophobia 

Death – necrophobia 

 

2. Read the article. Choose the best title. 

a. Phobias 

b. Fear of Flying 

c. Karen’s Problem 
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3. Every paragraph has a main idea. What’s 
the main idea of each paragraph in the 
article? 

 

Paragraph 1 

___________________________________ 
Karen Daniels is talking about getting on a 
plane.________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

 

Paragraph 2 

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

 

Paragraph 3  

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

 

 

Paragraph 4 

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

 

4. Imagine that one of your friends has a 
phobia. Write him or her a letter giving 
advice. For example, your friend is afraid 
of heights, afraid of the dark, afraid of 
elevator, or afraid to speak English. 

 

 

 

5. Read your letter to your partner. Don’t 
mention the phobia. Your partner should 
guess what the phobia is. 
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A LETTER FROM CARLOS 

October 16 

Dear Manuel, 

Yesterday my art class went to the zoo. They 
drew pictures of the animals. I wanted to go, 
but I didn’t understand the directions. My art 
teacher wrote them in English. 

I went to the corner and waited for the bus. I 
waited and waited! None of the buses 
stopped! Then I figured it out. I was on the 
wrong corner! 

I called my father and walked to the 
university. He introduced me to Professor 
Stack and his son, Bob. Professor Stack 
teaches music. We went to the cafeteria at the 
university and ate lunch. 

Bob and I talked about school. After lunch, we 
took the right bus and went to the zoo. We 
met my art class there. Bob knew some of the 
kids in the class and we had a good time. 

Now I’m going to learn a lot of English. Bob’s 
going to help me. 

Write soon. 

Your friend, 

 

CONVERSATION 

 

 

 

1 

Ken:Wow! That was a great movie! 

Gail:Yes, it was. I really liked it! 

Ken:Everybody in the movie was wonderful! 

Gail:You’re right, Ken. Let’s go now. 

Ken:Oh, let’s see the movie again! 

Gail:Again! Ken, we can’t! It’s almost 7:30. 
We’re going to be late for... dinner. 

Ken: That’s OK. I can call my mother and tell 
her. 

Gail:No! Don’t do that! We’re going to go to 
the... 

Ken:What did you say? 

Gail:I didn’t say anything! Let’s go! 

 

2 

Man:Hello. This is the Star Theater. 

Mrs. Gray:Hello. Maybe you can help me. I 
have a question. 

Man:Sure. What is it, ma’am? 

Mrs. Gray:My son and his friend went to the 
movies tonight. And they’re not home. All of 
the guests are here and the birthday cake is 
ready! 

Man:I see. But what’s your question? 

Mrs. Gray:Well, are they at the theater? 

Man:No, ma’am. There’s nobody here now. 
The next movie is at 8:15. 

Mrs. Gray:Oh, dear! Where are Gail and Ken? 

 

3 

Gail: Hi, Mrs. Gray. 

Mrs. Gray:Hello, Gail. Hi, Ken. Where were 
you? You’re late! 

Ken:The bus left without us, so we walked 
home. 

Mrs. Gray: Oh, dear. Well, come in and sit 
down. 

Everybody:Surprise! Happy birthday, Ken! 
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QUESTIONS 

 

1. What did Ken want to  do? 

 

 

2. Why did Mrs. Gray call the    Theater? 

 

 

3. Did you ever go to surprise party? Who 
was it for? Who gave the party? 
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READINGS 

QUESTIONS 

1. Where is the Art Fair going to be? 

2. Where was Sally running when she lost 
her dictionary? 

3. Is there a bulletin board at your school? 
What kind of notes are on it? 

                                       

READING 

Many people believe that doing certain things 
can bring you bad luck or good luck. Do you 
think this is true? Some people believe these 
things. Do you agree? 

Sneezing is dangerous, because when you 
sneeze, your soul can fly out of your body. 
When somebody sneezes, always say, “God 
bless you,” Then the person won’t die. 

Always get out of the bed on the right side 
and step on your right foot first, or you’ll be 
unlucky all day. Did you forget and get out of 
bed on the left side? Back up the bed, lie 
down and get up again on the right side. 

Breaking a mirror can bring you seven years 
of bad luck, or somebody in your family will 
die. When you break a mirror, take it outside 
and bury it. Then bad things won’t happen. 

Spilling salt can also bring bad luck. When you 
spill salt, throw some of it over your left 
shoulder. That will send the bad luck away 
from you. 

Never walk under a ladder. That brings very 
bad luck. When you have to walk under 
ladder, cross your fingers. 
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Black cats are unlucky. When a black cat 
walks in front of you, go home and start your 
trip again. 

Opening an umbrella in the house is also 
unlucky. People say, “It makes the sun 
angry.” 

What can you do to have good Luck? Some 
people carry a clover with four leaves. Other 
people carry a rabbit’s foot. Some people say, 
“Hang a horseshoe over your door.” 

A lot of people believe these things can bring 
bad luck or god luck. Do you? 

 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Why do some people think sneezing is 
dangerous? 

 

 

2. What do some people believe will happen 
when you break a mirror? 

 

 

3. Do you carry something to bring you good 
luck? What is it? 
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READING    

 

A) Read the article. How did these three 
young people first show they were prodigies?  

What has each one accomplished? Complete 
the chart 

 

B) Talk about these questions. 

 

1. Which of the three prodigies do you think 
is the most amazing? Why? 

 

 

2. If you were prodigy, what would you like 
to be really good at? Why? 
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LET’S GO TO THE MOVIES! 

 

A) Take turns asking and answering these 
questions and other of your own. 

What kinds of movies are you interested in? 
Why? 

What kinds of movies do you find boring? 

Who are you favorite actors and actresses? 
Why? 

Are there any actors you don’t like? 

What’s one of the most exciting movies you 
have ever seen? 

What did you like about it? 

What are your three favorite movies in 
English? Why? 

Are there any outstanding movies playing 
now? 

 

a:What kinds of movies are you interested in? 

b:I love action movies. 

a: Really? Why is that? 

b: They’re exciting! What about you? 

a:I think action movies are kind of silly. I 
prefer... 

 

 

RISKY BUSINESS 

 

B) Group work. Compare you information. 

 

C) How much do you really know about your 
classmate? Look at the survey and add two 
more situations to items 1 and 2. 
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D) Class activity. Go around the class and 
ask the questions in the survey. Write down 
the names of classmate who answer “yes 
for item 1 and “No” for item 2. Then ask 
follow-up questions and take notes. 

 

a: have you ever cried during a movie? 

b: Yes. I’ve cried during a lot of movies. 

a: What kind of movies? 

b: Well, sad ones like Casablanca and... 

 

a: Have you ever eaten a hot dog? 

c: No, I haven’t. 

a: Why not? 

c: Well, I’m vegetarian. 

 

E) Ask your partner for advice about these 
situations. 

 

I’m going away on vacation and my house will 
be empty. How can I make my house safe 
from Burglars? 

     

I’m buying a used car. How can I make sure 
that it’s in good condition? 

 

I have an important job interview. How can I 
make a good impression? 

 

A: I’m going away on vacation and my house 
will be empty, how can I make my house safe 
from burglars? 

B: Well, don’t forget to lock all the windows. 
Oh, and make sure to... 

 

 

 

 

F) Now your partner needs advice about 
these situations. Give at least four 
suggestions for each one. 

        

Your partner is going to rent an apartment 
with a roommate. 

 

         

Your partner is meeting his girlfriend’s or her 
boyfriend’s parents for the first time. 
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Your partner is mailing a valuable glass vase 
to a friend. 

 

 

John Travolta  

 

A) Do you know the actor John Travolta? What 
do know about him? 

B) Read about John Travolta. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C) Check (X) True or False. For statements 
that are false, write the true information

. 
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HOME, SWEET HOME 

 

A) Complete this questionnaire about where 
you live and find your score below. 
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B) Write two short paragraphs about where 
you live. In the first paragraph describe your 
neighborhood, and in the second paragraph 
describe your home.  

Use the information in part A or information of 
your own. 

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________ 

 

A LOT TO CELEBRATE 

 

A) Do you know about any special days in the 
United States?  

Which days do you know about? 

 

B)Read about these special days in the United 
States. 

 

 

 

C) Complete the chart. Check (X) the correct 
answers. 
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WORK HARD, PLAY HARD 

A) What do you know about Bill Gates? 

B) Read the article. 

 

C) Check (X) True or False. For statements 
that are false, write the true information. 
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MODERN SHORT STORIES 
IN ENGLISH 

By American Authors 

 

 
 

From the time she was thirteen Rilla Mabry 
had been ashamed of her appearance. It 
was then that she started growing taller 
than the other girls. She was also awkward 
as well as tall and she was too thin. 

By the time she was twenty she was fully 
convinced that her appearance was really 
something terrible. All of the other girls 
seemed little and cute and attractive. No 
matter what Rilla wore it seemed wrong. She 
was much too tall to wear tailored clothes. 
And thin dresses simply hung around her 
loosely. 

All of the boys and girls in the group liked 
Rilla. She was a fine girl –if you could forget 
the way she looked. Even her hair was wrong 
–rather stringy- but she had a pleasant and 
attractive face. 

 In spite of her looks Rilla had a boy friend. He 
was Patrick Redding and his father kept a 
grocery store. Pat wasn’t any great prize –but 
then you couldn’t expect Rilla, with her looks, 
to do any better. People felt that Rilla ought to 

be well satisfied. Pat was nice-looking boy, 
and he shouldn’t be considered unimportant. 

Rilla didn’t consider Pat unimportant. She was 
grateful to him for being nice to her. She was 
as pleasant and as friendly as she could be. As 
a matter of fact she liked Pat a lot. He was fun 
to be with. She would have been perfectly 
satisfied except for the fact that she was in 
love with Shane Tennant. All of which did her 
little good -for Shane was the prize of the 
town. Shane’s father was a banker- and rich. 
His mother was the social leader of the town. 
Shane was well much taller than Rilla –and 
handsome, besides. 

Pat went to the grocery business with his 
father. Shane went into the bank. That’s the 
way sons do in small towns unless they have 
definite ideals about law or one of the other 
professions. Rilla didn’t do anything. Her 
parents had just enough money so she didn’t 
have work. She went to parties with Patrick –
and admired Shane from distance. The 
townspeople felt that she would marry Pat, 
that he’d take over his father’s grocery store, 
and that they’d settle down. 

That might have happened if it hadn’t been for 
Leslie Durant. Leslie Durant was – and still is- 
a well known magazine illustrator. And he 
came to Morrisville to visit an aunt. And he 
was taken everywhere to all of the parties, of 
course. He was the social lion of the season. 
He stayed in town for only a few days –but 
that was long enough for a lot to happen. 

He saw Rilla Mabry! Rilla was standing near 
the door and she was looking at Shane 
Tennant. She never knew how much her face 
showed what she thinking about. No one else 
noticed – Durant, being new, understood the 
situation. He saw Rilla. Standing not quite 
straight because she didn’t feel quiet as tall 
that way, in a badly fitted dress and her hair 
not quiet smooth –and he saw Shane, 
perfectly dressed, self-confident, good-
looking. And then Pat came to ask Rilla to 
dance. 

On the second day of his visit Durant made 
his remarkable statement. He told anyone 
who would listen to him that Rilla Mabry was 
by far the best-looking girl in town. One of the 
best-looking girls he had ever seen. 

Rilla had never had compliment about her 
looks before. She had always been shy, self-
conscious, and often unhappy about her 
appearance. And now, the first authority on 
beauty who had ever been in town claimed 
that she was prize. 
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When Durant, himself, told her what he 
thought of her, she was filed with confusion. 
She managed finally to thank him. And later, 
very shyly, she went up to him. 

“I do wish that you’d tell me how I can look 
better,” she said. 

“That’s not really my particular kind of work,” 
he told her, “but maybe if we got together...” 

They got together the next morning. Durant 
came to Rilla’s house, and, with Rilla’s mother 
acting as helper, they did things to Rilla and 
to Rilla’s clothes. Durant made her stand up 
straight. And he rearranged her hair. And he 
told her what was wrong with the clothes she 
wore. 

That night there was a dance for Durant – his 
last evening in town. And, as he had thought 
when he started things, Rilla was, for the first 
time in her life, the center of attention. 
Toward the end of the evening Durant had the 
satisfaction of seeing Shane Tennant dancing 
very attentively with Rilla, Shane Tennant, 
whom Rilla had looked at with longing eyes – 
and who had never paid any attention to her. 

Durant went back to his home and his work in 
New York and forgot about the whole thing. 
Years passed. And then, just the other day, 
this happened: 

Durant was lunching alone at a restaurant 
when an attractive, tall woman, past her first 
youth, came up to him. 

“You don’t remember me?” she said. 

Durant didn’t remember her. 

I’m Rilla Tennant – I was Rilla Mabry when 
you knew me. You came to my home town 
and –and rather made my life over Remember 
now? 

“Of course I do,” Durant. “I remember very 
well. It was my one attempt at changing the 
destiny of another person.” 

“You did a wonderful job!” said Rilla. There 
was a strange note in her voice which he 
didn’t understand. 

“You married the boy you were in love with, I 
see. His name was Tennant, wasn’t it?” 

“Why, yes,” said Rilla “But how did you 
remember the name? And how did you know I 
was in love with him?” 

“I’m good at remembering names. And I saw 
you looking at him. Simplicity itself! And to 
think that I was the cause!” 

“Yes, you were,” said Rilla. “It was very funny, 
when you look back on it. There I was, going 
with Pat Redding and in love with Shane, and 
terribly unhappy and awkward. And you came 
down and said I was a beauty – so 
automatically I became a beauty. And the 
boys all wanted to go with me. And I married 
Shane.” 

“Wonderful!” said Durant. And he smiled 
happily. “How are you getting along, now?” 

“That’s the difficult part” said Rilla. “You 
shouldn’t have asked.” 

“Shane and I got married –and didn’t get 
along very well though I was awfully happy in 
the beginning. The Tennants lost all of their 
money in a bank by the time, so our money 
went, too. Then Shane fell in love with a 
chorus girl. I got a divorce, of course. I’ve 
been teaching in a girls’ school for the past 
three years.” 

“That’s too bad!” said Durant. “But maybe 
that was better than marrying that other boy 
whom you didn’t love.” 

“Maybe,” said Rilla. “You can never tell. Love 
goes... Patrick Redding took over his father’s 
grocery store and married the cutest girl in 
town. They have three children and are very 
happy. And, oh yes, he became quite 
ambitious and started a chain of grocery 
stores. Now he’s the richest and most 
important man in town.” 

 

Comprehension and Discussion Questions 

1. Why had Rilla Mabry been ashamed of her 
appearance? 

2. Why did people think that Rilla ought to be 
well satisfied with Pat Redding as a boy 
friend? 

3. With whom was Rilla in love at that time? 

4. Who was Leslie Durant and why did he 
come to Morisville at this time? 

5. What did Durant say about Rilla Mabry 
when he first saw her? 

6. What suggestion did Durant make to Rilla 
about changing her appearance? 

7. Whom did Rilla finally marry? 

8. How did Rilla’s marriage with Shane 
Tennant turn out? 

9. How did Pat Redding become the richest 
and most important man in town? 

10. Whom did Pat Redding finally marry? 
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Vocabulary and Idiom Review 

Match the word in the left hand column with 
it’s OPPOSITE in the right hand column: 

1. Thin___________ large 

2.Easy___________graceful 

3. Straight___________ lazy 

4. Awkward___________ short 

5. Handsome ___________ give up 

6. Ambitious___________ fat 

7. Proud___________ crooked 

8. Small___________ ugly 

9. Take over___________ fast 

10. Tall___________ difficult 

___________ ashamed 

 

The most fascinating place in the United 
States is Palm Beach and the most interesting 
spot in Palm Beach is “Whitney’s.” The name 
isn’t Whitney’s at all, but anyone who has 
ever been to Palm Beach will know the 
establishment to which I refer. 

Whitney’s is a restaurant and a gambling 
place, and sooner or later everybody who 
comes to Palm Beach visits Whitney’s. 

There is no restaurant or hotel in France, 
Italy, Germany, and Spain whose food can 
compare with Whitney’s. At Whitney’s there 
are no menus; you order what you wish from 
an endless variety of special foods, anything 

from duck soup to bird’s tongues –and the 
surprising fact is that you get what you order. 
But on your first visit to Whitney’s you often 
pay little attention to what you eat, for very 
soon, as the room commences to fill, you can 
hardly believe your eyes. At every table you 
soon recognize someone who is either famous 
or notorious. 

After lunch this brilliantly dressed group of 
persons goes down to the gambling room. By 
two o’clock this room is well filled, by three it 
is crowded, and it remains so until the early 
hours of the morning. It is far more 
interesting and better conducted than Monte 
Carlo. I was deeply impressed, and soon I 
welcomed an opportunity to meet Mr. Whitney 
himself. 

We found him is a small, businesslike office 
hardly large enough to hold the big old-
fashioned roll-top desk and a chair or two. 
Perhaps there was a safe; I can’t remember. 
The office was protected by some iron bars, 
and there was a uniformed attendant at the 
door who admitted us after Mr. Whitney had 
given the word he would see us. 

I found him a man square of jaw, cold eyes, 
his face rather unexpressive –much what I 
expected. He runs his gambling place as a 
business- and it is a matter of pride with him 
that it is conducted in an efficient, 
businesslike way. It is said that his profits are 
two million dollars a season. And I doubt this 
just as one doubts the salaries of motion 
picture stars. 

However, the man had a strong personality. 
He interested me. I like him. I wanted to talk 
to him, but it was difficult. He was not very 
communicative person. Soon I asked him how 
much he lost a season in the way of had 
checks and bad debts. He said approximately 
two hundred thousand dollars, which he didn’t 
seem to consider heavy. As he spoke if this a 
light came into his eyes and a faint smile 
appeared on his lips. 

“ I had a rather interesting experience the 
other day,” he said, “I was sitting in my office 
one morning when word was brought to me 
that a lady wanted to see me; “Mrs. John 
Rossiter, the man told me. I knew who John 
Rossiter was, so I told him to show her in. 

“Before se said a word she began to cry, not 
bitterly; but the tears came into her eyes and 
began to run down her cheeks, and she kept 
wiping them away with her handkerchief, 
trying all the time to control herself. I don’t 
like that sort of thing, you know, and I usually 
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avoid it, but this rather impressed me. I felt 
sorry for her before she opened her mouth. 

“Her husband had been gambling, she told 
me, and on Wednesday –the day before- had 
lost thirty thousand dollars. I’ve been 
acquainted with John Rossiter off and on for 
five or six years. Every year he has been 
coming down here, and I’ve know him well 
enough to say ‘hello,’ but not much more 
intimately than that. At any rate, I’ve always 
had a good feeling about Rossiter. He was a 
clean-cut man, a good sport, well liked, 
belong to a good club, and was rather popular 
everywhere. I had seen him year after year 
here, but I hadn’t an idea of how he played or 
what he won or lost. He had an account with 
me and always paid very promptly at the end 
of the month if there was any paying to be 
done. 

“Mrs. Rossiter explained that the great 
problem of her life had been her husband’s 
gambling. She had begged him to keep away 
from the stock market and from cards, and 
he’d promise her that he’d stop, bet then he’d 
slip and get caught again. The thirty thousand 
dollars he had lost on Wednesday about 
cleaned him and his wife out. It mean –oh, 
I’ve forgotten what she told me exactly: 
selling the home- it was mortgaged already, 
she said, taking the two girls out of school, 
herself perhaps having to find a position. It 
was a long story, I don’t remember the 
details, but I confess that I felt very sorry for 
her. Taking those girls out of school was what 
I believe impressed me, I don’t know why 
exactly. Well, at any rate, I told her that I 
didn’t like the idea of anybody coming here 
and losing everything. Sentiment, if you like, 
but its good business at the same time. It 
doesn’t help an establishment like this to get 
a reputation that people can lose everything 
they have here. The result of it all was that I 
agreed to give her back the money which her 
husband had lost, but on one condition, and I 
made that point very clear: John Rossiter was 
never to enter my place again. I don’t like 
that kind of a loser around here. If he hasn’t 
got the money, he shouldn’t play. She 
promised me with the tears running down her 
cheeks, and I gave her the money, and she 
made me feel like a damn fool by kissing both 
my hands and asking God to bless me –all 
that foolishness that a grateful woman feels 
she has to do when you do her a favor. 

“I didn’t think anything more about the affair 
until the very next afternoon when it was 
clearly brought back to my mind. My floor 
manager came to me and told me that John 
Rossiter had just come in, and had gone to 

the gambling room, and was playing at one of 
the tables. As a rule, I never mix in with what 
happens outside, but this made me pretty 
mad, so I walked out there myself. 

“I went straight up to him and said: ‘May I 
speak to you a minute? And when we were off 
in a corner away from the crowd, I asked him 
what he meant by coming into my place. 

“‘I want to know what this means,’ I 
demanded. ‘Your wife came to see me 
yesterday morning and told me about your 
troubles and about your losing thirty thousand 
dollars here on Wednesday, and I gave her 
back the money you’d lost on one condition 
and that was that you were never to enter my 
doors again?’ 

“Rossiter looked at me for a moment. Then he 
said: 

“‘Why, Mr. Whitney, there must be some 
mistake. I’m not married!” 

 

Comprehension and Discussion Questions 

1. Where does this story take place? 

2. What kind of office did Mr. Whitney 
himself occupy? 

3. Why does the author say that Mr. Whitney 
appeared to be more or less the type of 
man that he expected to see? 

4. What woman had come to see Mr. Whitney 
recently? 

5. Why did the woman begin to cry before 
telling Mr. Whitney her story? 

6. Did “Mrs. Rossiter” say that her husband 
had lost much money or little money the 
day before? 

7. What did Mr. Whitney finally agree to do? 

8. What one condition, however, did he make 
before returning the money to her? 

9. .Why did Mr. Whitney become very angry 
the next day when he learned that Mr. 
Rossiter was again gambling in his place? 

10. What did he say to Mr. Rossiter? How did 
Mr. Rossiter answer him? 

 

Vocabulary and Idiom Review 

a) Circle the word in parentheses which 
completes each sentence correctly: 

1. In a restaurant you see a (desk/ 
menu/season / flag). 
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2. The most famous gambling place in 
the world is located in (Washington / 
London / Venice / Monte Carlo). 

3. The best place in which to keep money 
is a (safe / gambling / house / 
handkerchief / desk). 

4. He had an opportunity to make some 
money; That is, he had a (fame 
/surprise / chance / desire) to make 
some money. 

5. If I am pretty mad I am (very mad / 
not mad at all / awfully mad / rather 
mad). 

6. That man is filled with pride; that is he 
is very (pride / proud / pried / 
ashamed). 

7. A notorious person has (brilliant 
clothes / beautiful eyes / a lot of 
money / a bad reputation). 

8. A communicative person usually (eats 
a lot / talks well / sleep / gambles). 

9. Mad means angry; it also means (lazy 
/ hungry / insane / happy). 

10. When you enter a room, you (come 
into / go out of / sleep in / eat in) it. 

 

b) Use the following expressions in sentences 
of your own: 

1. Pay attention to 

2. Keep doing something 

3. Show someone in 

4. Show someone out 

5. Feel sorry for 

6. Get acquainted with 

7. Get caught 

8. Give back 

9. At all 

10. Sooner or later 

11. At any rate 

12. As a rule 

 

c) The ending –tion is used to make nouns 
from some verbs. The noun shows the 
thing that results from the action of the 
verb. 

He wanted to educate himself, he read every 
book he could find; his education, however, 
was far from complete. 

Change the following verbs to nouns by 
adding –tion. Then use each of the resulting 
words in a sentence of your own: 

1. Instruct 

2. Operate 

3. Invent 

4. Collect 

5. Fascinate 

6. Communicate 

7. Complete 

8. Illustrate 

9. attract 

10. duplicate 
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